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ABSTRACT 

 

Diarrhoea is still a major problem worldwide. Enteric pathogens such as 

Enteroaggregative E. coli (EAEC), Enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC) and Enterotoxigenic 

E. coli (ETEC) have been reported to cause diarrhoea in children under the age of 5 

years. The incidences of these pathogens are due to factors such as poor water quality, 

sanitation and hygiene practices. Infections with these pathogens result in diarrhoea and 

have been reported to result in severe disease outcomes more especially in children 

under 2 years of age. 

EPEC infections have been well studied using in vitro analyses, with studies highlighting 

the adherence traits, proteins and virulence genes involved in pathogenesis and 

inflammatory responses. EPEC is characterized by localized adherence with microcolony 

formation at the site of infection. In vivo studies have reported on human EPEC infection. 

However, the current animal models have not been able to replicate clinical outcomes 

(such as diarrhoea and weigh loss) of EPEC infection similar to humans. Therefore, there 

is still a need for a suitable small animal model that mimic clinical outcomes of human 

EPEC infections in vivo. 

Children living in poor environmental conditions are more susceptible to diarrhoeal 

pathogens. Furthermore, the incidences of children being exposed to co-infections (more 

than one pathogen at the same time) is relatively high. The EAEC/EPEC (A/P) and 

EPEC/ETEC (P/T) co-infections have been increasingly detected in children with and 

without diarrhoea. It has been suggested that patients infected with these co-infections 

might result in severe disease outcome than those infected with single pathogens. 

Pathogens are constantly evolving and the microbe-microbe interaction in the host can 

result in these pathogens competing for the same niche and thus result in increased 

virulence. Interaction of co-infections can lead to increased inflammatory responses thus 

affecting the infected host. 

The first objective of this study was to develop an EPEC murine model using weaned 

C57BL/6 mice that have been pretreated with antibiotic cocktail. Mice were orally infected 
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with wild-type (WT) typical EPEC, bfp- and escN mutant strains. The WT had transient 

weight loss and wet stools with mucous; and the bfp- infected mice also had transient 

weight loss and bloody stool appearance. Increase in inflammatory biomarkers MPO, 

LCN-2, CRP, IL-6 and SAA were observed in the WT and bfp- infected mice. The mice 

infected with escN mutant did not exhibit any weight changes and the stools were similar 

to the uninfected mice. Furthermore, no inflammatory biomarkers were observed in mice 

infected with the escN mutant. Metabolic perturbations were observed in WT EPEC 

infected mice at day 3 post infection with the TCA cycle metabolites (reduced succinate, 

citrate, fumarate, cis-aconitate) being excreted at lower quantities indicating that the 

energy production in the infected mice was greatly affected. 

The second objective of this study was to determine the interaction between the P/T co-

infections using in vitro and in vivo analyses. In vitro, human colorectal tumour 8 (HCT-8) 

cells were infected with single strains of ETEC, EPEC and both the pathogens and 

incubated for 3 hours. After infection the cells were analysed for bacterial adherence 

using real-time PCR. The single strains adhered at the same rate similar to the P/T co-

infected cells. IL-8, as a marker of inflammatory response, was measured using ELISA. 

The results indicated that the P/T co-infected cells had a significant increase in IL-8 

response higher than the single infections. The P/T co-infections were further analysed 

in vivo using the EPEC murine model developed in this study. Interestingly, mice infected 

with P/T co-infections developed severe diarrhoea accompanied with significant 

increased weight loss and some mice died during the 3-day infection period. The 

inflammatory responses MPO, LCN-2 and SAA were higher in the co-infected mice 

indicating a synergistic effect. The bfp and eltA virulence genes were significantly 

increased in the P/T co-infections. 

The third objective of this study was to determine the interaction between A/P co-

infections using in vitro and in vivo analyses. HeLa cells and HCT-8 cells were infected 

with EAEC, EPEC and both the pathogens at the same time in order to determine 

adherence and inflammatory responses. EAEC adherence was higher than EPEC and 

A/P co-infections adherence. A/P co-infections did not have increased IL-8 response in 

HCT-8 cells when compared to EAEC alone. The virulence genes involved in EPEC 
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adherence and Type 3 Secretion System (bfp, eae, tir, ler, per, espB and espA) were 

significantly reduced in A/P co-infected cells. An interesting adherence trait was observed 

between the A/P co-infections in HeLA cells, EAEC was found to adhere around EPEC 

altering the localized adherence pattern. The A/P co-infections were further analysed 

using the EPEC murine model developed in this study. The A/P infected mice had 

diminished weight changes and EAEC shedding was enhanced when EPEC was present. 

Faecal inflammatory biomarkers MPO and LCN-2 in A/P infected mice did not have any 

additive effect. 

The findings of this study contributed significantly to the knowledge of human EPEC 

infection in weaned C57BL/6 mice, highlighting clinical outcomes, inflammatory 

responses and metabolic perturbations. Furthermore, this study also highlighted the 

interaction of P/T and A/P co-infections using in vitro and in vivo analyses in order to 

determine the disease severity and outcomes. It was observed in this study that co-

infections can result in either synergistic or antagonistic effects. Further studies are 

therefore, required in order to understand the underlying mechanisms that are involved 

during co-infections and this can further assist in the development of therapeutic 

interventions. 

 

Key words: C57BL/6 mice, co-infection, Enteroaggregative E. coli, Enteropathogenic E. 

coli, Enterotoxigenic E. coli, murine model, diarrhoea, enteropathy, inflammation, 

metabolic perturbation 
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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1.   INTRODUCTION 

Gastroenteritis in children is still a major problem globally (Liu et al, 2015) and is estimated 

to cause 1.3 million deaths in developing countries (Troeger et al, 2017). The Global 

Burden Disease Study have reported that diarrhoea is the eighth leading cause of deaths 

among adults, and the fifth leading cause of death among children less than 5 years of 

age (Troeger et al, 2018). In low-income settings, the incidences of childhood diarrhoea 

are higher due to factors such as poor water quality, sanitation and hygiene aspects 

(Brown et al, 2013; Jensen et al, 2017; Cumming et al, 2019). In addition, many of these 

children have recurrent diarrhoea due to their less developed immune system (Jensen et 

al, 2017; Fang et al, 2018), and this contributes to the infection-malnutrition cycle 

(Guerrant et al, 2013; Walson and Berkley, 2018). This cycle in children results in long 

term effects such as stunted growth, cognitive impairment and metabolic syndromes 

(Guerrant et al, 2013; Nataro and Guerrant, 2017). 

 Diarrhoea is caused by enteric pathogens that invade the intestines contributing to 

several disease outcomes (Navaneethan and Giannella, 2008). There are several known 

bacterial, parasitic and viral enteric pathogens that cause diarrhoeal infections in children 

worldwide (Farrar et al, 2013). In developing countries, bacterial pathogens have been 

reported to mostly infect young children (Kotloff et al, 2017; Platts-Mills et al, 2018). Of 

these bacterial pathogens, belong to the family of Escherichia coli (E. coli). E. coli are 

harmless commensal strains that colonize the human intestines from birth. However, 

there are certain E. coli strains that have the ability to produce virulence genes resulting 
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in intestinal and extra-intestinal infections (Kaper et al, 2004). The Diarrheagenic E. coli 

(DEC) pathotypes are primarily transmitted via faecal-oral route (Farrar et al, 2013) and 

have been reported to cause diarrhoea accompanied with several clinical outcomes 

(Kotloff et al, 2017; Platts-Mills et al, 2018; Ledwaba et al, 2018). Infections caused by 

Enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), Enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC), and Enteroaggregative 

E. coli (EAEC), have been reported to cause moderate to severe diarrhoea in children 

residing in developing countries (Platts-Mills et al, 2015; Kotloff et al, 2017). 

Enteric pathogens are evolving, and for decades studies have reported on the occurrence 

of dual pathogen infections in both humans and animals (Adhikari et al, 1985; Mathewson 

et al, 1987; Wada et al, 1996; Albert et al, 1999; Ortega et al, 2017; Dutta et al, 2018; 

Ledwaba et al, 2018; Mathew et al, 2019). In epidemiological studies, co-infections with 

more than one pathogen in infected patients have been reported for many years (Adhikari 

et al, 1985; Vilchez et al, 2009; Bonkoungou et al, 2012; Shrivastava et al, 2017; Dutta et 

al, 2018; Ledwaba et al, 2018; Mathew et al, 2019). The presence of different pathogens 

within a host affects the optimal level of the pathogen’s virulence (López-Villavicencio et 

al, 2011). In the infected host, co-infecting pathogens often compete with each other for 

nutrients resulting in increased virulence. The metabolic waste products of these 

pathogens are secreted directly into the host, and this alters the metabolic state of the 

host resulting in increased immune response (Olive and Sassetti, 2016). Epidemiological 

studies have therefore suggested that patients infected with co-infections are more likely 

to develop more severe diarrhoeal disease outcomes due to the interaction of more than 

one pathogen (Vichez et al, 2009; Pereira et al, 2010; Ledwaba et al, 2018; Mathew et 

al, 2019). 

The diagnosis of DEC pathotypes in clinical studies is through biochemical, O:H 

serotyping and molecular methods (Croxen et al, 2013). In order to better understand the 

mechanism of the pathogens and interaction with the host, in vitro and in vivo analysis 

are considered good models. These models offer great background due to the closed 

controlled environment. In vitro models (using tissue cultures) have been used 

extensively to study the adherence patterns, virulence traits, the secretion systems and 
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immune responses produced during EAEC, EPEC and ETEC infections (Crane et al, 

2006; Morin et al, 2010; Liévin-Le Moal et al, 2013; Law et al, 2013). These pathogens 

have also been studied in vivo to further understand the pathogenesis mechanisms and 

disease outcomes during infection using different animal models (Morin et al, 2010; Bolick 

et al, 2013; Law et al, 2013; Bolick et al, 2018). Bolick and colleagues recently developed 

ETEC murine model, showing the importance of LT enterotoxin and infection resulted in 

clinical outcomes of diarrhoea and weight loss with increased inflammatory responses 

(Bolick et al, 2018). These models help in understanding human diseases and further 

assist in development of vaccines (Croxen et al, 2013, Law et al, 2013). 

 

1.2.   STUDY RATIONALE 

Diarrhoeal diseases are a major problem globally. The incidence of diarrhoeal pathogens 

is high in low income settings due to factors such as poor water quality, sanitation and 

hygiene aspects (Brown et al, 2013). Young children are often exposed to various 

pathogens due to their less developed immune system (Jensen et al, 2017; Fang et al, 

2018). Exposure to diarrhoeal pathogens often leads to increased medical costs of 

infected patients. Diarrhoea is caused by pathogens that enter the intestine leading to 

disruption of intestinal barrier function, adherence or invasion of microbes into the 

intestinal lumen, increased inflammatory responses, and damage to the villous resulting 

in malabsorption of nutrients (Guerrant et al, 2016). This viscous cycle of disrupted gut 

function is referred to as environmental enteropathy in asymptomatic patients with 

malnutrition (Guerrant et al, 2016). 

DEC pathotypes have been reported to cause moderate to severe diarrhoea in low 

income settings (Kotloff et al, 2017; Platts-Mills et al, 2018). This study focused on ETEC, 

EPEC and EAEC pathogens respectively. Studies have shown that children infected with 

these pathogens result in series of clinical outcomes such as diarrhoea, vomiting and 

abdominal cramps (Vilchez et al, 2009; Dutta et al, 2018; Ledwaba et al, 2018; Platts-
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Mills et al, 2018). EPEC infections cause infantile diarrhoea and have been associated 

with deaths in children under the age of 1 year (Kotloff et al, 2017). In vitro studies 

showing the pathogenesis mechanism of EPEC have been reported extensively (Nataro 

et al, 1985; Nataro et al, 1987; Knutton et al, 1989; Law et al, 2013, Garcia et al, 2016, 

Sanchez-Villamil et al, 2016; Morampudi et al, 2017). These studies have reported on the 

distinct adherence traits (Nataro et al, 1985; Nataro et al, 1987; Garcia et al, 2016; Vieira 

et al, 2019), importance of the Type 3 secretion system (T3SS) and the proteins involved 

(Cleary et al, 2004), pedestal formation (Knutton et al, 1989), tight junction disruption 

(Morampudi et al, 2017) and inflammatory responses (Sanchez-Villamil et al, 2016) 

produced during EPEC infection. In vivo studies have also been reported using small 

animal models (such as piglets, mice and rabbits) and humans in order to understand the 

pathogenesis mechanism of EPEC (Law et al, 2013). However, these animal models 

have not been able to fully replicate the clinical aspects as a result of EPEC infections as 

observed in humans (such as diarrhoea and weight loss). Therefore, this study was aimed 

to develop an EPEC murine model showing the clinical outcomes and increased 

inflammatory responses as a result of EPEC infection. 

Co-infections commonly occur naturally in the host (Read and Taylor, 2001). Interaction 

of multiple pathogens within a host is different from single infections. During co-infections, 

interaction can result in pathogens competing with each other for the same niche resulting 

in increased virulence, or the pathogens utilizing the same nutrients resulting in a 

beneficial relationship (López-Villavicencio et al, 2011). Co-infections between bacteria, 

parasites and viruses have been reported (Wada et al, 1996; Madhi et al, 2000; Manko 

et al, 2017; Ortega et al, 2017; Reynolds et al, 2017; Dutta et al, 2018; Ledwaba et al, 

2018; Lima et al, 2018; Mathew et al, 2019). In clinical studies, DEC pathotypes (such as 

EAEC, EPEC and ETEC) have been increasingly reported in to occur as co-infections in 

children (Adhikari et al, 1985; Itoh et al, 1997; Yatsuyanagi et al, 2002; Vilchez et al, 2009; 

Iijima et al, 2017; Andersson et al, 2018; Dutta et al, 2018; Broujerdi et al, 2018; Ledwaba 

et al, 2018; Lima et al, 2018). These epidemiological studies have also suggested that 

patients infected with more than one pathogen at the same time might result in more 

severe complicated disease outcome. There are studies that have been done to 
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understand the pathogenesis mechanisms of co-infections using in vitro and in vivo 

models (Crane et al, 2006; Galván-Moroyoqui et al, 2008; Bartelt et al, 2017; Manko et 

al, 2017; Reynolds et al, 2017). However, very few studies have been done using in vitro 

and in vivo analyses in order to understand the interaction of DEC pathotypes co-

infections (Wada et al, 1996; Crane et al, 2006; Toledo et al, 2011). This study also 

examined the interaction of EAEC/EPEC (A/P) and EPEC/ETEC (P/T) co-infections using 

in vitro and in vivo analyses, in order to determine whether the interaction will result in a 

more serious clinical outcome as suggested by clinical studies. 

 

1.3.  RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

• What is the disease outcome during EPEC infection in C57BL/6 mice pretreated 

with antibiotics? 

• Does this new EPEC infection model result in increased inflammatory responses? 

• Do co-infections in vitro and in vivo result in increased virulence? 

• Do co-infections result in severe disease outcome? 

 

1.4.  OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1.4.1.  PRIMARY OBJECTIVE 

• To establish a model of diarrheagenic E. coli infections (EPEC model) and co-

infections (EAEC/EPEC and EPEC/ETEC) using in vitro and in vivo analyses 

1.4.2. SECONDARY OBJECTIVES  

• To develop an EPEC infection murine model  
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• To determine the interaction between EPEC and ETEC co-infections using in 

vitro and in vivo analyses 

• To determine the interaction between EAEC and EPEC co-infections using in vitro 

and in vivo analyses 

This study used in vitro and in vivo analysis. In chapter 3, an infectious EPEC murine 

model was developed using C57BL/6 mice pretreated with antibiotic cocktail. Weaned 

mice were orally challenged with EPEC in order to determine clinical outcomes, 

inflammatory responses and metabolic changes. This study also highlighted the 

importance of EPEC virulence genes involved in adherence and the T3SS. In Chapter 4, 

interaction of P/T co-infections a were determined using in vitro and in vivo analyses. In 

vitro, HCT-8 cells were used to determine adherence, inflammatory responses and 

expression of virulence genes during these co-infections. In Chapter 5, interaction of A/P 

co-infections were also determined using in vitro and in vivo analyses. In vitro, HCT-8 

cells were also used to determine adherence, inflammatory responses and virulence gene 

expression. Immunofluorescence microscopy was used to study the adherence traits 

between A/P co-infections using HeLa cells. The EPEC model developed in Chapter 3 

was further used to study the interaction between A/P and P/T co-infections in vivo. 

Clinical outcomes, and inflammatory responses were determined during these 

interactions. This is followed by summative comments of the study objectives. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1.    Escherichia coli  

E. coli are gram-negative, non-spore forming bacilli that belong to Enterobacteriaceae 

family (Kaper et al, 2004). E. coli are part of the normal flora of the gastrointestinal lining 

of warm-blooded animals and humans (Kaper et al, 2004). E. coli colonizes the mucosal 

layer of the large intestine within the first few hours following birth and co-exists with 

humans for a lifetime with mutual benefit. On the other hand, there are certain E. coli 

strains that were reported to be harmful to both humans and animals (such as pigs, calves 

and sheep) (Hammerum and Heuer, 2009; Dubreuil et al, 2016; Gomes et al, 2016; 

Sithara et al, 2017). These microbes are able to produce virulence factors resulting in 

neonatal meningitis, bacteraemia, intestinal and urinary tract infections (Kaper et al, 2004, 

Sannes et al, 2004; Croxen et al, 2013). These pathogenic strains are based on the 

virulence properties, serotypes of distinct somatic “O”, Flagella “H”, and Capsule “K” 

antigens with different mechanisms of pathogenicity and clinical symptoms (Croxen et al, 

2013). The intestinal pathogens are referred to as DEC with six distinct pathotypes 

namely; ETEC, EPEC, Enteroinvasive E. coli (EIEC), EAEC, Enterohemorrhagic E. coli 

(EHEC) and Diffusely Adherent E. coli (DAEC) (Kaper et al, 2004; Croxen et al, 2013; 

Gomes et al, 2016). The focus of the study was based on EPEC, ETEC and EAEC 

pathotypes respectively. 
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2.2.    ENTEROPATHOGENIC E. coli  

EPEC infection has been associated with infantile diarrhoea in low income countries 

(Kotloff et al, 2013; Platts-Mills et al, 2015). EPEC causes acute diarrhoea in children 

under 2 years of age and especially those of less than 6 months of age (Kotloff et al, 

2013). Infection usually occurs due to ingestion of contaminated food and water. It has 

been reported that the infective dose is 108 CFU (Nisa et al, 2013). Clinically, EPEC 

produces severe and prolonged watery diarrhoea with mucus accompanied by vomiting 

and fever (Farrar et al, 2013).  

2.2.1.    EPEC PATHOGENESIS MECHANISM 

EPEC expresses a multitude of genes that assist in its pathogenesis mechanism 

(Guerrant et al, 2011). EPEC strains are closely related to EHEC and Citrobacter 

rodentium (mouse pathogen) and are all characterized by the attaching and effacing (A/E) 

lesions and actin accumulation at infection site (Mundy et al, 2005; Mundy et al, 2006; 

Law et al, 2013). The A/E lesions are induced by the large chromosomal pathogenicity 

island, Locus of enterocyte effacement (LEE) (Frankel et al, 1998). LEE consists of 5 

open reading frames (LEE1 to LEE5) (Dean et al, 2005). LEE1 to LEE3 encodes the Type 

3 secretion system (T3SS) and the LEE-encoded regulator (Ler) gene, which acts as the 

major transcriptional regulator of EPEC (Barba et al, 2005; Scaletsky, 2019). The EPEC 

secreted proteins (Esp), EspA, EspB, EspD are encoded by LEE4 through the T3SS 

(Clarke et al, 2003; Scaletsky, 2019). Lastly, LEE 5 encodes intimin (eae) and 

translocated intimin receptor (tir). Other secreted effector proteins include Mitochondrial 

associated protein, EspF, EspG, EspH and EspZ. These proteins are translocated into 

the host epithelial cells using the T3SS (Clarke et al, 2003; Dean and Kenny, 2009). The 

non-LEE encoded effector genes are found outside the LEE region and assist in 

increased EPEC virulence (Gärtner and Schmidt, 2004). LEE expression is regulated by 

plasmid-encoded regulator (per) located on the EPEC Adherence Factor plasmid 

(Scaletsky, 2019). This plasmid occurs exclusively only in typical EPEC strains, while the 

atypical EPEC strains lack the plasmid (Trabulsi et al, 2002). 
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EPEC adherence to epithelial cell occurs via the bundle forming pili (bfp) and is encoded 

by the bfpA gene (Giron et al, 1991; Guerrant et al, 2011). In typical EPEC strains, bfp 

adherence results in microcolony formation with Localized Adherence (LA) pattern 

(Figure 2.1); and in atypical EPEC strains adherence results in aggregative adherence 

(AA), LA-like (LAL) and diffuse adherence (DA) patterns (Pelayo et al, 1999; Trabulsi et 

al, 2002; Mora et al, 2009). 

 

Figure 2.1: Typical EPEC showing localized adherence on HeLA cells following 3-hour infection 

viewed using Zeiss microscope. Magnification: X100 (Image by Ledwaba SE) 

EPEC pathogenesis occurs in 4 stages (Figure 2.2). Following adherence via the bfp, 

EPEC expresses the T3SS that injects into the host cell via the aid of the filament forming 

EspA. The tir and the effector proteins (EspB, EspD, EspF, EspG) are then translocated 

via the T3SS injectosome into the host cell (Clarke et al, 2003; Scaletsky, 2019). These 

proteins activate the cell-signalling pathways such as tyrosine phosphorylation (which is 

critical for actin formation), Nuclear factor kappa-light-chain of activated B cells (NF𝜅B) 

[associated with increased interleukin-8 (IL-8) production], inositol phosphate fluxes 

(increased calcium from intracellular stores) and increased protein kinase C as a result 

of intimate adherence (Vallance and Finlay, 2000). Mitochondrial associated protein that 

targets and disrupts the mitochondrial function, resulting in alteration of the cytoskeletal 

structure of the host cell and leading to accumulation of actin and loss of microvilli. The 

translocated EspB and EspD proteins form pores on the surface of the cells. Tir is then 
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inserted into the host membrane through the pores, eae then attaches on the surfaces 

resulting in intimate attachment. The Tir-eae complex assists in pedestal formation. 

These pedestals assist the bacteria to remain extracellular allowing it to not be recognized 

by the immune system (Clarke et al, 2003, Bhunia, 2018). Finally, the translocated 

molecules disrupt the cell functions, this results in loss of tight-junction integrity via EspF 

(McNamara et al, 2001) and mitochondrial function causing loss of electrolytes and 

eventually cell death (Clarke et al, 2003; Bhunia, 2018; Scaletsky, 2019). 

 

Figure 2.2: EPEC 4-stage pathogenesis model. (Bhunia, 2018). 1. EPEC initial adheres to cells 

using bundle forming pili (bfp). 2. Effector proteins EspB, D, F and translocated-intimin receptor 

(tir) are translocated into the host cell via the Type 3 secretion system (T3SS) injectosome. 3. Tir 

acts as a receptor for intimin leading to actin accumulation at the site of infection and disruption 

of tight junction (TJ) integrity occurs via EspF. 4. Disruption of the cell-signalling pathways leads 

to loss of mitochondrial function resulting in electrolyte loss and cell death. Key words: Esp= 

EPEC secreted protein.  
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2.2.2.    IN VITRO MODELS OF EPEC  

EPEC infections in vitro have been well studied, exhibiting pathogenic characteristics 

(Law et al, 2013). In tissue cultures, it is clear to determine the adherence patterns of 

EPEC infection (Scaletsky et al, 1984; Cleary et al, 2004; Garcia et al, 2016; Vieira et al, 

2019). Knutton and colleagues (1989) have provided a foundation in studying actin and 

pedestal formation during EPEC infection on Human epithelial type 2 (HEp-2), colon 

carcinoma (Caco-2) and Human Erythroleukemia cell lines (Knutton et al, 1989). Non-

polarized cells have also been used to study the T3SS, protein translocation into host 

cells and functional analyses of injected effectors (Cleary et al, 2004; Leverton and Kaper, 

2005; Martinez-Argudo et al, 2007; Nieto-Pelegrin and Martinez-Quiles, 2009; Law et al, 

2013; Tapia et al, 2017; Baumann et al, 2018). At the site of infection, EPEC leads to 

disruption of the brush border (Croxen et al, 2013; Bhunia, 2018). Polarized T84, Caco-

2, HT29, Human colorectal tumour-8 (HCT-8) and Madin-Darby Canine Kidney cell lines 

mimic the intestinal cells by forming the brush border and tight junctions. These polarized 

cells have been used to assess the physiological properties of EPEC infection with 

disruption of barrier function on the intestinal brush border (Philpott et al, 1996; 

McNamara et al. 2001; Dean and Kenny, 2004; Puthenedam et al, 2007; Morampudi et 

al, 2017). These cells provide good model for determining disruption of tight junctions 

during infection and determining effectors that are involved (McNamara et al. 2001; Law 

et al, 2013). EPEC infections have been accompanied by increased inflammatory 

responses (Ruchaud-Sparagano et al, 2007, Sanchez-Villamil et al, 2016; Baumann et 

al, 2018). 

2.2.3.    IN VIVO MODELS OF EPEC  

The in vivo studies assessing the role of genes involved in A/E lesion formation and 

virulence processes during EPEC infection have been reported (Law et al, 2013). EPEC 

is an intestinal pathogen, therefore, the in vivo system is required in order to determine 

the pathogenesis mechanism in a living host. Development of an EPEC infection model 

in vivo assists in understanding the pathogen-host interaction, colonization patterns, 
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production of virulence genes, inflammatory responses and A/E lesion formations (Law 

et al, 2013). 

Animal species such as Caenorhabditis elegans (Anyanful et al, 2005; Mellies et al, 

2006), mice (Savkovic et al, 2005; Royan et al, 2010; Manthey et al, 2014; Dupont et al, 

2016), rabbits (Milon et al, 1999; Mohamed et al, 2019), pigs (An et al, 2000; Fröhlicher 

et al, 2008; Malik et al, 2017), sheep (Fröhlicher et al, 2008), chicks and calves (Meyer et 

al, 1992) have been used to study EPEC infections. These models have provided an 

understanding in potential hosts that can be used to study EPEC infection. C. elagans 

models have been used to study microbial virulence strategies and factors that are 

involved in innate immunity (Anyanful et al, 2005; Mellies et al, 2006). EPEC infection in 

C. elegans has been reported to infect and kill using "slow killing "mechanism that leads 

to accumulation of EPEC in the intestine of C. elegans and formation of micro-colonies 

(Mellies et al, 2006). EPEC has also been characterized by "fast killing" in C. elegans, 

due to production of exotoxins during infection (Anyanful et al, 2005). However, the C. 

elegans model does not have the ability to survive the optimal temperature needed for 

virulence gene expression of EPEC, and inoculation is often difficult (Mylonakis and 

Aballay, 2005; Law et al, 2013). In addition, innate immunity of C. elegans is different 

from mammalian vertebrates, therefore cannot be considered a good model for EPEC 

infection (Law et al, 2013). 

Animal models such as rabbits and mice are reported to be good representatives of 

inflammation as a result of EPEC infection (Law et al, 2013). Mice are considered as good 

models for studying EPEC infection because they are inexpensive, and the immune 

system is similar to humans (Law et al, 2013). There are studies that have been done in 

mice in order to determine EPEC infection (Savkovic et al, 2005; Shifflett et al, 2005; 

Mundy et al, 2006; Royan et al, 2010; Zhang et al, 2010; Rhee et al, 2011; Dupont et al, 

2016). Savkovic and colleagues (2005) developed an EPEC E2348/69 infection model 

using 6 to 8-week-old C57BL/6 mice. During the 10-day infection period, wild type (WT) 

EPEC adhered to the cecum, small and large intestine, however, no changes in weight 

were observed. Infection resulted in changes in histology of the intestinal lumen and 
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inflammation was observed with increased goblet cells in the colon. Mice that were 

infected with the bfp mutant also had similar effects to mice infected with WT. Overall, 

EPEC infection in mice resulted in adherence and colonization (with micro-colony 

formation) in intestinal epithelial lumen and accumulation of actin at the site of infection 

leading to increased inflammatory responses (Savkovic et al, 2005). 

Shifflett and colleagues (2005) also used 6 to 8- week-old C57BL/6 mice to study the 

effect of EPEC on tight junctions in vivo. EPEC colonized the ileum and colon of infected 

mice until day 5 post-infection (pi). Barrier function of infected mice was reduced at 5 days 

pi due to the EspF mutant (Shifflett et al, 2005). Zhang and colleagues (2010), also 

studied changes in tight junction morphology and epithelial barrier function as a result of 

infection caused by EPEC in C57BL/6 mice pretreated with streptomycin. Mice infected 

with WT EPEC developed mild inflammation with crypt expansion and increased 

inflammatory cell infiltration, accompanied by tissue damage in the ileal and colonic 

mucosa (Zhang et al, 2010). 

Mundy et al (2006), compared colonization dynamics of mice infected with EPEC and C. 

rodentium and found that EPEC E2348/69 strain colonized C57BL/6 and C3H/Hej mice 

for 14 to 28 days. Mice infected with EPEC shed 104 CFU g-1 stool for approximately 6 

days which was found to be lower than 108 CFU g-1of mice infected with C. rodentium. 

Mice infected with E2348/69∆escN and E2348/69∆eae strains shed for a short period 

than the WT EPEC indicating the importance of intimin and the T3SS. Overall, EPEC 

colonized in cecum of mice at low levels and had no disease outcome resulting in 

commensal interaction with the host (Mundy et al, 2006). Streptomycin-treated mice have 

been used to study infection caused by EPEC by reducing normal gut microbiota in order 

to avoid competitive exclusion and facilitate colonization (Royan et al, 2010). Dupont and 

colleagues (2016), recently developed an EPEC infection model using infant and adult 

mice. This study showed the importance of virulence factor of the T3SS and adherence 

factor (bfp). Infection in this model was able to highlight stool shedding, colonization, 

microcolony formation, increased inflammatory responses and alteration of microbiota 
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(Dupont et al, 2016). This study however, was not able to fully mimic human EPEC 

infection due to mice not developing diarrhoea. 

Adult human volunteers were also used to study the roles of eae, espB, and bfp during 

EPEC pathogenesis (Donnenberg et al, 1993; Tacket et al, 2000) and in a re-challenge 

study (Donnenberg et al, 1998). Intestinal biopsies were extracted from human volunteers 

infected with WT EPEC in order to determine disruption of the intestinal brush border. All 

the volunteers developed diarrhoea except one volunteer that was infected with the espB 

mutant (Tacket et al, 2000). 

Overall, all these models have provided basic knowledge in understanding the effect of 

EPEC pathogenesis. Most of the studies mentioned above have reported on colonization, 

adherence patterns, inflammatory responses as a result of disruption of tight junctions. 

However, these models have not been able to report on clinical outcomes such as weight 

changes and diarrhoea. Therefore, there is still a need to develop an affordable, suitable 

small animal model that mimics clinical outcomes of human EPEC infection.  

 

2.3.   ENTEROTOXIGENIC E. coli 

ETEC commonly causes moderate to severe diarrhoea in children residing in low-income 

countries (Kotloff et al, 2017), and has been mostly found to cause traveller’s diarrhoea 

(Gupta et al, 2008). The GEMS and MAL-ED studies have found that ETEC causes 

diarrhoea in children aged between 0 to 59 months (Kotloff et al, 2013; Platts-Mills et al, 

2018) and infected children were reported to have high risk of death (Croxen et al, 2013). 

ETEC has been estimated to infect approximately 157 000 persons yearly and 9% of 

these results in deaths (Qadri et al, 2007). Transmission is mainly via faecal-oral route. 

The infective dose is high with 106-1010 CFU (Farrar et al, 2013). Incubation period is 1-2 

days resulting in vomiting, anorexia, abdominal cramps and diarrhoea (Kaper et al, 2004; 

Farrar et al, 2013).  
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2.3.1.    ETEC PATHOGENESIS MECHANISM 

Upon entry into the intestinal lumen of the host, ETEC requires fimbrial structures, 

colonization factors (CFs) for adherence on the intestinal epithelial cells (Mooi and De 

Graaf, 1985; Kharat et al, 2017). About 25 CFs have been identified (Gaastra and 

Svennerholm, 1996). The CF/I, has been reported extensively and it is made of 100 

copies of Cfa-B and Cfa-E molecules (Fleckenstein et al, 2010). Figure 2.3 shows the 

ETEC pathogenesis model. 

 

Figure 2.3: ETEC pathogenesis model (Bhunia, 2018). ETEC attaches to cells using colonization 

factors (CFs) or non-fimbrial adhesion factor, TibA and produces either LT, ST and EAST1 

enterotoxins. During LT mechanism, cAMP is increased, and during ST mechanism, cGMP is 

increased and both toxins are mediated by phosphorylation of cystic fibrosis transmembrane 

conductance regulator (CFTR) resulting in increased chlorine ion (Cl-) secretion in crypt cells and 

reduced absorption of sodium (Na+) and Cl- by absorptive cells. Keywords: ATP= adenosine 
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triphosphate, cAMP = cyclic adenosine monophosphate, cGMP = cyclic guanosine 

monophosphate, LT = heat liable toxin, ST heat stable toxin, EAST1 = EAEC heat stable 

enterotoxin 1. 

ETEC produces the heat-liable enterotoxin (LT) (similar to cholera toxin) and heat-stable 

enterotoxins (ST) (Fleckenstein et al, 2010). During infection, ETEC produces LT and ST 

enterotoxins and in certain cases produces one of these enterotoxins (Fleckenstein et al, 

2010). The LT is a heterohexomic molecule made of a single A subunit and pentameric 

B subunit (Sixma et al, 1991). The A subunit has two domains that are attached by a 

disulphide bond. The A1 is the active toxin molecule while A2 is the helical portion of the 

molecule that attaches to the B pentamer (Merritt et al, 1994). Binding of LT to the GM1 

ganglioside causes endocytosis on the cells. The A-subunit is then passed through the 

membrane and interacts with ADP ribosylating factor (Tsai et al, 1987). Suppression of 

Gs𝛼 Guanosine triphosphatase activity causes activation of adenylate cyclase which in 

turn stimulates intracellular cAMP in order to activate the chloride channels, cystic fibrosis 

transmembrane regulator (CFTR) on the intestinal lining (Fleckenstein et al, 2010, Croxen 

et al, 2013). This activation leads to increased secretion of electrolytes and water into the 

intestinal lumen causing diarrhoea (Croxen et al, 2013; Bhunia, 2018). 

Secretion of LT through the outer membrane to the host is by either N-terminal signal 

peptides of the subunits during transportation of sec-dependent across the inner 

membrane to the periplasm where it assembles into in a holotoxin (Hirst and Holmgren, 

1987). Secretion of LT across the outer membrane is via the Type 2 secretion system 

(T2SS) also referred to as the general secretion pathway (Tauschek et al, 2002). The LT 

produces different effects that are beneficial to the host. The innate immune responses 

are down-regulated by LT including the defensins, and this enables ETEC to attach and 

colonize on the small intestinal lumen (Chakraborty et al, 2008; Fleckenstein et al, 2010). 

The ST are made up of cysteine-rich peptides that adhere to guanylyl cyclase C on the 

microvilli. Intracellular catalytic domain is activated by the guanylyl cyclase-C resulting in 

increased intracellular Cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cGMP) (Weiglmeier et al, 

2010). The cGMP-dependent protein kinase is activated by an increase in the cGMP 
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resulting in phosphorylation of CFTR (Weiglmeier et al, 2010; Croxen et al, 2013). This 

leads to increased secretion of chlorine channel accompanied by suppression of sodium 

chloride absorption resulting in diarrhoea (Figure 2.3) (Chao et al, 1994, Bhunia, 2018). 

2.4.2.    IN VITRO MODELS OF ETEC 

Different cell lines have been used to evaluate the adhesion structures (Knutton et al, 

1987; Torres et al, 2005), LT and ST enterotoxins (Wang et al, 2012) and genes involved 

in ETEC pathogenesis (Gaastra and Svennerholm, 1996; Torres et al, 2005). ETEC 

infection in mucus-secreting HT29 cell lines have been reported. ETEC adherence on 

these cells was observed on the brush border and not on the goblet cells (Kerneis et al, 

1994). Fujiwara and colleagues (2001) studied ETEC adherence on HCT-8 cells and 

found that protein produced by B. longum inhibited ETEC binding to HCT-8 cells in a dose 

dependent manner and this was due to inhibition of CFA/II antigen (Fujiwara et al, 2001). 

ETEC infection in HCT-8 cells has also been reported to induce inflammatory responses 

such as IL-8 (Huang et al, 2004). Genes such as tib, are involved in adherence have been 

reported in HCT-8 cell lines and has been found to act as an adhesin, assisting in ETEC 

pathogenesis (Lindenthal and Elsinghorst, 2001). ETEC vaccine development has also 

been studied in vitro in order to determine antibody adherence activity against ETEC 

strains that express CFA/I and various surface E. coli surface antigens. The antibodies 

against CFA were found to be protective by inhibiting adherence and neutralizing 

activities against the enterotoxins (Ruan et al, 2015). 

2.3.4.    IN VIVO MODELS OF ETEC  

ETEC naturally infects humans and animals such as piglets, dogs, calves and sheep 

resulting in diarrhoea (Dubreuil et al, 2016). Animal models such as piglets (Zhang et al, 

2008), rats (Whipp, 1990), rabbits (Spira et al, 1981; Svennerholm et al, 1990), mice 

(Moon et al,1979; Ren et al, 2014; Luiz et al, 2015; Bolick et al, 2018) and human 

volunteers (Harro et al, 2011) have been used to study ETEC infections. These models 

have provided insight on colonization, adhesion factors, immune response, expression of 
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ETEC virulence traits and vaccine development (Bertin, 1983; Svennerholm et al, 1990; 

Ren et al, 2014; Luiz et al, 2015; Norton et al; 2015; Bolick et al, 2018). 

ETEC infection in piglets results in clinical outcomes that are similar to humans resulting 

in diarrhoea and dehydration (Zhang et al, 2008). The porcine and human ETEC strains 

have similar pathogenesis mechanism, however, these strains have different LT and ST 

enterotoxins. An isogenic ETEC strain having the ability to express both human and 

porcine enterotoxins (ST and LT) has been developed (Zhang et al, 2008). All ETEC 

infected piglets were reported to developed diarrhoea (Zhang et al, 2008). Piglets have 

therefore been suggested to be good models for studying ETEC infection (Zhang et al, 

2008). However, due to production time of these models, the piglets are often not readily 

available in large quantities and maintenance is costly. A suitable small animal that is 

produced in a short space of time is therefore, required for studying infections such as 

ETEC (Luiz et al, 2015). Rats have been used to study the effect of STb. The jejunal loops 

infected with the STb enterotoxin was found to induce more intestinal secretory responses 

than in infant mice (Whipp, 1990). The rabbit intestine model has been used to study the 

role of ETEC surface-associated antigens of CFA/II (Spira et al, 1981; Svennerholm et al, 

1990). 

Various Infant murine models have been widely used to evaluate adherence and 

colonization traits of ETEC (Moon et al,1979; Bertin, 1983; Goldhar et al, 1986; Duchet-

Suchaux et al, 1990; Bertin, 1992; Grange and Mouricout, 1996). Duchet-Suchaux and 

colleagues (1990) studied the differences in susceptibility of outbred and inbred infant 

mice infected with ETEC originating from human, bovine and porcine. The ETEC infected 

C57BL/6, BALAB/cBy and CBA mice had high mortality rates due to the bovine strains, 

and some of the porcine strains induced mortality levels with some exhibiting diarrhoea 

following 3-day infection. However, the human ETEC H10407 infected mice were less 

susceptible, while the CBA mice showed increased susceptibility with no outcomes of 

diarrhoea (Duchet-Suchaux et al,1990). A lethal neonatal DBA/2 mouse challenge model 

infected with lethal dose of ETEC H10407 has been used in testing ETEC adhesin 
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vaccine. It was found that the CFA-E provides protective mechanism in vaccinated 

neonatal mice following ETEC infection (Duchet-Suchaux et al,1990). 

Bernal-Reynaga and colleagues (2013) used C57-CD40 ligand deficient mice as a 

potential model for ETEC infection. Following oral infection with ETEC, colonization was 

reported up to 14 days in the C57-CD40 mice and for 3 to 7 days in C57BL/6 mice; 

however, diarrhoea and other clinical outcomes were not observed. The Immunoglobulin 

(Ig) A levels were found to be lower in the C57-CD40 mice. The presence of LT was found 

to increase the ability of ETEC to colonize in the intestine (Bernal-Reynaga et al, 2013). 

An increase in intestinal innate immune responses caused by ETEC SE470 strain using 

6-week-old female ICR mice have been reported (Ren et al, 2014). Mice were pretreated 

with streptomycin and cimetidine prior infection, and most of the infected mice died within 

24-hours pi. Infection resulted in increased innate immune responses such as Toll-like 

receptor-4, NF𝜅B and mitogen-activated protein kinase pathways (Ren et al, 2014). 

Recently an ETEC H10407 infection in weaned C57BL/6 mice pretreated with broad-

spectrum antibiotic cocktail has been developed (Bolick et al, 2018). This infection 

resulted in weight loss, diarrhoea and increased inflammatory markers and stool shedding 

occurred for more than 10 days following infection. The study highlighted the importance 

of ETEC infection, with the ability to mimic clinical outcomes similar to that of children. 

ETEC enterotoxins have been widely studied in vivo, as possible vaccine candidates 

(Fleckenstein et al, 2010; Norton et al, 2015; Fleckenstein and Kuhlmann, 2019). Norton 

and colleagues (2015) used the LT-A subunit in order to evaluate its immunogen and as 

an antigen for protection against ETEC using in vitro and in vivo analyses. This study 

found that the human sera from adults that were challenged with ETEC H10407 strain 

after 10 days developed antibodies against LT-A and LT-B. BALB/c mice were 

intranasally immunized with the LT-A or/and LT-B, and these mice were found to also 

produce antibodies against the LT enterotoxin (Norton et al, 2015). However, when mice 

were immunized with both the LT-A and -B toxins, they produced a higher concentration 

against the LT enterotoxin. Overall the LT subunits resulted in antibody production, 
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providing protection against LT-causing diarrhoea and thus acting as possible candidates 

for vaccine development (Norton et al, 2015). Human volunteer studies in ETEC infection 

has been reported, with participants developing diarrhoea (Harro et al, 2011). Currently 

studies are underway, using human volunteers for ETEC vaccine development (Harro et 

al, 2011; Fleckenstein and Kuhlmann, 2019). 

 

2.4.   ENTEROAGGREGATIVE E. coli  

EAEC infection leads to persistent diarrhoea in young children (Okhuysen and DuPont, 

2010), and has been reported as the second leading cause of traveller’s diarrhoea 

(Bamidele et al, 2019). EAEC also infects immunocompromised patients such as HIV 

infected persons resulting in severe complications (Mathewson et al, 1998). EAEC 

infections occur sporadically with a dosage of 1010 CFU (Nataro et al, 1995). These 

infections result in watery diarrhoea that can either be acute or persistent (Farrar et al, 

2013). Infections can result in growth decrements (Guerrant et al, 2008), increased 

intestinal inflammation (Steiner et al, 2000, Opintan et al, 2010; Rogawski et al, 2017) 

and symptoms can occur with or without diarrhoea (Rogawski et al, 2017). 

2.4.1    EAEC PATHOGENESIS MECHANISM 

EAEC attaches on HEp-2 cells and the intestinal mucosa using fimbrial structures called 

aggregative adherence fimbriae (AAF) (Vial et al, 1988). EAEC has been characterized 

by formation of stacked brick-like pattern, also called aggregative adherence (AA) (Figure 

2.4) on epithelial cells (Kaper et al, 2004; Pereira et al, 2008). The AAFs of EAEC strains 

differ in morphology and genetic makeup, and these structures are essential for 

attachment of EAEC to epithelial cells (Harrington et al, 2006; Boisen et al, 2008; Oloomi 

et al, 2009). In vitro, the expressions of AAF-I, III or IV are required in order to induce 

polymorphonuclear cell transmigration (Nataro et al, 1992; Czeczulin et al, 1997; Bernier 

et al, 2002). The AAFs are hydrophobic and can easily agglutinate in an aqueous 
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environment. EAEC requires dispersin (aap) in order to colonize and for AAF to adhere 

to cells (Sheikh et al, 2002). 

 

Figure 2.4: EAEC aggregative adherence (AA) showing stacked-brick-like pattern on HeLA cells 

following 3-hour infection viewed using Zeiss microscope. Magnification X100 (Image by Ledwaba 

SE) 

EAEC colonization is characterized by distinct biofilm formation (Kaper et al, 2004). The 

biofilm protects EAEC from being recognized in the epithelial cells resulting in increased 

chronic infection (Mohamed et al, 2007; Telli et al, 2010). Aggregative regulator (AggR) 

is the main transcriptional regulator of EAEC and is required for activation of virulence 

genes (Harrington et al, 2006). EAEC also produces enterotoxins during infection namely, 

EAEC heat-stable enterotoxin-1 (EAST-1), plasmid-encoded toxin and Shigella 

enterotoxin-1 which have cytotoxic effects (Elias and Navarro-Garcia, 2016). 

2.4.2.    IN VITRO EAEC STUDIES 

Cell lines such as Caco-2 (Pereira et al, 2008), HEp-2, HeLA (Aslani et al, 2011), HCT-8 

(Medeiros et al, 2013) and T84 (Nataro et al, 1996; Pereira et al, 2008) cells have been 

used to study the characteristics of EAEC infection. EAEC infection in HEp-2 cells results 

in a distinct stacked-brick pattern due to the presence of fimbria structures (Kaper et al, 
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2004). The Caco-2 cells have been used to determine biofilm formation of EAEC during 

infection (Pereira et al, 2008). The intestinal polarized cells have also made it possible to 

measure cytokine, IL-8, during infection (Steiner et al, 2000). Polarized T84 cells have 

also been used to determining adhesion and cytotoxin-mediated tissue damage (Nataro 

et al, 1996). HeLA cells, on the other hand, have been found to be a good model for 

determining the adherence pattern (Pereira et al, 2010; Aslani et al, 2011), biofilm 

formation (Pereira et al, 2010) and cytokine released during infection. These cells have 

been commonly used in clinical studies to determine the adherence pattern of EAEC 

strains isolated from human with or without diarrhoea (Steiner et al, 2000; Huang et al, 

2004; Pereira et al, 2010; Aslani et al, 2011). Other cell lines such as HT29 from rat 

jejunum has been used to study the effects of the plasmid encoded toxin produced by 

EAEC during infection (Navarro-García et al, 1999).  

2.4.3.    IN VIVO EAEC STUDIES 

EAEC infections have been studied in animal models such as piglets (Tzipori 1992), C. 

elegans (Hwang et al, 2010), rabbits (Kang et al, 2001; Munera et al, 2014), wax moths 

(Jønsson et al, 2017) and mice (Roche et al, 2010; Bolick et al, 2013; Ren et al, 2014). 

Vial and colleagues (1988) studied EAEC infection using ligated intestinal loops in NZB 

rabbits and Fischer 344 rats, with infection causing lesions in the intestine, limb paralysis 

and some animals died during infection (Vial et al, 1988). 

Tzipori and colleagues (1992) studied EAEC infection in neonatal gnotobiotic piglets, and 

infection resulted in lesions in intestine, with piglets developing diarrhoea and some died 

during infection. This model was able to mimic EAEC infection in the colonic mucosa and 

was found to closely resemble human infection (Tzipori et al, 1992; Philipson et al, 2013).  

Roche and colleagues (2010) studied EAEC infection using malnourished 6-day-old 

C57BL/6 mice. These mice were orally inoculated with EAEC 042 and/or JM221 strains. 

Shedding was reported to occur for more than 3 weeks and inflammation was observed 

in the intestinal tissue (Roche et al, 2010). Bolick et al (2013), also studied EAEC infection 
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using malnourished C57BL/6 mice. Infection resulted in changes in body weight, 

persistent EAEC stool shedding until 14 days pi and tissue burden was also recorded 

until14 days pi (Bolick et al, 2013). Interestingly, administration of nitazoxanide resulted 

in reduced weight loss and EAEC shedding, thus suggesting that improved nutrition plays 

an important role in disease outcome (Bolick et al, 2013). 6-week-old BALB/c and C3H/He 

mice pretreated with streptomycin were used to evaluate the role of aggR involved in 

regulation during EAEC pathogenesis (Morin et al, 2010). Other animal models were also 

used to study virulence genes involved during EAEC pathogenesis in order to understand 

the mechanism involved during infection (Eslava et al, 2002; Harrington et al, 2009; 

Medeiros et al, 2013). Severe combined immunodeficient mice and xerographs from 

foetal intestinal tissue has also been used to produce human tissue model for infection 

(Boll et al, 2012). The AAF polymorphonuclear cell migration in EAEC have been studied 

using this model (Boll et al, 2012). 

 

2.5    OCCURRENCE OF CO-INFECTIONS  

Co-infections or mixed infections refers to occurrence and interaction of multiple 

pathogens within a host at the same time. The occurrence of co-infections has been 

reported in both human (Adhikari et al, 1985; Bilenko et al, 2004; Vilchez et al, 2009; 

Bonkoungou et al, 2012; Ledwaba et al, 2018, Lima et al, 2018) and animal (Wada et al, 

1996; da Rocha et al, 2014; Zhao et al, 2016; Ortega et al, 2017) studies. Co-infections 

have been reported to occur globally in infections related to diseases such as tuberculosis 

(Madhi et al, 2000), hepatitis (Balogun et al, 2012), HIV (Madhi et al, 2000) and malaria 

(Epelboin et al, 2012). Studies in respiratory (Cebey-Lopez et al, 2015; Torres, 2015; 

Bakaletz, 2017) and diarrhoeal (Yatsuyanagi et al, 2002; Bilenko et al, 2004; Mason et 

al, 2013; Zhang et al, 2016; Ledwaba et al, 2018; Mathew et al, 2019) infections have 

also reported on co-infecting pathogens. For decades, epidemiological studies have been 

reporting on the occurrence of co-infections across the world (Adhikari et al, 1985; Vilchez 

et al, 2009; El Feghaly et al, 2013; Mason et al, 2013; Tobias et al, 2015; Zhang et al, 
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2016; Iijima et al, 2017; Shrivastava et al, 2017; Andersson et al, 2018; Broujerdi et al, 

2018; Dutta et al, 2018; Ledwaba et al, 2018; Tareen et al, 2019). These natural 

interactions of pathogenic organisms have raised questions in trying to understand the 

effect of the pathogens in the host. Most of the epidemiological studies have suggested 

that the microbe-microbe interactions might result in critical disease outcomes in the 

infected host (Tobias et al, 2015; Zhang et al, 2016; Ledwaba et al, 2018; Mathew et al, 

2019). It is important to further study the interaction of co-infections in a suitable model in 

order to fully understand the interaction and determine the disease outcome. 

The microbe-host interaction is of great importance as it produces a series of different 

traits in which infection can either be mutualistic or parasitic (Crane et al, 2006; May and 

Nelson, 2014; Gill and Hecht, 2018). Co-infections on the other hand, involves microbe-

microbe interaction within the host, this interaction can also result in either synergistic or 

antagonistic effects (Crane et al, 2006; Toledo et al, 2011; Bhavnani et al, 2012; May and 

Nelson, 2014; Bartelt et al, 2017; Long et al, 2019). Studies have suggested that there 

might be greater competition between different co-infecting pathogens and thus affecting 

the host (Susi et al, 2015). Co-infections within the host often results in pathogens 

competing with each other for metabolites (Estrada et al, 2012; Reynolds et al, 2017), 

and direct interaction might result in increased virulence (Crane et al, 2006; May and 

Nelson, 2014; Galván-Moroyoqui et al, 2008; Mosser et al, 2015). This can greatly affect 

the immune system of the host (Galván-Moroyoqui et al, 2008; Bartelt et al, 2017), 

eventually leading to death (Wada et al, 1996). 

2.5.1    MODELS OF CO-INFECTIONS 

Different models of co-infections have been used to study the interaction of co-infecting 

pathogens (Crane et al, 2006; Mosser et al, 2015; Bartelt et al, 2017; Shen et al, 2019). 

These models have provided insight in understanding the innate immune response and 

clinical outcomes of the pathogens. In vitro (Crane et al, 2006; Galván-Moroyoqui et al, 

2008; Manko et al, 2017 Reynolds et al, 2017) and in vivo (Toledo et al, 2011; Mosser et 

al, 2015; Manko et al, 2017; Bartelt et al, 2017; Reynolds et al, 2017; Shen et al, 2019) 
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analyses have shown that co-infections can have synergistic (organisms interacting 

together to enable drastic disease outcome) or antagonistic (organism suppressing the 

growth or function of another organism resulting in reduced or diminished disease 

outcome) effects. 

Crane and colleagues (2006) reported on the interaction of EPEC and ETEC in vitro, with 

infection resulting in synergistic effects, EPEC infection was enhanced by the presence 

of ETEC (Crane et al, 2006). Galván-Moroyoqui and colleagues (2008) studied the 

interaction of Entamoeba histolytica, E. dispar with EPEC and Shigella dysenteriae in 

vitro. Co-infections resulted in increased cytopathic effects accompanied with increased 

IL-8 and virulence expression of Gal/GalNAc lectin causing damage to the cells (Galván-

Moroyoqui et al, 2008). 

Interaction of bacteria-parasite co-infections have been widely reported in murine models 

(Galván-Moroyoqui et al, 2008; Bartelt et al, 2017; Manko et al, 2017; Reynolds et al, 

2017). Reynolds and colleagues (2017) studied intestinal helminths and Salmonella co-

infections by determining intestinal metabolites interaction using streptomycin-treated 

mice. This co-infection resulted in synergistic effects, with helminths upregulating the 

pathogenesis of Salmonella, and this led to enhanced bacterial pathogenicity and 

increased colonization due to alteration of the metabolic profile (Reynolds et al, 2017). 

Manko et al (2017) studied Giardia duodenalis and A/E enteropathogens (EPEC and C. 

rodentium) co-infections using C57BL/6 mice and found that co-infected mice had 

increased weight loss and MPO levels. EPEC growth was greatly inhibited when co-

infected with G. duodenalis in Caco-2 cells (Manko et al, 2017). 

2.5.1.1. Diarrheagenic E. coli co-infection models 

The interaction between various DEC pathotypes has been reported by several studies 

(Wada et al, 1996; Yatsuyanagi et al, 2002; Crane et al, 2006; Toledo et al; 2011; Dutta 

et al, 2015; Leonard et al; 2016). Wada and colleagues (1996) reported on ETEC and 

attaching and effacing E. coli (EPEC) co-infections in post-weaning pigs developing 
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diarrhoea and four of the pigs died following infection. In vitro, Crane and colleagues 

(2006) studied the interaction of EPEC E2348/69 and ETEC H10407 co-infections using 

T84 cells. Infection with these strains resulted in increased ATP release, and chloride 

secretion was also enhanced by crude ETEC filtrates. LT was found to have a synergistic 

effect resulting in formation of vacuoles (Crane et al, 2006). Toledo and colleagues (2011) 

studied the interaction of EHEC and EPEC using BALB/c mice. Mice that were orally pre-

challenged with EPEC followed by EHEC infection had a protective effect, with mice 

having increased weight similar to the uninfected group and developing mild symptoms. 

Interestingly, mice that were not pre-challenged developed mild to severe symptoms with 

increased weight loss (Toledo et al, 2011). The Shiga Toxin producing E. coli and ETEC 

hybrid strains (Leonard et al, 2016), together with the P/T hybrid strains (Dutta et al, 2015) 

have been reported to cause severe outbreaks. The E. coli pathotypes are evolving, thus 

harbouring virulence genes of other E. coli pathotypes resulting in severe disease 

outcome (Bielaszewska et al, 2007; Bando et al, 2009; Ruiz et al, 2014; Hazen et al, 

2017). Further understanding of co-infection mechanisms in the host is greatly needed. 

More studies are therefore required in order to determine the transmission pathways, the 

interaction and clinical outcome in a closed-controlled environment. 

 

2.6.   INFLAMMATORY RESPONSES 

Inflammation is a defensive response that is triggered by the presence of harmful particles 

such as tissue damage-derived molecules (Medzhitov, 2008; Takeuchi and Akira, 2010). 

Inflammation is clinically characterized by swelling, redness, pain, heat and loss of tissue 

function (Takeuchi and Akira, 2010). Upon infection, macrophages and mast cells initially 

respond to the site of damage. This results in production of inflammatory mediators, 

chemokines, cytokines, eicosanoids and vasoactive amines (Medzhitov, 2008). The 

plasma proteins and neutrophils gain access through the post-capillary venules at the site 

of infection while preventing erythrocytes from exiting the blood vessels. Neutrophils are 

activated once they reach the site of infection or through secretion of cytokines 
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(Medzhitov, 2008). These neutrophils attack the pathogen by producing toxic substances 

such as reactive oxygen species and reactive nitrogen species (Nathan, 2006; Medzhitov, 

2008; Takeuchi and Akira, 2010).  

Cytokines play an important role in controlling intestinal inflammation caused by 

environmental (microbial infection, diet, stress and antibiotics), genetic factors 

(antimicrobial peptides) and inflammatory bowel diseases (Crohn’s disease and 

ulcerative colitis). Cytokines are small peptide proteins made up of different cell 

populations including T-helper cells, dendric cells, neutrophils, natural killer cells, 

regulatory T cells, macrophages and innate lymphoid cells (Zhang and An, 2007; Neurath, 

2014). Upon infection or tissue trauma in the intestinal tissue, disruption of the intestinal 

lumen or barrier function results in activation of chemokines, pro-inflammatory and anti-

inflammatory cytokines. Pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1𝛽, IL-6 and Tumour 

necrosis factor (TNF-𝑎), IL-12, IL-15, IL-17 and interferon gamma are involved during 

pathological pain (Zhang and An, 2007; Neurath, 2014). In order to balance inflammation, 

anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-4, IL-10, IL-11, IL-13 are released in order to 

control the presence of pro-inflammatory cytokines (Zhang and An, 2007; Jaffer et al, 

2010). 

DEC pathotypes require flagella in order to be motile and adhere to intestinal tissue 

(Croxen et al, 2013). Adherence of these pathogens results in inflammatory markers 

being released during infection. During EAEC infection, the binding of the flagellin is 

recognized by Toll like receptor-5 resulting in secretion of IL-8 by epithelial cells (Steiner 

et al, 2000; Hayashi et al, 2001). Pathogens such as EAEC (EAST-1) and ETEC (STa) 

produce enterotoxins resulting in activation of the chloride secretory channels, CFTR, and 

this leads to induction of IL-8 (Berkes et al, 2003). The LT enterotoxin stimulates 

inflammation of ETEC through cAMP-dependent Ras-like guanosine triphosphatase 

(Wang et al, 2012), resulting in increased IL-6 and TNF-𝛼 in T84 cells (Chutkan and 

Kuehn, 2011). EPEC infection has also been reported to disrupt intestinal barrier function 

through injection of the T3SS into the host cell (Berkes et al, 2003). EPEC infection in 

murine models has also been reported to cause mild inflammation resulting in histological 
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changes (increase in intraepithelial lymphocytes, lamina propria polymorphonucleocytes 

and goblet cells) in the colon (Savkovic et al, 2005; Zhang et al, 2010). 

2.6.1    FAECAL BIOMARKERS OF INFLAMMATION 

2.6.1.1.    Lipocalin-2 (LCN-2) 

LCN-2 is also called neutrophil gelatinase-associated Lipocalin (NGAL) or 24p3 (Abella 

et al, 2015). It is a secreted glycoprotein that forms part of the small lipophilic (Abella et 

al, 2015; Prata et al, 2016). LCN-2 has surfaced as a pleiotropic molecule with different 

physiologic and pathophysiological functions such as metabolic homeostasis, apoptosis, 

infection and immune response (Abella et al, 2015). Also, LCN-2 has been suggested as 

a biomarker of cardiovascular diseases, intestinal inflammation, acute kidney injury and 

lupus nephritis (Abella et al, 2015; Bolick et al, 2018; Medeiros et al, 2019). This 

biomarker is expressed in different tissues such as the uterus (Huang et al, 1999), liver, 

spleen, immune cells, kidney, bone marrow, chondrocytes (Owen et al, 2008) and tissues 

that are infected with microbes (Abella et al, 2015). 

During infection pathogens such as E. coli, Klebsiella and Salmonella species., produce 

a siderophores called enterobactin (Abella et al, 2015). This enterobactin enables the 

bacteria to scavenge iron from the host and transport it into the pathogen for growth. LCN-

2 inhibits transportation of iron into the pathogen by binding on the enterobactin, thus 

channelling the iron into the mammalian cells (Abella et al, 2015). Depletion of iron results 

in growth inhibition of the pathogen (Bao et al, 2010, Abella et al, 2015). Berger and 

colleagues (2006) infected LCN-2 deficient C57BL/6 mice with a lethal dose of E. coli, 

and these mice died 16 hours following infection. The LCN-2 deficient mice died due to 

septic shock as a result of increased LPS at the site of infection. Overall LCN-2 was 

reported to assist in anti-bacterial innate immune response as a result of increased iron 

concentration in the host at the site of infection (Berger et al, 2006). Recently, Bolick and 

colleagues (2018) reported on LCN-2 as faecal biomarker of intestinal inflammation as a 

result of ETEC infection in C57BL/6 mice. It was found that mice pretreated with antibiotic 
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cocktail and placed on different diets; infection caused by ETEC resulted in elevated LCN-

2 across the different diets when compared to uninfected mice (Bolick et al, 2018). 

Increase in LCN-2 levels have also been reported in C57BL/6 mice infected with Shigella 

flexneri, with mice developing diarrhoea and weight loss (Medeiros et al, 2019). 

2.6.1.2.    Myeloperoxidase (MPO) 

MPO forms part of the mammalian heme peroxidase enzyme family (Prokopowicz et al, 

2012). MPO can break down hydrogen peroxide-mediated oxidation of halide ion in order 

to produce substances such as hypochlorous acid, tyrosyl radicals and reactive nitrogen 

intermediates (Prata et al, 2016). MPO has been used as a marker of neutrophil 

infiltration, and has been suggested to be present during active chronic inflammation and 

assists in down-regulating inflammation in order to limit tissue damage (Prokopowicz et 

al, 2012). Saiki (1998) previously reported on patients with inflammatory bowel disease 

and found that the MPO levels in stools were significantly elevated. The MPO pathway 

has been explored in vitro and in vivo using human and animal models (Prokopowicz et 

al, 2012). MPO-deficient mice infected with Klebsiella pneumonia have been reported to 

be more susceptible to infection (Hirche et al, 2005). 

MPO has been studied in the intestinal mucosa, and has been found to have the potential 

of monitoring disease progression and assist in outcomes of treatment in patients having 

ulcerative colitis (Wagner et al, 2008). Bolick et al (2018) investigated the role of zinc in 

C57BL/6 mice as a result of ETEC infection. This study found that zinc-deficient mice 

infected with ETEC had higher faecal MPO levels than those on protein deficient or 

standard rodent chow diet (Bolick et al, 2018). Medeiros and colleagues (2019) also 

investigated the role of zinc in C57BL/6 mice infected with S. flexneri. Zinc-deficient mice 

were also reported to have elevated levels of faecal MPO due to S. flexneri infection 

(Medeiros et al, 2019). 
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2.6.2.    ACUTE-PHASE SYSTEMIC RESPONSE 

Acute phase response is an instantaneous inflammatory reaction in the host following 

infection, tissue injury and trauma (Uhlar and Whitehead, 1999). Its function is to respond 

to the site of injury, isolate the pathogen or foreign particle and neutralize it in order to 

prevent further damage to the host (Uhlar and Whitehead, 1999). This response acts as 

a survival mechanism, occurring for a short period of time as a result of intestinal 

inflammation due to bacterial infection, or it can be long term in cases of chronic 

inflammation resulting in severe clinical outcomes (Uhlar and Whitehead, 1999). 

Acute phase inflammation affects both systemic and vascular functions as well as other 

organs including the liver, depending on the site of invasion (Uhlar and Whitehead, 1999). 

Some acute-phase proteins released during inflammation include C-Reactive protein 

(CRP), Serum Amyloid A (SAA) and haptoglobin (Gabay and Kushner, 1999). Activation 

occurs through monocytes and macrophages at inflammatory site. Cytokines such as IL-

1 and TNF-𝛼 are released as primary cytokines. Secretion of these cytokines enables 

secondary cytokines, IL-6 and IL-8, and chemokines to be secreted by stroma cells (Uhlar 

and Whitehead, 1999). Chemokines enable neutrophil infiltration at the site of 

inflammation (Cassatella, 1995). Released IL-1, TNF-𝛼 and IL-6 act by enabling negative-

feedback response by producing corticosteroids which allow synthesis of acute-phase 

proteins that in turn hinder expression of cytokines (Uhlar and Whitehead, 1999). 

2.6.2.1.    Serum Amyloid A  

SAA is made up of apolipoproteins that are primarily produced in the liver (Uhlar and 

Whitehead, 1999). SAA is categorized into two sub-types based on its responsiveness to 

inflammation namely; acute phase-SAA (A-SAA) which acts as a major acute-phase 

protein that increases more than 1000-fold at the site of inflammation (Hoffman and 

Benditt, 1982); and constitutive SAA which occurs in humans and mice, it is produced at 

a lower concentration mostly during normal and acute phase response (Coetzee et al, 

1986; Uhlar and Whitehead, 1999). Human and mouse SAA proteins are closely related 
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and have been well studied (Uhlar and Whitehead, 1999). The SAA1 and SAA2 are 

synthesized primarily in the liver and are produced mostly during acute inflammation. 

SAA3 is synthesized in the macrophages and are produced mostly during chronic 

inflammation (Meek et al, 1992). SAA4 is a constitutive SAA, causing mild inflammation 

(Uhlar and Whitehead, 1999). 

When there is chronic inflammation or acute-phase response the hepatic cells in the liver, 

produce high levels of SAA thus reducing the ability of the liver to degrade A-SAA, thereby 

allowing SAA to circulate in the host and at the inflammatory site (Ulhar and Whitehead, 

1999). It has been reported in vivo that bacterial organisms that can produce 

lipopolysaccharide, casein, silver nitrate and tissue damage as a result of surgery, 

produce cytokines and chemokines resulting in increased levels of A-SAA (Uhlar and 

Whitehead, 1999). Shah and colleagues (2006) studied the effect of SAA on E. coli and 

Pseudomonas aeruginosa on macrophages and found that SAA recognized and adhered 

to the outer membrane of the gram-negative organisms and assisted in phagocytosis by 

macrophages. Macrophages infected with P. aeruginosa had increased IL-10 and TNF-𝛼 

as a result of SAA induction (Shah et al, 2006). 

2.6.2.2.    C-Reactive Protein  

CRP was first detected in a patient infected with Streptococcus pneumoniae precipitating 

C-polysaccharide during acute phase response and has been described as a sensitive 

systemic marker of damage in the tissue and also during inflammation (Pepys and Baltz, 

1983). CRP is related to the pentraxin family of the ligand adhering calcium plasma 

proteins. CRP is constantly being produced in humans at a low concentration of about 

0.8 mg/L, and in cases where there is acute phase response, the concentration increases 

up to 10 000-fold (Pepys and Hirschfield, 2003). Plasma CRP is secreted in the liver and 

is controlled by the transcriptional levels of IL-6 of which in turn is elevated by IL-1𝛽. The 

NF𝜅B is also required for increased synthesis of CRP (Pepys and Hirschfield, 2003). 
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The CRP adheres to the Ig-receptors that assist in phagocytosis of injured tissue or 

foreign particles at the site of infection (Black et al, 2004). CRP has the ability to identify 

the pathogens; upon recognition, recruitment and activation of proteins enable phagocytic 

cells to release CRP acting as the first line of defence in the host (Black et al, 2004). It 

has been reported that increased production of CRP leads to the synthesis of binding 

molecules in the aortic endothelial cells by suppressing nitric oxide synthase production 

in the cells (Venugopal et al, 2002). CRP expression is also stimulated by IL-8, which in 

turn promotes plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 production and this leads to increased IL-

1, IL-18 and IL-6 synthesis. (Ballou and Lozanski, 1992). 

 

2.7.   METABOLOMICS 

Metabolomics or metabonomics refers to a discipline aimed at measuring metabolites 

utilized within the cells, tissue or organism in response to genetic alteration or 

physiological stimuli (Roberts et al, 2012). Metabolites are small molecules that assist in 

metabolic reaction and are needed for growth, maintenance and normal function of the 

cell (Dettmer et al, 2007). This discipline is being used as a potential biomarker in 

nutritional interventions, prediction of outcomes in health status to a disease state and 

food consumption marker (Sébédio, 2017). The metabolites can be measured from blood, 

urine and saliva using analytical tools such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

(Eisenreich and Bacher, 2007), mass spectrometry, and high-performance liquid 

chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry (LC-MS), and lastly with gas-liquid 

chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry (GC-MS) (Sébédio, 2017). The high-

resolution magic angle spinning (HR-MAS) 1H NMR spectroscopy is widely used in 

various tissues and biopsies of tumours. This technique is advantageous because 

metabolome can be determined without prior extraction and is good when working with 

large samples (Sébédio, 2017). 
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The metabolome can be interpreted using statistical methods of unsupervised technique 

called principal component analysis (PCA). The partial least square discriminant analysis 

(PLS-DA) and orthogonal PLS-DA unsupervised techniques are also used depending on 

the known sample (Sébédio, 2017). The metabolome produced via biochemical 

processes results in endogenous and exogenous mixtures. Exogeneous metabolome are 

metabolites produced by drugs, pollutants, toxins and dietary compounds. Endogenous 

metabolome are metabolites synthesized by the organism using biochemical pathways 

(Sébédio, 2017). Animal models have been used to study metabolites produced during 

disease outcome (Giallourou et al, 2018; Medeiros et al, 2019). 

 

2.8.   SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW 

E. coli consists of commensal and pathogenic strains. The commensal E. coli colonizes 

the intestine of humans and animals after birth (Kaper et al, 2004; Croxen et al, 2013). 

The pathogenic E. coli strains lead to various disease outcomes such as meningitis, 

bacteraemia, intestinal and urinary-tract infections depending on the site of infection 

(Kaper et al, 2004). DEC pathotypes such as EAEC, EPEC and ETEC have been widely 

reported to cause moderate to severe diarrhoea mostly in children less than 2 years of 

age in low-income countries (Kotloff et al, 2013; Platts-Mills et al, 2015). 

Typical EPEC causes infantile diarrhoea, leading to deaths in children under 12 months 

of age (Kotloff et al, 2013). This pathogen is characterized by distinct LA pattern, 

formation of microcolonies and A/E lesions with pedestals and actin accumulation at the 

site of infection (Kaper et al, 2004; Croxen et al, 2013; Bhunia, 2018). From the literature, 

it was found that EPEC has been well studied using in vitro analyses (Scaletsky et al, 

1984; Knutton et al, 1989; Philpott et al, 1996; McNamara et al, 2001; Cleary et al, 2004; 

Leverton and Kaper, 2005; Martinez-Argudo et al, 2007; Nieto-Pelegrin and Martinez-

Quiles, 2009; Law et al, 2013; Tapia et al, 2017). These models have reported on the 

adherence traits, T3SS, proteins and genes involved in EPEC pathogenesis and the 
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inflammatory responses produced as a result of infection. On the other hand, EPEC 

infection using in vivo studies have also been reported. The literature has revealed that 

EPEC infection has been studied using different animal models (Milon et al, 1999; Meyer 

et al, 1992; Savkovic et al, 2005; Law et al, 2013; Malik et al, 2017), and streptomycin-

treated mice were frequently used. (Royan et al, 2010; Zang et al, 2010; Dupont et al, 

2016). Infection in these murine models resulted in colonization, increased inflammatory 

responses, disruption of tight junction and importance of virulence genes involved in 

adherence, T3SS and translocated proteins. However, these models have not reported 

on EPEC infection resulting in clinical outcomes that mimic human EPEC infection. 

Therefore, there is still a need for a suitable small animal model for human EPEC infection 

that mimics clinical outcomes (diarrhoea, weight changes) and inflammation similar to 

humans. 

The literature revealed that C57BL/6 mice are good models for studying human pathogen 

infections (Duchet-Suchaux et al, 1990; Shifflett et al, 2005; Mundy et al, 2006; Savkovic 

et al, 2005; Roche et al, 2010; Zhang et al, 2010; Bolick et al, 2013; Dupont et al, 2016; 

Bolick et al, 2018; Giallourou et al, 2018; Medeiros et al, 2019). Streptomycin-treated 

C57BL/6 mice have been used in microbial infections (Royan et al, 2010; Zhang et al, 

2010; Dupont et al, 2016). However, infections in these models have not been able to 

replicate disease outcomes such as diarrhoea and weight decrements as observed in 

humans (Savkovic et al, 2005; Zhang et al, 2010; Dupont et al, 2016). C57BL/6 mice 

pretreated with broad-spectrum antibiotic cocktail have been used to study C. jejuni 

(Giallourou et al, 2018), ETEC (Bolick et al, 2018) and S. flexneri (Medeiros et al, 2019) 

pathogens. Infections in these models resulted in clinical outcomes of diarrhoea, weight 

loss changes and metabolic perturbations. Increase in faecal inflammatory biomarkers, 

MPO and LCN-2 were also reported in these models (Giallourou et al, 2018; Medeiros et 

al, 2019). These biomarkers are of great importance because they have also been 

detected in malnourished children (Guerrant et al, 2016; Prata et al, 2016). The models 

have been able to mimic clinical outcomes as a result of infection (Bolick et al, 2018; 

Medeiros et al, 2019). 
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Co-infections in clinical settings have been reported globally. It has been suggested co-

infections are likely to result in increased severe clinical outcomes (Mathew et al, 2019). 

In vitro and in vivo models have been developed, in order to understand the interaction 

of co-infecting pathogens by analysing the microbe-microbe interaction within a host 

(Crane et al, 2006; Toledo et al, 2011; Bartelt et al, 2017; Reynolds et al, 2017). Co-

infections have been reported to result in upregulation of virulence genes and increased 

colonization in murine models (Bartelt et al, 2017; Reynolds et al, 2017). Few studies 

have reported on the interaction of DEC co-infections using in vitro (Crane et al, 2006) 

and in vivo (Wada et al, 1996; Toledo et al, 2011) analyses. Infections involving A/P and 

P/T co-infections have been detected in human and animal studies (Adhikari et al, 1985; 

Wada et al, 1996; Vilchez et al, 2009; Bonkoungou et al, 2012; Ledwaba et al, 2018). 

Crane et al (2006) reported on the mutual interaction of P/T co-infections in vitro and 

found that there was a synergistic effect. Toledo et al (2011) studied interaction of EHEC 

and EPEC co-infections in vivo and found that there was a protective effect. Further 

studies concerning interaction of DEC co-infections are still needed as these co-infections 

are increasingly being detected in clinical settings (Adhikari et al, 1985; Yatsuyanagi et 

al, 2002; Vilchez et al, 2009; Dutta et al, 2018; Iijima et al, 2017; Andersson et al, 2018; 

Broujerdi et al, 2018; Ledwaba et al, 2018; Lima et al, 2018; Mathew et al, 2019). In vivo 

models are considered good models for studying pathogens due to their closed-controlled 

environment (Law et al, 2013). Understanding the underlying interaction between these 

pathogens will assist in providing a greater explanation in the pathogenesis mechanism 

and determining if the interaction results in detrimental disease outcomes. 

The aim of this study was to, therefore, develop an EPEC murine model using C56BL/6 

mice pretreated with a broad-spectrum antibiotic cocktail in order to determine clinical 

outcomes, colonization, faecal inflammatory biomarkers (MPO and LCN-2), acute-phase 

systemic markers (SAA and CRP) and metabolic disturbances as a result of human EPEC 

infection. The developed EPEC murine model was further used to study the interaction of 

P/T and A/P co-infections by assessing clinical outcomes and changes in inflammatory 

responses. The interaction of co-infections was further assessed in vitro in order to 
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determine adherence traits, inflammatory responses and virulence genes produced 

during infection. 
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CHAPTER 3 

OBJECTIVE 1: TO DEVELOP AN INFECTIOUS EPEC 

MURINE MODEL USING C57BL/6 MICE TREATED 

WITH ANTIBIOTIC COCKTAIL 

3.1.   ABSTRACT 

EPEC are recognized as one of the leading bacterial causes of infantile diarrhoea 

worldwide. Weaned C57BL/6 mice pretreated with antibiotics were challenged orally with 

wild type EPEC, bfpA and escN mutants (lacking bundle forming pili or type 3 secretion 

system) to determine colonization, inflammatory responses and clinical outcomes during 

infection. Antibiotic disruption of intestinal microbiota led to efficient colonization by wild 

type EPEC and the bfpA mutant, resulting in weight loss. Increases in inflammatory 

biomarkers were observed in intestinal tissues. The escN mutant colonized the mice, 

however, no weight changes or inflammatory biomarkers were observed. Metabolome 

changes were also observed in EPEC infected mice with changes in TCA cycle 

intermediates, increased creatine excretion and shifts in gut microbial metabolite levels. 

In conclusion, a murine infection model treated with antibiotics has been developed to 

partially mimic clinical outcomes as seen in children with EPEC infection and to examine 

potential roles of selected virulence traits. This model can help in further understanding 

mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of EPEC infections and thus assist in the 

development of potential preventive or therapeutic interventions. 
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3.2.   INTRODUCTION 

Gastroenteritis remains a major cause of morbidity and mortality in young children 

especially in developing countries (Liu et al, 2015). EPEC has been recognized by the 

GEMS and MAL-ED studies as one of the major causes of moderate to severe diarrhoea 

in children (Kotloff et al, 2013; Platts-Mills et al, 2015). Infection results in acute watery 

diarrhoea accompanied by fever, vomiting and dehydration (Kaper et al, 2004; Guerrant 

et al, 2011). 

EPEC contains the Ler gene, a major transcriptional activator of LEE open reading frames 

(Frankel et al, 1998; Friedberg et al, 1999). EPEC virulence is mediated by the T3SS and 

is characterized by formation of A/E lesions (Frankel et al, 1998) and consists of esc and 

esp which assist in virulence. In addition, escN is the main driving force assisting in the 

ATPase response to enable activation of the T3SS, for efficient transportation of effector 

proteins into the enterocytes of the host (Andrade et al, 2007). During infection, EPEC 

attaches to epithelial cells via bfp (Giron et al, 1991) followed by intimate adherence with 

the aid of the tir and eae, which results in actin accumulation and formation of pedestal 

structures at the site of infection (Knutton et al, 1989; Guerrant et al, 2011). EPEC is 

characterized by the presence (typical EPEC) or absence (atypical EPEC) of bfp. Typical 

EPEC are characterized by LA pattern in vitro (Kaper et al, 2004) and also reported to 

cause severe diarrhoea in children under 12 months of age and in certain cases results 

in death (Kotloff et al, 2013; Platts-Mills et al, 2015). Atypical EPEC is characterized by 

LA-like (Scaletsky et al, 2010), AA or DA patterns in vitro (Pelayo et al, 1999; Mora et al, 

2009) and are increasingly being detected in children worldwide (Abe et al, 2009; Hu and 

Torres, 2015). 

Pathogens such as EPEC and EHEC compete with the resident microbiota for nutrients 

in order to colonize the intestinal environment. According to Freter’s nutrient niche, in 

order for microbes to be successful, it must have the capacity to grow fast in the intestine 

compared to its competitors (Freter et al, 1983). These pathogens require the same 
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carbon pathways which commensal E. coli uses, such as mannose and galactose in vivo 

(Fabich et al, 2008). 

EPEC have been studied extensively in vitro, and are considered good models for 

studying LA traits, A/E formation and expression of the T3SS effector proteins (Giron et 

al, 1991; Knotton et al, 1999; Leverton and Kaper, 2005). The in vivo studies have shown 

that a complete intestinal environment is key in determining the specific roles of EPEC 

traits and infections in animals and humans (Law et al, 2013). Animal models such as C. 

elegans, rabbits, pigs, and cattle have been used to study EPEC infections (Moon et al, 

1983; Larsen et al, 1995; Dean-Nystrom et al, 2002; Misyurina et al, 2010). Infections 

induced by EPEC in C57BL/6 mouse models have also been reported (Savkovic et al, 

2005; Royan et al, 2010; Zhang et al, 2010; Rhee et al, 2011; Manthey et al, 2014; Dupont 

et al, 2016), showing colonization of EPEC in the intestinal epithelial microvilli (Savkovic 

et al, 2005), changes in tight junction morphology and epithelial barrier function 

accompanied by inflammatory responses (Zhang et al, 2010). These animal models have 

provided insights in the understanding of potential pathogenetic mechanisms of EPEC 

infection in humans. However, these models have not been able to replicate clinical 

outcomes observed in humans. This section describes a murine model in which the 

microbiota have been disrupted via broad-spectrum antibiotic cocktail to enable efficient 

colonization and clinical outcomes of EPEC infection in weaned mice. 

 

3.3.   MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.3.1.    ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 

The mice used in the study have been handled with strict accordance with the approvals 

from the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (National Research Council, 

2010) of the National Institutes of Health. This project has been registered and approved 

by the University of Venda higher degree committee. The protocol has been accepted by 
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the Committee on the Ethics of Animal Experiments of the University of Virginia (Protocol 

Number: 3315). All efforts were taken in order to reduce animal distress. This is also in 

accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee policies of the 

University of Virginia. The University of Virginia is accredited by the Association for the 

Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care, International (AAALAC). 22-

day old, male C57BL/6 mice strains were ordered from Jackson Laboratories (Jackson 

Laboratories, Bar Harbor, Maine, USA). Upon arrival, mice weight was recorded at 

approximately 10 grams and were co-housed in groups of up to 4 animals per cage. The 

temperature of the vivarium was kept between 20-23°C with a 14-hour light and 10-hour 

dark cycle. 

3.3.2.    RODENT DIET AND ANTIBIOTICS 

Mice were allowed to acclimate for 3 days upon arrival. Mice were fed standard rodent 

House Chow diet upon arrival and throughout the infection challenge. Four days prior to 

challenge with EPEC, mice were given an antibiotic cocktail of gentamicin (35 mg/L), 

vancomycin (45 mg/L), metronidazole (215 mg/L), and colistin (850 U/mL) in drinking 

water for 3 days in order to disrupt resident microbiota, followed by 1 day on normal water 

in order to clear antibiotics (Bolick et al, 2018). 

3.3.3.    PREPARATION OF EPEC FOR MOUSE INFECTION  

Bacterial strains used included: WT EPEC E2348/69 (O127:H6) (Levine et al, 1985), 

EPEC E2348/69 bfpA- UMD901(Zhang and Donnenberg, 1996) and EPEC E2348/69 

∆escN CVD425 (Jarvis et al, 1995). Bacterial cultures were prepared from glycerol stocks 

maintained at -80 °C. Cultures were grown in 20 mL Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium 

(DMEM) containing phenol red glucose (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 

Massachusetts, USA) at 37 °C in a shaking incubator until cultures turned orange 

indicating optimal growth. Cultures were centrifuged at 3500 x g for 10 min at 4 °C. The 

bacterial pellet was resuspended in DMEM high glucose in order to obtain 1010 CFU/mL. 

The mice were administered 100 µL of 1010 CFU/mL (each mouse received 109 CFU in a 
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total volume of 1010 CFU/mL) bacterial culture in DMEM high glucose orally using 22-

gauge feeding needles. Uninfected control mice were administered only 100µl DMEM 

high glucose. 

During infection, all mice were weighed and stools were collected daily. The study 

duration ranged between 3- and 8-days post infection (pi). For intestinal tissue burden, 

some mice were euthanized at day 3 and 8 pi. Figure 3.1 shows the schematic 

presentation summarizing the experimental procedure. At day 3 pi, blood was 

immediately collected via cardiac puncture and placed in 1.5 mL eppendorf tube. The 

blood was then centrifuged at 8000 x g for 5 min at 4 °C. The serum was collected and 

placed at -80 °C. At days 3 and 8 pi, the intestinal tissues (duodenum, jejunum, ileum and 

colon) were immediately collected after euthanasia and placed in cryotubes. These 

samples were then flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C until further 

analysis. 

 

Figure 3.1: Schematic presentation of the animal experimental procedure with the age of mice, 

and the infection cycle. 22-day-old C57BL/6 mice were placed on standard rodent chow diet. Mice 

were administered drinking water containing antibiotic cocktail 4 days prior infection, and clean 

water was replaced at 1-day prior infection. Mice were orally infected with either WT EPEC, bfpA- 
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or ∆escN strains and followed daily for changes in weights and stool collection. Mice were 

euthanised at days 3 and 8 pi.  

 

3.3.4.    STOOL SHEDDING AND TISSUE BURDEN 

 For stool shedding, DNA extraction from stool specimen was performed using the 

QIAamp DNA Stool Mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. For tissue burden, tissues containing tissue lysis buffer, ATL buffer (Qiagen, 

Hilden, Germany) were homogenized using the beat-beater and DNA was extracted using 

DNeasy blood and tissue Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. The eae primer was used as a specific target for detecting EPEC in stools 

and tissues. Primer sequences included eae 5’-CCCGAATTCGGCACAAGCATAAGC-3’ 

(sense) and 5’-CCCGGATCCGTCTCGCCAGTATTCG-3’ (antisense) (Zhang et al, 

2002). Real-time PCR was performed using Bio-Rad CFX connect real-time PCR (Bio-

Rad, Hercules, California, USA) under the following conditions: 95 °C for 3 min, followed 

by 40 cycles of 15 sec at 95 °C 60 sec at 55 °C and lastly 20 sec at 72 °C.  

3.3.5.    EPEC ADHERENCE ON THE INTESTINE 

The Ileal and colonic tissue segments were fixed in 4% formalin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, 

Missouri, USA) embedded in paraffin, the slides were stained with rabbit anti-intimin at 

the University of Virginia Histology core, and viewed using light microscope.  

For Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), the Ileal tissue was fixed with 4% 

glutaraldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA). The sample was washed with 

1 X cacodylate buffer (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) for 10 min and placed in 

2% osmium tetroxide (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) for 1 hour. The sample 

was then washed for 10 min with cacodylate buffer and then with distilled water. Followed 

by dehydration with 30% ethanol for 10 min and in concentrations of 50%, 70%, 95% and 
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100% ethanol all for 10 min each. About 1:1 ethanol/propylene oxide (PO) (Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) was used for 10 min, followed by 100% PO for 

10 min. The sample was then placed in 1:1 PO/epoxy resin (EPON) overnight, followed 

by 1:2 PO/EPON for 2 hours, then 1:4 PO/EPON for 4 hours and lastly 100% EPON 

overnight. The sample was then embedded in fresh 100% EPON and allowed to bake at 

65 °C in an oven. Ultra-thin sections were cut at 75 nm and picked up on 200 mesh copper 

grids. Sections were stained with 0.25% lead citrate (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, 

USA) and 2% uranyl acetate (Polysciences, Niles, Illinois, USA). The slides were viewed 

using JEOL 1230 microscope, with 4k x 4k CCD camera (JOEL ltd, Akishima, Tokyo). 

3.3.6.    INTESTINAL INFLAMMATORY RESPONSE 

Protein lysates were extracted from the stools, ileum, colon and cecal contents using 

radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer (150 mM sodium chloride, 20 mM Tris [pH 

7.5], 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 1% Nonidet P-40, 0.1% SDS, 1 mM EDTA) containing 

protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche, Basel, Switzerland) and phosphatase inhibitors (1 mM 

sodium orthovanadate, 5 mM sodium fluoride, 1 mM microcystin LR, and 5 mM b-

glycerophosphate). Lysates were centrifuged at 8000 x g for 5 min. The supernatant was 

used to perform protein assay using the bicinchoninic acid assay using the Pierce BCA 

Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). LCN-2 was 

measured using mouse lipocalin-2/NGAL DuoSet ELISA kit (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, 

Minnesota, USA) and MPO was measured using mouse myeloperoxidase DuoSet ELISA 

kit (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA) according to the manufacturer 

instructions. IL-6 was measured using mouse magnetic Luminex assay, premixed 

multiplex and Luminex machine (Bio-Rad, Hercules, California, USA).LCN-2, MPO and 

IL-6 levels were measured as picograms per milligram (pg/mg) of protein. 

3.3.7.    SYSTEMIC INFLAMMATION 

The collected serum was used to measure SAA and CRP. The concentrations of SAA 

were measured using mouse Serum Amyloid A DuoSet ELISA kit (R&D Systems, 
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Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The results 

were measured as picograms per millilitre (pg/mL). Protein lysates from the ileum and 

colon were used to measure systemic marker CRP. Protein concentrations were 

measured using Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit according to manufacturer instructions. 

CRP levels were measured using mouse magnetic Luminex assay, premixed multiplex 

and Luminex machine (Bio-Rad, Hercules, California, USA). CRP levels were measured 

as picograms per milligram (pg/mg) of protein. 

3.3.8.    1H NMR SPECTROSCOPY BASED METABOLIC PROFILING 

Urine specimens were collected daily in a sterile 1.5 mL eppendorf tube and placed at -

80 °C until further analysis. The metabolic profiling was performed on all urine samples 

using 1H NMR spectroscopy (Bruker, Billerica, Massachusetts, USA). A 30 μL urine 

aliquot was combined with 30 μL of phosphate buffer (pH 7.4, 100% D2O, 0.2 M 

Na2HPO4/NaH2PO4) containing 1 mM of the internal standard, 3-(trimethylsilyl)-[2,2,3,3-

2H4]-propionic acid and 2 mM sodium azide as a bactericide. Samples were then vortexed 

and centrifuged at 13000 x g for 10 min and 50 μL of the supernatant was then transferred 

to 1.7 mm NMR tubes (Bruker, Billerica, Massachusetts, USA). Spectroscopic analysis 

was performed on a 600-megahertz Bruker AvanceTM NMR spectrometer at 300 K using 

a Bruker BBI probe and an automated SampleJet for tube handling (Bruker, Billerica, 

Massachusetts, USA). 1H NMR spectra of the urine samples were obtained using a 

standard one-dimensional pulse sequence [recycle delay -90°-t1–90°-tm-90°-acquire free 

induction decay]. The water signal was suppressed through irradiation during the recycled 

delay of 4 sec and a mixing time (tm) of 100 ms was used. For each spectrum, 64 scans 

were obtained into 64 K data points using a spectral width of 12.001 parts per million. The 

NMR spectra were calibrated to the time-stretched pulse resonance at 0 parts per million 

using TopSpin 3.5 NMR software (Bruker, Billerica, Massachusetts, USA) and imported 

into MATLAB (R2018a, Mathworks Inc, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) using in-house 

scripts. Regions containing the TSP, water and urea resonances were removed from the 

urinary spectra. 1H NMR spectra were manually aligned and normalized to the unit area. 
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3.3.9.    STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Data was recorded and analysed using GraphPad Prism 7 software (GraphPad, San 

Diego, California, USA). The raw data was analysed using one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s 

post hoc and multiple t-test. Differences were considered significant when p<0.05. The 

data is represented as ±standard error of the mean (SEM). Experiments were repeated 

at least two times. For metabolomics data analysis multivariate statistical modelling was 

performed using PCA and the Imperial Metabolic Profiling and Chemometrics Toolbox 

(https://github.com/csmsoftware/IMPaCTS) in MATLAB (Version 2018a) (Mathworks Inc, 

Natick, Massachusetts, USA) and unsupervised hierarchical clustering analysis to unveil 

metabolic differences between EPEC infected and control mice. Unsupervised clustering 

for all specimens was prepared using the normalized abundance of metabolites that were 

identified through the PCA models. Hierarchical clusters were produced using an 

average-linkage method by means of the pdist and linkage functions in the MATLAB 

bioinformatics toolbox. Heat maps and dendrograms after the hierarchical clustering 

analysis were produced using the MATLAB imagesc and dendrogram functions. Pathway 

analysis was done using the MetaboAnalyst 4.0 platform 

(https://www.metaboanalyst.ca/). 

 

3.4.   RESULTS 

3.4.1.    EPEC INFECTION LEADS TO WEIGHT LOSS AND DIARRHOEA 

C57BL/6 mice pretreated with antibiotic cocktail were infected with WT EPEC, bfpA- (site-

directed mutant that renders the bfp protein non-functional) and ∆escN (lacking T3SS 

function) strains (Figure 3.1). Weaned mice infected with bfpA- had significant weight loss 

at day 1 pi (p<0.005) when compared to controls (Figure 3.2.A). EPEC infected mice also 
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had a significant weight change at day 2 and day 3 pi when compared to ∆escN infected 

mice (p<0.005). The ∆escN infected mice did not exhibit any weight decrements and 

gained weight at a similar rate as the control mice (Figure 3.2.A). By day 4 pi all mice had 

recovered from the infection (Appendix A1). The infection was also assessed based on 

the consistency and appearance of stools (Figure 3.2.B). Nine out of 12 mice infected 

with WT EPEC developed watery mucoid stools from day 1 to 3 pi; 8 out of 12 bfpA- 

infected mice developed bloody stools at day 1 and 2 pi and later developed watery stools, 

while 4 out of 12 had watery diarrhoea. All ∆escN infected mice (12 out of 12) had well-

formed stools similar to uninfected mice throughout the infection period. At day 4 pi, faecal 

specimens of all groups were tested for the presence of blood using a haemoglobin assay 

kit. Although not significant, there was an increase in haemoglobin levels in the stools of 

mice infected with the bfpA- strain, following the appearance of bloody stools that were 

observed at days 1 and 2 pi (Appendix A2).  

A)    
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B i)   ii)   iii) 

 

Figure 3.2: Change in weight and clinical outcomes of EPEC infection in C57BL/6 mice. A) 

Weaned mice treated with antibiotic cocktail infected with WT EPEC, bfpA- and ∆escN were 

monitored daily for changes in weight (n = 10-12/group). *p<0.005 vs control group, #p<0.005 vs 

EPEC, &p<0.005 vs bfpA-. Data analysed using two-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test. B) 

Appearance of faecal specimens collected at day 1pi. i) Control uninfected mice had hard formed 

stools. ii) Mice infected with WT EPEC had watery mucoid stools. iii) bfpA- infected mice had 

bloody stools. 

3.4.2.    SHEDDING AND TISSUE BURDEN IN WEANED MICE INFECTED WITH 

EPEC 

During infection, stool specimens were collected and analysed for EPEC shedding using 

qPCR. As seen in Figure 3.3, EPEC WT shedding was higher at day 1 pi (≥109 

organisms/10mg stool) when compared to bfpA- (<108 organisms/10mg stool) infected 

mice (p<0.0001). WT EPEC shedding was also higher at day 1 pi when compared to 

∆escN (≤107 organisms/10mg stool) infected mice (p=0.0001). Faecal shedding 

thereafter was similar up to day 8 pi with WT and bfp- infections (~107 organisms/10mg 

stool), while ∆escN was shedding at least 1 log lower by day 8 pi (Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3: Stool shedding in EPEC infected mice. Weaned C57BL/6 mice were challenged with 

WT EPEC, bfpA- or ∆escN. DNA was extracted from collected stools and qPCR was used to 

determine shedding (n=10-12/group). Data analysed using two-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post 

hoc test. ***p=0.0001, ****p<0.0001 

Tissue burdens were assessed across all tissue sections of infected groups (Figure 3.4). 

One set of the mice from each group were euthanized at day 3 pi and the remaining group 

were euthanized at day 8 pi. EPEC have been reported to colonize the ileum and colon. 

In this study, WT EPEC tissue burdens were observed across all tissue sections at day 3 

pi; however, higher bacterial concentrations were observed in the ileum (~106 

organisms/10mg tissue) and colon (~107 organisms/10mg tissue). At day 8 pi, WT EPEC 

colonized mostly in the ileal and the colonic tissue (~104 and ~106 organisms/10mg 

tissue). The bfpA- tissue burden was also detected in all tissue sections at day 3 pi with 

high colonization in the colon (about 7 logs organisms/10mg tissue). At day 8 pi the bfpA- 

colonized in the duodenum (≤105 organisms/10mg tissue), ileum (≤109 organisms/10mg 

tissue) and colon (≤106 organisms/10mg tissue). A significant difference was observed in 

the colon of ∆escN infected mice between day 3 and 8 pi (p<0.05). TEM of mice infected 

with WT EPEC was observed at day 3 pi with disruption of the microvilli when compared 
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to uninfected control mice (Figure 3.5A and Appendix A3). Figure 3.5B indicates blunted 

ileal sections of mice infected with WT EPEC stained with rabbit anti-intimin.  

Figure 3.4: Tissue burden in EPEC infected mice. Weaned C57BL/6 mice were challenged with 

WT EPEC, bfpA- or ∆escN. Tissue sections of infected mice were collected at day 3 and 8 pi, 

intestinal tissues were homogenized, DNA was extracted and qPCR was used to determine WT 

EPEC, bfpA- and ∆escN (n = 5-8/group) tissue burden. *p<0.05. 

A) i)                     ii)     
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B) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Adherence on intestinal microvilli. A) Transmission electron microscope at day 3 pi i) 

Uninfected ileum ii) Ileum infected with WT EPEC showing disruption of the microvilli. B) Ileal 

section stained with rabbit anti-intimin, shows adherence of WT EPEC at day 3 pi. 

3.4.3.    INFECTION LEADS TO DISRUPTION OF EPITHELIAL FUNCTION AND 

ACUTE SYSTEMIC RESPONSE 

Intestinal inflammatory MPO and LCN-2 biomarkers were used to measure neutrophil 

infiltration during infection (Moschen et al, 2017). Stool specimens were analysed for 

MPO and LCN-2 biomarkers. At day 2 pi MPO and LCN-2 levels were higher in all the 

infected groups, except ∆escN infected mice. MPO levels of mice infected with WT and 

bfpA- strains were significantly different when compared to uninfected controls (p<0.001) 

and ∆escN (p<0.001) infected mice (Figure 3.6A). The same trend was also observed at 

day 7 pi in which there was a significant increase in LCN-2 levels of EPEC (p<0.05) and 

bfpA- (p<0.001) when compared to ∆escN infected mice. MPO levels were also increased 

in both EPEC and bfpA- infected mice with no significant difference (Figure 3.6.B). In the 

cecal contents, MPO levels were significantly higher in bfpA- infected mice when 

compared to uninfected controls and ∆escN infected mice (p<0.05). LCN-2 levels were 

significantly increased in the cecal contents of mice infected with EPEC when compared 

to uninfected controls and ∆escN infected mice (p<0.05) (Figure 3.6C). Histological 
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changes in the colonic tissue of mice infected with WT EPEC and bfpA- were observed 

(Figure 3.6.D), showing thinning of the smooth muscle layer as a result of epithelial 

damage to the in the intestinal lumen. 

A)   

B) 
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C) 

 

D) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Biomarkers of intestinal epithelial damage in stools and cecum contents of EPEC 

infected mice. A) Inflammatory markers MPO (n = 5-9/group) LCN-2 and (n = 5-8/group) 

measured in stool specimens collected at day 2 pi. B) Inflammatory markers, MPO (n = 3-5/group) 

and LCN-2 (n = 6-8/group) measured in stool specimens collected at day 7 pi. C) Mice euthanized 
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at day 3 pi, cecal contents were collected and lysates were extracted using RIPA buffer, MPO (n 

= 4-8/group) and LCN-2 (n = 4/group) were measured. Data analysed using one-way ANOVA and 

Tukey’s post hoc test, * p<0.05, **p<0.001. D) Histology of mice infected with WT EPEC, bfpA- 

and ∆escN at day 3 pi (n= 4/group), colonic tissue sections were stained for H&E. Yellow arrow 

indicates healthy colon with intact crypts. Red arrow indicates thinning of smooth muscle layer 

and flattening of the colon. 

Increase in pro-inflammatory cytokine, IL-6, was detected in ileal (Figure 3.7.A) and 

colonic (Figure 3.7.B) sections of mice infected with WT EPEC and bfpA- strains at day 

3 pi. This observation was associated with increased acute inflammatory markers CRP 

(Figure 3.7.A and B) and SAA (Figure 3.7.C) in mice infected with WT EPEC and bfpA- 

strains.  

A)       
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Figure 3.7: Acute phase inflammatory responses. Protein lysates from ileum and colon extracted 

using RIPA buffer were used to measure IL-6 and CRP using ELISA. A) IL-6 and CRP measured 

in the ileum at day 3 pi (n = 4-6/group). B) IL-6 and CRP measured in the colon at day 3 pi (n = 

4-9/group). C) Serum collected at day 3 pi was used to measure SAA using ELISA (n = 5-8/group). 
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Data analysed using one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test. *p<0.05, **p<0.001, 

***p=0.0001 

3.4.4.    EPEC DERIVED METABOLIC PERTURBATIONS 

Metabolic perturbations following EPEC infection were further analysed using OPLS-DA. 

Urinary metabolic profiles of each of the mice infected with EPEC were compared to the 

age-matched uninfected mice at days 1 and 3 pi. No differences were seen between the 

controls and EPEC infected mice on the first day of infection (Figure 3.8.A). Infection-

driven metabolic variation was observed at day 3 pi (OPLS-DA model: Q2Y = 0.57, P = 

0.027 (1000 permutations). EPEC infection resulted in reduced excretion of tricarboxylic 

acid (TCA) cycle metabolites (succinate, cis-aconitate, citrate, 2-oxoglutarate and 

fumarate) and choline related metabolites [dimethylglycine (DMG) and trimethylamine 

(TMA)] (Figure 3.8.B). Lower urinary excretion of the tryptophan catabolite N-

methylnicotinic acid (NMNA), the creatinine precursor guanidinoacetic acid (GAA) and 

the amino acid catabolites 2-oxoisocaproate, 2-oxoadipate were also observed. 

Isethionate, formate, pantothenate, and sucrose were also excreted in lower 

concentrations following EPEC infection. Increases in the excretion of gut microbial-

derived metabolites [acetate, phenylacetylglycine (PAG), m-

hydroxyphenylpropionylsulfate (m-HPPS)], were observed in infected mice. Urinary 

excretion of taurine, creatine and b-oxidation product hexanoylglycine, were also elevated 

at day 3 pi (Figure 3.8.B). Pathway analysis revealed that the TCA cycle was the 

biochemical pathway most influenced by the infection (Impact: 0.26, p-value: 2.5E-6, FDR 

adjusted p-value: 2.1E-4) (Figure 3.8.C). 
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C)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Metabolomic analysis of urinary specimens collected from age-matched, control and 

EPEC infected mice. A) Principal component analysis (PCA) scores plot at day 1 pi showing no 

difference between infected and uninfected mice (control n = 7, EPEC n = 5). B) Unsupervised 

hierarchical clustering and heat-map of urinary metabolites from control and EPEC infected mice 

at day 3 pi (n=4/group). The rows represent a metabolite and each of the columns represent a 

mouse sample. The row Z-score (scaled expression value) of each metabolite is plotted in red-

blue colour. The metabolites indicated in red are high in abundance and metabolites in blue 

indicate low in abundance. DMG, dimethylglycine; GAA, guanidinoacetic acid; m-HPPS, m-

hydroxyphenylpropionylsulfate; NMNA, N-methyl-nicotinic acid; PAG, phenylacetylglycine; TMA, 

trimethylamine. C) Pathway analysis plot generated using MetaboAnalyst 4.0 showing alterations 

of metabolic pathways induced by EPEC. Each pathway is represented as a circle. Darker colours 

indicate more significant changes of metabolites annotated on the corresponding pathway. The 

x-axis indicates the pathway impact value computed from pathway topological analysis, and the 

y-axis is the-log of the p-value obtained from pathway enrichment analysis. The high-log(p) value 

and high impact value (top right region) were used to characterize pathways that were significantly 

changed. FDR adjusted p-values, *** p = 0.0001. 
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3.5.   DISCUSSION 

Typical EPEC infections have been suggested to be associated with inflammatory 

enteropathy and/or diarrhoea in resource-limited populations (Platts-Mills et al, 2014; 

Platts-Mills et al, 2018). Infections caused by EPEC have been widely reported in vitro 

studies to demonstrate the effects of adherence traits (Knutton et al, 1999) and T3SS 

(Andrade et al, 2007). However, there is still a need for a suitable in vivo model that clearly 

shows the effects of human EPEC infection in an intestinal environment. C. rodentium is 

a natural mouse pathogen that has been used to study human EPEC and EHEC due to 

their genetic similarities; and has also been shown to cause A/E lesions, with the 

formation of pedestal structures and polarized actin accumulation at the site of infection 

(Luperchio and Schauer, 2001; Mundy et al, 2006). 

Efforts of developing an EPEC model that mimics clinical outcomes, such as weight loss 

and diarrhoea, as observed in humans, has been a challenge for in vivo studies (Savkovic 

et al, 2005; Law et al, 2013; Vulcano et al, 2014; Dupont et al, 2016). Disruption of 

intestinal microbiota using streptomycin in mice has been widely reported (Shifflett et al, 

2005; Mundy et al, 2006; Zhang et al, 2010; Rhee et al, 2011; Dupont et al, 2016). 

Savkovic and colleagues (2005) reported on an EPEC murine model using C57BL/6 mice 

in which infection resulted in colonization and mild inflammatory responses (Savkovic et 

al, 2005). The study however, did not report on clinical outcomes as a result of EPEC 

infection. DuPont and colleagues (2016) recently reported on alterations of resident 

intestinal microbiota in adult mice as a result of antibiotic treatment to enable colonization 

of EPEC in the ileal and colonic tissue (Dupont et al, 2016). This has provided a pathway 

in understanding the effects of disrupted microbiota to enable colonization. Previously, 

disruption of intestinal microbiota using broad-spectrum antibiotic cocktail has been 

reported to enable colonization of bacterial pathogens such as ETEC (Bolick et al, 2018), 

Campylobacter jejuni (Giallourou et al, 2018) and S. flexneri (Medeiros et al, 2019) in 

C57BL/6 mice. In this study, weaned C57BL/6 mice were also pretreated with antibiotics 

to enable efficient colonization of EPEC. In addition, oral infection of weaned mice 
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resulted in outcomes of changes in stool appearance, transient weight loss and 

inflammatory responses. 

In this study, it was interesting to note that both WT and bfp- infected mice had transient 

weight loss up to day 4 pi. Even though the mice had fully recovered their body weight, 

shedding was detected up to day 8 pi. Welkos reported on C. jejuni infection in one-day-

old chicks that developed enteric symptoms between days 2 and 5 pi and these chicks 

continued to shed C. jejuni up to two weeks with no signs of symptoms (Welkos, 1984). 

Chen and colleagues (2008) reported on vancomycin-treated mice infected with C. 

difficile developing diarrhoea and by day 9 pi the mice had recovered their body weight 

by day 9 pi (Chen et al, 2008). Another study, Buffie et al (2012), reported on clindamycin-

treated mice infected with C. difficile spores with infection resulting in diarrhoea and 

weight loss occurring up to day 5 pi. The infected C. difficile infected mice also recovered 

their weight with the pathogen being detected in the intestinal tissue up to day 8 pi (Buffie 

et al, 2012). 

In humans, EPEC infection promotes watery diarrhoea and dehydration (Guerrant et al, 

2011). EPEC infection in infant C57BL/6 mice has been previously reported to colonize 

the small intestine and colon for 3 days as a result of human milk oligosaccharides 

administration (Manthey et al, 2014). Vulcano and colleagues (2014) reported on EPEC 

infection in 4-week-old AIRmin mice showing histological changes with no outcomes of 

diarrhoea and weight loss (Vulcano et al, 2014). On the other hand, Savkovic and 

colleagues reported on C57BL/6 mice infected with EPEC developing semi-solid stools 

in the proximal colon with no diarrhoea (Savkovic et al, 2005). 

Particularly impressive in this model is the striking inflammatory enteropathy (as 

evidenced by faecal MPO with acute infection with WT EPEC infected mice developing 

watery mucoid stools. Furthermore, weaned mice infected with the bfpA mutant 

developed similar striking intestinal inflammation and even transient bloody stools and 

showed systemic inflammation, demonstrating the potential importance of an EPEC strain 

lacking a functional bfpA gene. The bfpA mutant used in this study was derived from the 
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same typical EPEC E2348/69 strain and has not acquired other virulence traits that are 

different from the WT. The roles of other virulence strategies in a bfpA- background 

deserve further characterization. It is interesting to also compare the bfpA- to other 

bacteria that are reported to have clinical relevance, such as EHEC O157 strain that 

causes bloody diarrhoea associated with hemolytic uremic syndrome (Kaper et al, 2004). 

Atypical EPEC pathogenicity is complex, and these strains are often reported to express 

virulence genes of other DEC pathotypes (Bando et al, 2009; Ruiz et al, 2014). Atypical 

EPEC O26 strains have been reported to be descendants of EHEC O26 which may have 

lost the shiga toxin; however, this EPEC strain has also been associated with bloody 

diarrhoea (Bielaszewska et al, 2007; Hu and Torres, 2015). Ruiz and colleagues (2014) 

also reported on an atypical EPEC strain expressing Pet, which has been exclusively 

reported only in EAEC to cause cell damage by disrupting the cytoskeletal structure of 

the cells (Ruiz et al, 2014). Finally, in careful analyses of qPCR molecular diagnostics for 

diarrhoea in 6625 cases among 1715 children age 0-2years old across all 8 MAL-ED 

sites, both typical and atypical (ie bfp-) EPEC were significantly associated with diarrhoea 

(Platts-Mills et al, 2018). 

In this model, it is hypothesized that the bfpA mutant colonized avidly in multiple intestinal 

regions, as seen in all the intestinal tissue sections during the first 3 days of infection and 

caused increased systemic inflammation and transient bloody diarrhoea. In addition, the 

results suggest that EPEC infection in mice does not require a functional bfpA for 

increased virulence. Although there are limitations of comparing animal studies to 

humans due to differences in the microbiota. Colonization of the bfpA mutant strain in all 

intestinal tissue sections, suggests that lacking bfpA may favour broader colonization and 

this could potentially help explain the high prevalence of atypical EPEC strains in clinical 

settings (Trabulsi et al, 2002; Afset et al, 2003; Ochoa and Contreras, 2011; Hu and 

Torres, 2015). 

The T3SS is essential for EPEC pathogenesis and requires an effective ATPase 

energizer, escN (Gauthier et al, 2003; Andrade et al, 2007; Zarivach et al, 2007). In this 

study, weaned mice infected with escN mutant resulted in diminished weight loss and no 
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inflammatory outcomes. Even without an effective T3SS, escN mutant was able to 

colonize all sections of the intestinal tissue, albeit at much lower levels, until day 8 pi, as 

shown by the results. These findings reinforce the importance of adherence factors such 

as bfp (Knutton et al, 1989; Giron et al, 1991) and functional T3SS are required in 

activating the EPEC secreting proteins (Frankel et al, 1998; Andrade et al, 2007) in order 

to induce detectable disease. 

EPEC infection has been reported to impair the tight junction barrier function of ileal and 

colonic mucosa (McNamara et al, 2001; Mundy et al, 2006; Ugalde-Silva et al, 2016). 

LCN-2 and MPO were used as biomarkers of acute-phase response, while SAA and CRP 

were used as markers of systemic levels of inflammation during infection. MPO (Guerrant 

et al, 2016; McCormick et al, 2017) and SAA (Guerrant et al, 2016) have been used as 

biomarkers of enteropathy in clinical studies also exhibiting inflammation, growth and 

development decrements in children infected with different enteropathogens in low-

income countries. Although intestinal barrier disruption has not been assessed directly, 

the upregulation of SAA and CRP show triggering of systemic responses. Furthermore, 

an increase in MPO and LCN-2 also suggest that there was a functional disruption of the 

intestinal barrier in this model. The proposed human EPEC infection model in C57BL/6 

mice pretreated with an antibiotic cocktail is shown in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9: Proposed model of EPEC infection in weaned C57BL/6 mice. Antibiotic-treated mice 

orally infected with WT and/or bfpA- EPEC resulted in transient weight loss and increased 

inflammatory responses. EPEC colonized in the intestinal tissues with or without bfpA. The 

presence of bfpA led to mucoid stools while the absence of bfp resulted in bloody stools. Intimate 

adherence resulted in activation of the T3SS enabling secretion of secretory proteins (with escN 

acting as an ATPase energizer) which in turn caused villus blunting. Disruption of the lumen led 

to increased neutrophil infiltration that resulted in secretion of inflammatory biomarkers, MPO and 

LCN-2. Pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-6 including SAA and CRP were released as an indication of 

acute-phase systemic inflammation. 

In this study, the biochemical shifts induced by EPEC were also investigated using 1H 

NMR based metabolomics. EPEC infection resulted in perturbations of multiple 

biochemical pathways, but the TCA cycle intermediates appeared to be the most sensitive 

to the infection. The TCA cycle in E. coli is linked to energy metabolism in which 

concomitant CO2 is oxidized from pyruvate leading to the production of NADH and FADH2 

(Alteri and Mobley, 2012). In this study, the TCA cycle metabolites were excreted in lower 

quantities following EPEC infection suggesting that energy production was negatively 

influenced in the infected host. A shut-down of the TCA cycle during infection suggests 

that the energy requirements of the host were not met, potentially explaining the 
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significant weight loss in the infected mice. C. jejuni infection in zinc-deficient mice have 

also been reported to perturb the TCA cycle, affecting amino acid and muscle catabolism 

as a result of increased creatine excretion (Giallourou et al, 2018). Pantothenate is the 

key precursor of the fundamental TCA cycle cofactor, coenzyme A (Leonardi and 

Jackowski, 2007). Reduced pantothenate excretion following EPEC colonization further 

adds to the TCA cycle disruption by infection. Interestingly, excretion of creatine which is 

a source for energy production in the form of ATP was also increased during infection. 

Sugiharto and colleagues (2014) reported on post-weaning pigs infected with E. coli F18 

and found that there was a reduction of creatine and betaine levels in the plasma, which 

was due to inhibition of antioxidant system that resulted in piglets developing diarrhoea 

(Sugiharto et al, 2014).  

Taurine has been shown to possess antioxidant properties and its concentrations are 

elevated in inflamed tissues where oxidants are abundant (Jeon et al, 2009; Oliveira et 

al, 2010). In this study, EPEC infection was characterized by elevated urinary taurine 

excretion. As previously observed (Swann et al, 2011), treating rodents with antibiotics 

suppresses the bacterial metabolism of taurine thus increasing taurine bioavailability and 

uptake in the host reflected by greater urinary taurine excretion. Guanidinoacetic acid 

(GAA), the creatine precursor, was also reduced in infected mice suggesting a greater 

turnover of GAA in favour of increased creatine availability. Metabolites derived from 

bacteria in the gut were excreted in greater amounts following infection suggesting gut 

microbial metabolism was altered by EPEC infection. These findings help to understand 

host metabolism during infection, suggesting potential pathways to be further explored 

and targeted in future studies. 

In conclusion, the data in this study showed weight loss, clinical and inflammatory 

outcomes as a result of both WT and bfpA- EPEC infections in weaned antibiotic 

pretreated mice. These effects were also dependent on EPEC T3SS. In addition, 

metabolic perturbations were observed in mice with EPEC infection, suggesting relevant 

biochemical pathways involved. Further, the findings presented here suggest that EPEC 

infections can increase intestinal and systemic inflammatory responses, transient overt 
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diarrhoea and weight decrements, as is often seen in children with EPEC infections. This 

model can help further explore mechanisms involved in EPEC pathogenesis and perhaps 

facilitate in the development of vaccines or therapeutic interventions. 
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CHAPTER 4 

OBJECTIVE 2: DETERMINE THE INTERACTION 

BETWEEN EPEC AND ETEC CO-INFECTIONS  

The objective was to determine the interaction between EPEC and ETEC co-

infections in vitro, using HCT-8 cells to determine adherence traits, inflammatory 

responses and expression of virulence genes. To also determine interaction 

between EPEC and ETEC co-infections in vivo using C57BL/6 mice by assessing 

clinical outcomes, inflammatory responses and virulence gene expressions. 

3.1.   ABSTRACT 

Enteropathogenic E. coli and Enterotoxigenic E. coli have been reported to cause 

moderate to severe diarrhoea in young children. Co-infections with these pathogens have 

been increasingly detected in children and animals. HCT-8 cells were infected with EPEC, 

ETEC and both pathogens at the same time to determine adherence, inflammation and 

virulence gene expression. Weaned C57BL/6 mice were also infected with EPEC, ETEC 

and both the pathogens and followed for 3 days to determine clinical outcomes, 

adherence, inflammatory responses and expression of virulence genes. In vitro, EPEC 

adherence was higher than ETEC adherence and the cells infected with EPEC/ETEC 

(P/T) had increased IL-8 levels. Expression of virulent gene, bfp was higher in the P/T co-

infections. In vivo, the mice infected with P/T had increased weight loss up to day 3 post 

infection. Faecal inflammatory biomarkers LCN-2 and MPO were higher in the co-infected 

mice at day 2 post infection, with increased systemic markers, IL-6 and SAA at day 3 post 

infection. Expression of virulent gene, eltA involved in expression of LT was reduced in 

the colon of mice infected with P/T co-infections. In conclusion, Interaction between P/T 

co-infections have synergistic effects, leading to severe disease outcome. 
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4.2.   INTRODUCTION 

The EPEC and ETEC pathotypes descend from the same E. coli family with the difference 

in colonization traits and disease outcome (Kaper et al, 2004; Croxen et al, 2013). These 

pathogens contribute significantly to diarrhoeal diseases worldwide and have been 

reported to mostly infect children less than 5 years of age (Kotloff et al, 2013; Platts-Mills 

et al, 2015; Ledwaba et al, 2018). Single infections with these pathotypes have been 

extensively reported for many years (Nataro et al, 1987; Adhikari et al, 1985; Vargas et 

al, 1998; Estrada-Garcia et al, 2009; Kotloff et al, 2013; Platts-Mills et al, 2015; Ledwaba 

et al, 2018; Mathew et al, 2019). Typical EPEC infection in children causes infantile 

diarrhoea with severe disease outcome that can result in deaths in young children less 

than 2 years of age (Kotloff et al, 2013). ETEC alone is reported to cause traveller’s 

diarrhoea with production of ST and/or LT enterotoxins leading to watery diarrhoea 

(Croxen et al, 2013). 

The frequent detection of EPEC and ETEC infections in humans and animals have led to 

these pathogens occurring together in one host, as co-infections (Adhikari et al, 1985; 

Wada et al, 1996; Albert et al, 1999; Vilchez et al, 2009; Bonkoungou et al, 2012; 

Andersson et al, 2018; Ledwaba et al, 2018). Co-infections in this study, were referred to 

as the occurrence of infection in a host with more than 1 pathogen at the same time. 

Some studies have reported these pathogens to occur in combination (that is typical 

EPEC and ETEC in a single patient) (Adhikari et al, 1985; Albert et al, 1999; Vilchez et 

al, 2009; Bonkoungou et al, 2012; Iijima et al, 2017; Dutta et al, 2018; Ledwaba et al, 

2018). These epidemiological studies have also suggested that patients infected with 

these co-infections, are likely to develop more severe disease outcomes than single 

infections (Adhikari et al, 1985; Kinnula et al, 2018; Ledwaba et al, 2018; Mathew et al, 

2019). 

In vitro and in vivo models have provided an insight in understanding in the pathogenesis 

mechanism of human pathogens (Croxen et al, 2013; Law et al, 2013; Bolick et al, 2018). 

Different DEC murine models highlighting the EAEC (Bolick et al, 2013; Boisen et al, 
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2019), ETEC (Bernal-Reynaga et al, 2013; Bolick et al, 2018), EPEC (Savkovic et al, 

2005;Law et al, 2013; Dupont et al, 2016) and EHEC (Ritchie, 2015) infections have been 

developed. These models are of great importance as they have paved a way in 

understanding the pathogenesis mechanism of different E. coli pathotypes. 

Bacteria-bacteria interactions have been reported (Crane et al, 2006; Toledo et al, 2011). 

Interaction of EPEC and ETEC co-infections in vitro has been reported to have synergistic 

effects resulting in increased disease outcome (Crane et al, 2006). Bacteria-parasitic 

interactions have also been studied (Galván-Moroyoqui et al; 2008; Bartelt et al, 2017; 

Manko et al, 2017). EPEC and E. histolytica co-infections were reported to have 

increased virulence gene expression in vitro (Galván-Moroyoqui et al, 2008). The EPEC 

infectious murine model that was developed in Objective 1 was used to further understand 

the clinical outcomes, inflammatory responses and virulence gene expression as a result 

of P/T co-infections. Overall, the objective was to study the interaction of P/T co-infections 

and determine whether this interaction would result in severe disease outcomes as 

suggested by clinical studies. 

 

4.3.   MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.3.1.    IN VITRO ANALYSIS 

4.3.1.1    HCT-8 cells growth 

The HCT-8 cell line (ATTCC CCL-244) were maintained and grown in Corning 75-cm2 

culture flask (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA). The complete culture media for 

growth contained Rose Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 medium with L-glutamine 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA), 10% foetal bovine serum (FBS) (Sigma-

Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) and 10 U/mL penicillin with 10 µg/mL streptomycin 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). Cells were grown at 37 °C, 
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5% CO2 incubator. Once 90% confluency was reached, cells were passaged using 1 mL 

of 0.25% trypsin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). For seeding 

collagen-coated 12-well plates (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) were seeded 

with cells containing complete culture media and placed at 37 °C, 5% CO2 incubator. 

Once cells reached confluency of 70-80%, they were ready for infection.  

4.3.1.2.    Preparation of bacterial strains and infection on HCT-8 cells 

EPEC E2348/69 (O127:H6) (Levine et al, 1985) and ETEC H1047 (O78:H11) (Evans and 

Evans, 1973) cultures were prepared directly from frozen glycerol stocks. The bacteria 

were grown in 5 mL DMEM high glucose (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 

Massachusetts, USA) in a static 37 °C incubator overnight. The next day the bacteria 

were centrifuged and resuspended in RPMI with no FBS and no antibiotics. Once 

optimum growth was reached, OD600 ~ 0.6, then the bacteria was ready for infection. 

The first uninfected control group contained RPMI only, the second group contained 10 

µL (1:100 MOI) (that is 4.8 x108 CFU/well)  of ETEC, the third group contained 10 µL 

(1:100 MOI) of EPEC in each well. Lastly, the fourth group for co-infections contained10 

µL (1:100 MOI) of ETEC and 10 µL (1:100 MOI) EPEC (added at the same time) with 

fresh RPMI with no antibiotic and no FBS, and incubated for 3 hours, at 37 °C in 5% CO2 

incubator. 

After infection, 500 µL supernatant was collected and placed at -20 °C. Each well was 

washed 3 times with 1 X PBS (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). 

180 µL of ATL buffer (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) was added to each well and a sterile cell 

scrapper (Nalgene Nunc International, Rochester, New York, USA) was used to scrape 

off the attached bacteria and cells, then transferred into 1.5 mL eppendorf tubes and 

placed at -20 °C till further analysis. Other sets of infected cell culture plates were 

incubated for 2 hours at 37 °C, 5% CO2. Cells were then washed 3 times with 1 X PBS 

and 400 µL of RLT buffer (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) was added to each well and a sterile 
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cell scrapper was used to scrape off the cells and adhered bacteria, then transferred into 

1.5 mL eppendorf tube and placed at -20 °C till further analysis. 

4.3.1.3.    Measurement of IL-8 levels 

The collected supernatant was used to measure IL-8 using human IL-8/CXCL8 ELISA kit 

(R&D Systems, Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA) according to manufacturer instructions. 

The BCA was performed using Pierce BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). The results were measured in pg/mg of protein. 

4.3.1.4.    DNA extraction and real-time PCR 

The lysed cells containing ATL buffer were analysed. The DNeasy blood and tissue kit 

(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) was used to extract DNA according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. The sensiFAST SYBR No-ROX kit (Bioline, London, United Kingdom) was 

used together with eae and lt primers (Table 4.1) to prepare the reaction mixture 

according to manufacturer instructions. Real-time PCR was performed using Bio-Rad 

CFX connect real-time PCR (Bio-Rad, Hercules, California, USA) under the following 

conditions: 95 °C for 3 min, followed by 40 cycles of 15 sec at 95 °C, 60 sec at 55 °C and 

lastly 20 sec at 72 °C. 

Table 4.1: Primer sequence used to detect EPEC and ETEC  

Pathogen Primer Sequence (5’-3’) References 

EPEC eae (F) 

      (R) 

CCCGAATTCGGCACAAGCATAAGC 

CCCGGATCCGTCTCGCCAGTATTCG 

 

Zhang et al, 2002 

ETEC lt (F) 

    (R) 

TTCCCACCGGATCACCAA 

CAACCTTGTGGTGCATGATGA 

 

Liu et al, 2013 

4.3.1.5.    RNA extraction and real-time PCR 

Cells that were lysed with RLT buffer were further analysed. The RNAeasy kit (Qiagen, 

Hilden, Germany) was used to extract RNA according to manufacturer’s instructions. The 
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DNAse mix (1 µL DNAse buffer, 1 µL DNAse I and 8 µL H2O) and 10 µL of RNA were 

incubated for 10 min at room temperature, then1 µL EDTA was added to stop the reaction. 

The samples were run on Bio-Rad iCycler Thermal cycler (Bio-Rad, Hercules, California, 

USA) at 65 °C for 10 min, and 4 °C hold. The iSCRIPT cDNA Synthesis kit (Bio-Rad, 

Hercules, California, USA) was used to synthesize cDNA according to manufacturer 

instructions. 

The sensiFAST SYBR No-ROX kit (Bioline, London, United Kingdom) was used together 

with primers (Table 4.2 and Table 4.3) (rrsB used as house-keeping gene) to prepare the 

reaction mixture according to manufacturer instructions. Real-time PCR was performed 

using Bio-Rad CFX connect real-time PCR using the following conditions 95 °C for 3 min, 

followed by 40 cycles of 15 sec at 95 °C, 60 sec at 55 °C and lastly 20 sec at 72 °C 

Table 4.2: Primers used for EPEC virulence gene expression. 
 

Primer Sequence 5’-3’ References 

ler (F) 
      (R) 

TGGGATATACTAATGTGCCTGATGA  
ACCAGGTCTGCCCTTGTTGA 

 
Leverton and Kaper, 2005 

tir  (F) 
     (R) 

GCAGAAGACGCTTCTCTGAATA  
CCCAACTTCAGCATATGGATTA  

 
Leverton and Kaper, 2005 

eae (F) 
       (R) 

GGCGATTACGCGAAAGATAC  
GATTAACCTATGCCGTTCCA  

 
Leverton and Kaper, 2005 

espA (F) 
         (R) 

GCTGCAATTCTCATGTTTGC  
GGGCAGTGGTTGACTCCTTA  

 
Leverton and Kaper, 2005 

bfpA (F) 
         (R) 

TGATTGAATCTGCAATGGTG  
AGCATTCTGCGACTTATTGG  

 
Leverton and Kaper, 2005 

rrsB (F) 
       (R) 

TGCAAGTCGAACGGTAACAG  
AGTTATCCCCCTCCATCAGG  

 
Leverton and Kaper, 2005 

per (F) 
       (R) 

GGGACATGGAAATTGTCGGAATCG  
TGCATTTCATTGAGGTTCGCAGT  

 
Crane et al, 2007 

escV (F) 
         (R) 

AGTGCTCGTTTTTCCCTTGA 
AGCGAAGAACTTTTGCCTCA 

 
Leverton and Kaper, 2005 

espB (F) 
         (R) 

GCTCTGATTGGTG GTGCTAT  
CCTGCCTTCT GTGCTAATTC 

 
Crane et al, 2007 
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Table 4.3: Primers used for ETEC virulence gene expression 

Primer Sequence 5’-3’ References 

sta2 (F) 

        (R) 

CACCCGGTACAAGCAGGATT 

TTCACCTTTCGCTCAGGATG 

 

Bolick et al, 2018 

eltA   (F) 

       (R) 

CAAAGCCGGTTTGTGTTCCT 

TGCTGACTCTAGACCCCCAGA 

 

Bolick et al, 2018 

cfa1 (F) 

         (R) 

TCAGTGTGTCATGGGAGGA 

ACCGGCAGTTTTAGGTGCAG 

  

Bolick et al, 2018 

4.3.2.    IN VIVO ANALYSIS  

4.3.2.1. Animal husbandry 

The protocols used in this study and the vivarium conditions used to keep the C57BL/6 

mice is described in section 3.3.1 

 

4.3.2.2.    Rodent diet and antibiotics 

The rodent diet and the antibiotics used are described in section 3.3.2 

 

4.3.2.3.    Preparation of bacterial strains and mice infection  

Bacterial strains EPEC E2348/69 and ETEC H10407 were grown as described in section 

3.3.3. 

The control group was orally administered DMEM only, the second group was orally 

administered 100 µL of 1010 CFU/mL (109 CFU/mouse in a total volume of 100µL of 1010 

CFU/mL) EPEC, the third group was orally administered 100 µL of 1010 CFU/mL ETEC 

only. Lastly the forth group was orally administered 100 µL of 1010 CFU/mL EPEC and 

100 µL of 1010 CFU/mL ETEC at the same time using sterile 22-guage feeding needles. 
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During infection, mice were monitored daily for changes in weights and stool specimen 

were collected. At day 3 pi, mice were euthanized. Blood was immediately collected via 

cardiac puncture and placed in 1.5 mL eppendorf tube. The blood was then centrifuged 

at 8000 x g for 5 min at 4 °C. The serum was then transferred into a new eppendorf tube 

and placed immediately at -80 °C. Immediately after blood collection, mice were rapidly 

dissected and intestinal tissues sections (duodenum, jejunum, ileum and colon) were 

collected and flash frozen using liquid nitrogen and then placed at -80 °C till further 

analysis. 

Figure 4.1: Schematic presentation of the experimental procedure of EPEC and ETEC infections 

in C57BL/6 mice. 22-day-old C57BL/6 mice were placed on standard rodent chow diet. Mice were 

administered antibiotics in drinking water 4 days prior infection, and was replaced with clean water 

1-day prior infection. Mice were orally infected with either EPEC, ETEC or both pathogens. 

Weights were recorded and stools were collected daily. Mice were euthanised at day 3 pi.  

4.3.2.4.    Stool shedding and tissue burden 

Stool shedding and tissue burden was determined using the procedure mentioned in 

section 3.3.4, using primers in Table 4.1. 

4.3.2.5.    Intestinal inflammatory response 
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MPO and LCN-2 were evaluated using stool specimens collected at day 2 pi and cecal 

contents collected at day 3 pi and IL-6 was evaluated using colonic tissues collected at 

day 3 pi following a procedure mentioned in section 3.3.6 

 

4.3.2.6.    Systemic inflammation 

SAA and CRP concentrations were measured using the protocol mentioned in section 

3.3.7. 

4.3.2.7.    RNA extraction and real-time PCR 

The RLT buffer was added to the ileal and colonic sections that were flash frozen, with 

the beads and the beat beater was used to homogenise the samples. The Qiagen RNeasy 

kit was used to extract RNA according to manufacturer instructions. The iSCRIPT cDNA 

synthesis kit was used to synthesize cDNA according to manufacturer instructions. 

The cDNA was prepared together with the sensiFAST SYBR No-ROX kit and the primers 

(Table 4.2 and Table 4.3) according to manufacturer instructions. Real-time PCR was 

performed using Bio-Rad CFX connect real-time PCR (Bio-Rad, Hercules, California, 

USA) using the following conditions: 95 °C for 3 min, followed by 40 cycles of 15 sec at 

95 °C, 60 sec at 55 °C and lastly 20 sec at 72 °C.  

4.3.3.    Statistical analysis 

The experiments were conducted in triplicates. The collected data was analysed using 

GraphPad Prism 7 software (GraphPad, San Diego, California, USA). The data are 

represented as ±	SEM. The results were considered significant when was p<0.05. 
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4.4.   RESULTS  

4.4.1.    EPEC AND ETEC IN VITRO ANALYSIS 

4.4.1.1.    Adherence and Inflammatory responses in HCT-8 cells co-infected 

with P/T strains 

The HCT-8 cells were used to compare adherence between single infections of ETEC, 

EPEC and P/T co-infections. All the bacterial strains adhered to cells at <108 CFU/well 

(Figure 4.2A). EPEC single infections adhered to cells better than ETEC single infections 

(p<0.05). EPEC single infections were also significantly different when compared to 

P/T(lt) co-infections (p<0.001). Interestingly, the P/T co-infected cells adhered at a rate 

similar to the single infections, however, no significant difference was observed. 

The HCT-8 cells were used to analyse inflammatory responses as a result of P/T co-

infections. As seen in Figure 4.2B, cells infected with EPEC single infections had 

increased IL-8 of <1500 pg/mg protein when compared to controls and was significantly 

higher when compared to ETEC single infections with IL-8 measured at ≥500 pg/mg 

protein (p<0.0001). Cells infected with P/T co-infections had increased IL-8 levels of 

≥1500 pg/mg protein of which was higher than that of ETEC single infections, and was 

significantly increased when compared to EPEC (p<0.05) and ETEC (p< 0.0001) alone, 

suggesting an additive effect. 
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A) B)       

 

 

Figure 4.2: Adherence and inflammatory cytokines in P/T infected HCT-8 cells. Cells were 

infected with EPEC, ETEC, and P/T co-infections for 3 hours. A. DNA was extracted from the 

infected and uninfected wells and qPCR was used to determine adherence of EPEC, ETEC and 

P/T to the cells. B. Infected and uninfected cells were used to determine IL-8 levels using ELISA. 

Data analysed using one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test.*p<0.05, **p<0.001, 

****p<0.0001. Key words: P/T(eae) = qPCR measured eae gene only in mice infected with EPEC 

and ETEC co-infections; P/T(lt) = qPCR measured only lt gene in mice infected with EPEC and 

ETEC co-infections. 

4.4.1.2.    Expression of EPEC and ETEC virulence genes in HCT-8 cells. 

To explore changes in the pathogenesis mechanism of EPEC and ETEC when co-

infected in vitro, expression of various genes involved in adherence and secretion system 

of these pathogens were analysed. As seen in Figure 4.3, HCT-8 cells infected with P/T 

co-infections had a significant increase in expression of the bfpA gene (involved in 

adherence) (p<0.05), when compared to EPEC single infections. Overall, there was no 

significant increase in the expression of ler, espB, espA, eae, tir, escV and per which are 
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genes involved in the T3SS of EPEC pathogenesis. As seen in Figure 4.4, there was no 

significant difference between the genes involved in ETEC adherence (cfa1) and the 

enterotoxins produced by the T2SS (eltA and sta2). 

Figure 4.3: Relative expression of EPEC virulence genes in HCT-8 cells infected with P/T co-

infections. HCT-8 cells infected for 2 hours, cDNA was used to determine expression of EPEC 

virulence genes involved in the T3SS and adherence using qPCR. Data analysed using t-test and 

Mann Whitney test, *p<0.05. 
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Figure 4.4: Relative expression of ETEC virulence genes in HCT-8 cells infected with P/T co-

infections. HCT-8 cells infected for 2 hours, cDNA was used to determine expression of ETEC 

virulence genes involved in the T2SS and adherence using qPCR. 

4.4.2.    EPEC AND ETEC IN VIVO ANALYSIS 

4.4.2.1.    Clinical outcomes of C57BL/6 mice infected with P/T co-infections 

The EPEC murine model developed in Chapter 3 was further used to determine P/T co-

infections in vivo. Weaned mice were infected with EPEC, ETEC or/and both the strains 

and followed for changes in weights and other clinical outcomes. As seen in Figure 4.5A, 

mice infected with P/T co-infections had a significant weight change at day 1 pi when 

compared to ETEC single infections (p<0.05). At day 2 pi, all the infected mice had a 

significant change in weight loss when compared to control uninfected mice (p<0.005). 

At day 3 pi, mice infected with P/T co-infections also had a significant weight change 

compared to EPEC (p<0.001) and ETEC single infections (p<0.05) (Figure 4.5A). 

All mice infected with ETEC and EPEC developed soft wet stools. The mice infected with 

P/T co-infections developed severe diarrhoea (watery stools), with reduced mobility. Also, 
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3 out of 11 P/T infected mice died during the 3-day infection period (Figure 4.5B). All the 

remaining mice were euthanized at day 3 pi. Due to the high weight loss recorded at day 

3 pi (~10% weight change) and death, mice were euthanized in order to measure the 

inflammatory responses during peak of infection. 

A) 
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B) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Change in weight and survival outcomes of C57BL/6 mice infected with P/T co-

infections. A) Weaned mice infected with EPEC, ETEC and P/T (n = 11/group) co-infections were 

monitored daily for change in weight. Data analysed using two-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc 

test. *p<0.005 vs controls, # p<0.05 vs ETEC, &p<0.001 vs EPEC B) Survival curve following 3-

day infection.  

4.4.2.2.    Stool shedding and tissue burden of mice infected with P/T co-

infections 

Stool specimens of mice infected with EPEC and ETEC single infections and P/T co-

infections were collected and stool shedding was determined. As seen in Figure 4.6, 

ETEC (<1010 organisms/10 mg stool) infected mice shed more than mice infected with 

EPEC (<108 organisms/10 mg stool) with significant difference of p<0.001 at day 1 pi. 

There was also a significant difference between mice infected with P/T(eae) co-

infections and ETEC single infections (p<0.001) (Figure 4.6). Interestingly, irrespective 

of whether it was single or co-infections, the pathogens shed almost at the same rate.  
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Figure 4.6: Stool shedding of mice infected with P/T co-infections. 5-week-old C57BL/6 mice 

were challenged orally with ETEC, EPEC, P/T co-infections and control mice were administered 

with DMEM (n = 11/group). DNA was extracted from collected stools and qPCR was used to 

determine shedding. Data analysed using two-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test, **p<0.001. 

Key words: P/T(eae) = qPCR measured only eae gene in mice infected with EPEC and ETEC co-

infections; P/T(lt) = qPCR measured only lt gene in mice infected with EPEC and ETEC co-

infections 

All uninfected and infected mice were euthanized at day 3 pi, and intestinal tissue 

specimen were collected and analysed for tissue burden. As seen in Figure 4.7, tissue 

burden was observed in all tissue sections suggesting that there was efficient colonization 

of the pathogenic strains in all the sections. There was a significant difference in the 

jejunum of mice infected with ETEC and EPEC single infections (p<0.05). Also, a 

significant difference was observed between in mice infected with ETEC single infections 

and P/T(eae) co-infections (p<0.05). Overall, tissue burden was higher in the ileal and 

colonic tissue of mice infected with single infections of ETEC and EPEC, however, no 

significant difference was observed. Interestingly, tissue burden of P/T co-infections was 
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reduced in the ileum and colon suggesting that these pathogens were competing with 

each other for colonization (Figure 4.7). 

Figure 4.7: Tissue burden of P/T co-infections. Tissue sections of infected C57BL/6 mice 

collected at day 3 pi were homogenized, DNA was extracted and qPCR was used to determine 

EPEC, ETEC and P/T tissue burden. Data analysed using one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc 

test, *p<0.05. Key words: P/T(eae) = qPCR measured only eae gene in mice infected with EPEC 

and ETEC co-infections; P/T(lt) = qPCR measured only lt gene in mice infected with EPEC and 

ETEC co-infections. 

4.4.2.3.   Inflammatory responses in mice co-infected with EPEC and ETEC 

strains 

Stool specimens collected at day 2 pi were analysed for MPO and LCN-2 inflammatory 

biomarkers. As seen in Figure 4.8A, EPEC and ETEC single infections had increased 

MPO levels of ≥1000 pg/mg protein. Mice infected with P/T co-infections produced higher 

levels of MPO, ≥3000 pg/mg protein and were significantly different when compared to 

EPEC (p=0.0001) and ETEC (p<0.001) single infections. As seen in Figure 4.8B, mice 

infected with EPEC single infections had increased LCN-2 levels of ≤100 pg/mg protein, 
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while mice infected with ETEC single infections produced ≤50 pg/mg protein of LCN-2. 

Mice infected with P/T co-infections produced higher levels of LCN-2, ≤150 pg/mg protein 

and were significantly different when compared to EPEC (p<0.001) and ETEC (p=0.0001) 

single infections. 

A)       B) 

  

Figure 4.8: MPO and LCN-2 measured in stool specimen collected at day 2 pi. Stool protein 

lysates were extracted using RIPA buffer, MPO and LCN-2 were measured in control, EPEC, 

ETEC and P/T  infections (n = 8-10/group). A) MPO levels B) LCN-2 levels. Data analysed using 

one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test, **p<0.001, ***p=0.0001. 

Colonic protein lysates were used to measure pro-inflammatory cytokine, IL-6. As seen 

in Figure 4.9A, IL-6 levels in mice infected with P/T co-infections were produced at higher 

concentration of >10 pg/mg protein, and was found to be significantly different when 

compared to EPEC (>5 pg/mg protein) and ETEC (>5 pg/mg protein) single infections 

(p<0.0001). Acute-phase systematic response marker, CRP was found to be higher in 

mice infected with ETEC (≤3000 pg/mg protein) single infections and was significantly 

different when compared to mice infected with P/T co-infections (≤2000 pg/mg protein), 
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p<0.05 (Figure 4.9B). Serum collected at day 3 pi was used to measure SAA. SAA was 

increased across all infected groups and mice infected with P/T co-infections (≤16000 

pg/mL) were higher when compared to EPEC single infections (≤12000 pg/mL) with a 

difference of p<0.05 (Figure 4.9C). 

A)     B)    C) 

 

Figure 4.9: Acute phase inflammatory response of P/T co-infections. Protein lysates from colonic 

tissue extracted using RIPA buffer were used to measure IL-6 and CRP using ELISA, serum used 

to measure SAA using ELISA at day 3 pi. A) Increase in IL-6. B) Increase in CRP. C) Increase in 

SAA. Data analysed using one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test,*p<0.05, ***p=0.0001, 

****p<0.0001. 

4.4.2.4.    Expression of EPEC and ETEC virulence genes in vivo 

To explore the interaction of P/T co-infections in vivo, the ileal and colonic sections of 

mice infected with single infections of ETEC, EPEC and with both the pathogens were 

collected at day 3 pi and used to analyse the expression of virulence genes. As seen in 
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Figure 4.10, expression of bfpA gene, which is involved with the initial attachment of 

EPEC in the host cell, although not significant was increased in the ileum of mice that 

were infected with P/T co-infections when compared to EPEC single infections. The Ler 

gene which is the universal regulator of EPEC and espB gene expressions were reduced 

in the ileum of mice infected with P/T co-infections. The ileal tissue sections of mice 

infected with ETEC single infections and P/T co-infections were also analysed for 

expression of ETEC virulence genes (Figure 4.11). The cfa1 gene involved in the 

attachment of ETEC to host cell and sta2 gene which releases the enterotoxin were 

reduced in ileal tissue of mice infected with P/T co-infections, however, no significant 

difference was observed. 

Figure 4.10: Relative expression of EPEC virulence genes in the ileum. C57BL/6 mice infected 

with EPEC, ETEC or P/T co-infections for 3 days, cDNA was used to determine expression of 

EPEC virulence genes using qPCR. 
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Figure 4.11: Relative expression of ETEC virulence genes in the ileal tissue. Weaned mice 

infected with EPEC, ETEC or P/T co-infections for 3 days, cDNA was used to determine 

expression of ETEC virulence genes using qPCR. 

In the colon, all the genes involved in EPEC adherence and T3SS were expressed at a 

higher concentration in mice infected with P/T co-infections when compared to mice 

infected with EPEC single infections as seen in Figure 4.12, however, no significant 

difference was observed. Expression of all ETEC virulence genes, were reduced in mice 

infected with P/T co-infections when compared to ETEC single infections as seen in 

Figure 4.13. A significant difference was observed in the colon with eltA expression being 

reduced in the P/T co-infections when compared to ETEC single infections (p<0.001).  
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Figure 4.12: Relative expression of EPEC virulence genes measured in the colonic tissue. 

C57BL/6 mice infected with EPEC, ETEC or/and P/T co-infections for 3 days, cDNA was used to 

determine expression of EPEC virulence genes using qPCR. 
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Figure 4.13: Relative expression of ETEC virulence genes measured in the colonic tissue. 

C57BL/6 mice infected with EPEC, ETEC or/and P/T co-infections for 3 days, c-DNA was used 

to determine expression of ETEC virulence genes using qPCR. t-test and Mann Whitney test, 

**p<0.0.001. 

 

4.5.   DISCUSSION 

The occurrence of co-infections has been reported (Lima et al, 2018; Ledwaba et al, 2018; 

Mathew et al, 2019). Humans and animals are continuously exposed to different 

organisms and the likelihood of these organisms occurring in co-infections is relatively 

high (Mathew et al, 2019). The interactions of EPEC and ETEC co-infections are 

increasingly being recognized and have been reported in human and animal studies 

(Adhikari et al, 1985; Wada et al, 1996; Vilchez et al, 2009; Ledwaba et al, 2018; Mathew 

et al, 2019). In this study, in vitro and in vivo analyses were used to determine the 
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interactions of P/T co-infections, focusing mainly on the clinical outcomes, inflammatory 

responses and virulence gene expression. 

In vitro, ETEC attachment to colonic and epithelial cells have been observed (Darfeuille-

Michaud et al, 1990; Guth et al, 1994). ETEC has been reported to not have any 

adherence trait (Kaper et al, 2004). On the other hand, typical EPEC has been 

characterized by forming LA pattern with small micro-colony formation at the site of 

infection (Kaper et al, 2004; Croxen et al, 2013). In this study, it can be assumed that the 

micro-colony formation involved during adherence, enabled EPEC to adhere better to 

cells when compared to ETEC single infections. Crane and colleagues (2006) were the 

first to report on the interaction of P/T co-infections in vitro, using human T-84 cells, and 

this has provided a great tool in understanding the interaction between these pathogens. 

Crane et al (2006) found that T-84 cells that were infected with EPEC and treated with 

ETEC filtrates produced a higher ATP response in cells that were co-infected than those 

that had only single infections. It was suggested that the LT enterotoxin enhanced EPEC 

to produce more ATP response (Crane et al, 2006). Based on these previous findings, 

interestingly the same observation was also seen in this study, in which the IL-8 response 

in cells infected with P/T co-infections was higher than the single infections, suggesting 

that ETEC might have had an additive effect, resulting in these pathogens acting 

synergistically together. Galván-Moroyoqui and colleagues (2008) studied the interaction 

of E. histolytica and EPEC co-infections in vitro, and found that E. histolytica strains that 

have phagocyted enteropathogenic bacteria adhered more to cells than the single 

infections, and this led to increased IL-8 inflammatory cytokine being released as a result 

of severe cell damage. 

EPEC and ETEC interactions were further analysed in vivo. As reported in Chapter 3, an 

EPEC infectious murine model has been developed and was able to produce clinical 

outcomes, inflammation and metabolome perturbations. This model was further used to 

understand the interaction that might be involved during P/T co-infections. Changes in 

the gut microbiota have been reported to be the cause of increased clinical outcomes in 

children infected with EPEC and other pathogen co-infections (Mathew et al, 2019). In 
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this study, all the infected groups developed diarrhoea and had increased weight loss. 

Disruption of the gut microbiota in mice infected with P/T co-infections resulted in mice 

developing severe diarrhoea that was accompanied with increased weight loss, reduced 

mice activity and some of the mice died during the infection period. Interaction of P/T co-

infections has also been reported in post-weaning pigs that died as a result of these 

infections (Wada et al, 1996). These piglets developed severe diarrhoea that was 

accompanied by dehydration and sunken eyes, the intestines had severe lesions with 

increased mucosal haemorrhages and the brush border was not visible (Wada et al, 

1996). 

Allen et al (2006), reported on ETEC infection in adult mouse model that was treated with 

streptomycin and found that the ETEC H10407 strain colonized the small intestine with 

no increase in inflammatory responses. Recently, Bolick and colleagues (2018) reported 

on ETEC H10407 infection in weaned mice treated with antibiotic cocktail (similar to this 

study) and found that infection resulted in increased MPO and LCN-2. In this study, ETEC 

single infections also resulted in increased MPO and LCN-2 as previously reported. 

Interestingly, the inflammatory biomarkers (MPO and LCN-2) were very high in the P/T 

co-infections suggesting that the infected mice developed severe inflammation. This was 

further observed with increased pro-inflammatory IL-6 cytokine, that acts as a host 

defence mechanism stimulating the acute-phase response (Tanaka, 2014). The P/T co-

infections have been reported to act synergistically and the infection is said to be greater 

when compared to the single infections and this poses a serious health risk (Crane et al, 

2006). Bartelt et al (2017), reported on the interaction of Giardia lamblia and EAEC co-

infections in protein deficient mice pretreated with antibiotic cocktail and found that this 

interaction resulted in increased inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1 which was reported 

to be higher than EAEC and G. lamblia single infections. 

The CRP and SAA, markers of acute inflammatory response were increased in all the 

infected groups, however, in the P/T co-infected mice, SAA was produced at greater 

concentrations. It was surprising to note that CRP was produced at a lower concentration 

in the mice that were infected with the P/T co-infection at day 3 pi even though the 
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infection was observed to be severe. This could have been due to a number of reasons, 

firstly, CRP was measured only in the colon and not in the ileum (as seen in objective 1), 

secondly the time for harvesting the tissues might have been after peak of infection.  

It has been suggested that interaction with more than one pathogen in a host can result 

in increased virulence expression (Crane et al, 2006; Galván-Moroyoqui, et al, 2008; 

Mosser et al, 2015; Bose et al, 2016) Galván-Moroyoqui and colleagues (2008) studied 

the interaction of E. histolytica and EPEC co-infections that resulted in increased 

expression of E. histolytica virulence genes that are involved in phagocytosis during host 

cell infection. In this study, expression of virulence genes was observed in vitro and in 

vivo. The EPEC bfpA gene is essential for initial attachment to intestinal cells and assists 

in microcolony formation (Giron et al, 1991). In this study, expression of the bfpA gene 

was produced at a higher concentration in mice infected with P/T co-infections than EPEC 

single infections. This data suggests that the presence of ETEC enhanced the expression 

of bfpA, enabling EPEC to adhere more to cells during P/T co-infections. 

In this study, genes that are involved in the secretion system of EPEC and ETEC were 

measured. EPEC uses the T3SS, which involves injection of needle-like structure in to 

the host cell and this enables a series of genes to be translocated into the cells (Frankel 

et al, 1998). The ler gene which acts as a major transcriptional regulator (Friedberg et al, 

1999) was reduced in the ileum, and not in the colon, suggesting EPEC infection was 

enhanced only in the colon. The espA (assist in filament formation of the needle complex), 

espB (assists with formation of pores in the host cell) genes are involved in translocation 

(Guerrant et al, 2011; Scaletsky, 2019). Gorelik and colleagues (2019) studied the 

expression of EPEC virulence genes during EPEC E2348/69 and Vibrio cholerae co-

infections. It was found that EPEC and V. cholerae co-cultures had increased expression 

of espB and espA genes. It was also observed that escJ and tir genes were expressed at 

higher concentration when compared to EPEC pure cultures (Gorelik et al, 2019). These 

results suggested that EPEC is more virulent when co-infected with V. cholerae than 

when it is alone. 
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ETEC requires the T2SS for pathogenesis (Tauschek et al, 2002). The ETEC H10407 

strain produces both the LT and ST enterotoxins (Kaper et al, 2004). In this study, a 

significant difference was observed in the expression of ETEC eltA gene between ETEC 

and P/T co-infections in vivo. It was interesting to also note that all the ETEC virulence 

genes were reduced in the colon and the same trend was also observed in the ileum 

except for increase in eltA gene. The eltA gene encodes LT toxin and has been widely 

detected in clinical studies (Kotloff et al, 2013; Norton et al, 2015). The LT enterotoxin 

has been reported be a major cause of childhood diarrhoea (Kotloff et al, 2013). The ST 

enterotoxin on the other hand, has also been reported to cause diarrhoea at a lesser 

extent compared to the LT enterotoxin (Kotloff et al, 2013; Platts-Mills-2015). These 

results suggest that during single infections of ETEC in mice treated with antibiotic 

cocktail, the LT enterotoxin is produced more in the colon and this might lead to an 

increase in CFTR (due to changes in the chlorine channel), and thus causing diarrhoea 

in mice infected with P/T co-infections. 

Pathogens are evolving and this increases their ability to interact with one another, thus 

sharing the same niche and this increases the chances of competition (Crane et al, 2006; 

Gorelik et al, 2019). An outbreak of EPEC and Shiga-toxin producing E. coli mixed 

infections have been reported in Finland, with patients developing severe disease 

outcome (Kinnula et al, 2018). Andersson et al (2018) recently reported on the association 

of diarrhoeal pathogens interacting with each other in East-Africa, and found that children 

presenting with clinical symptoms of diarrhoea were more likely to be infected with P/T 

co-infections than the EPEC and ETEC single strains (Andersson et al, 2018). E. coli 

pathotypes are closely related, and this might enable them to acquire certain genes from 

each other (Bielaszewska et al, 2007, Bando et al, 2009; Ruiz et al, 2014; Dutta et al, 

2015; Hazen et al, 2017). Dutta and colleagues (2015) reported on a P/T hybrid strain 

discovered from a child with severe diarrhoea, the strain had the ability to produce both 

the elt and eae genes and was said to have evolved from a parent EPEC strain. ETEC 

and EPEC co-infections have been reported to interact synergistically by intensifying the 

interaction between both the pathogens (Crane et al, 2006). This positive association 
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between co-infecting pathogens renders them to be more virulent (Andersson et al, 2018) 

and these combinations as seen in this study, induced more severity in disease outcome. 

In conclusion, the data in this study showed severe weight loss and diarrhoea as a result 

of P/T co-infections in weaned mice. The P/T co-infections in mice resulted in detrimental 

inflammation in the intestine and was accompanied by increased acute-phase systemic 

inflammatory biomarkers and changes in virulence gene expression. The results 

presented here have provided further understanding in the interaction of P/T co-infections 

resulting in synergistic effects. This model can further be used to explore the pathogen-

pathogen interaction between other E. coli pathotypes in a host in order to understand 

the mechanism that might be involved during co-infections. 
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CHAPTER 5 

OBJECTIVE 3: DETERMINE THE INTERACTION 

BETWEEN EAEC AND EPEC CO-INFECTIONS 

The objective was to determine the interaction between EAEC and EPEC co-

infections in vitro, using HeLA cells and HCT-8 cells to determine adherence traits, 

inflammatory responses and expression of virulence genes. To also determine 

interaction between EAEC and EPEC co-infections in vivo using C57BL/6 mice by 

assessing clinical outcomes and inflammatory responses  

5.1.   ABSTRACT 

Typical enteropathogenic E. coli causes infantile diarrhoea and Enteroaggregative E. coli 

causes persistent diarrhoea. Co-infections with these pathogens have been reported in 

children with and without diarrhoea. HCT-8 cells were infected with EAEC, EPEC and 

both the pathogens at the same time in order to determine adherence, inflammation and 

expression of virulence genes. HeLa cells were used to determine adherence traits using 

immunofluorescence microscopy. Weaned C57BL/6 mice were infected with EAEC, 

EPEC and both the pathogens at the same time in order to determine clinical outcomes, 

and inflammatory responses. In vitro, adherence of EAEC/EPEC (A/P) co-infections was 

the same, and inflammatory IL-8 was higher in HCT-8 cells infected with EAEC single 

infections. Virulence genes involved in adherence and type 3 secretion system of EPEC 

were significantly reduced in HCT-8 cells infected with A/P co-infections. EPEC localized 

adherence traits in infected HeLa cells was altered when infected with EAEC. In vivo, A/P 

co-infected mice had diminished weight loss. The LCN-2 and MPO levels in the co-

infected mice did not have any additive effect. In conclusion, interaction between A/P co-

infections leads to enteropathy. 
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5.2.   INTRODUCTION 

In developing countries, the incidences of diarrhoeal causing pathogens are common 

(Platts-Mills et al, 2015). Microorganisms such as typical EPEC have been reported to 

causes infantile diarrhoea in children under the age of 2 years (Kotloff et al, 2013; Platts-

Mills et al, 2015). EAEC infections have been reported to cause persistent diarrhoea 

(Okhuysen and DuPont, 2010; Hebbelstrup Jensen et al, 2017) and enteropathy 

(Rogawski et al, 2017) especially in children under the age of 5 years. Infections caused 

by EAEC results in chronic inflammation affecting the intestinal brush border and long-

term effects have been associated with malnutrition (Opintan et al, 2010; Roche et al, 

2010; Platts-Mills et al, 2015).  

The occurrence of co-infections in epidemiological studies has been reported for many 

years. The microbe-microbe interactions have been suggested to result in increased or 

diminished disease outcomes in an infected host. Co-infecting pathogens compete with 

each other for nutrients and this might lead to increased virulence between the pathogens 

or one pathogen suppressing the virulence of another pathogen, and this might have a 

negative effect on the infected host. Interaction between A/P co-infections have been 

reported by clinical studies in symptomatic and asymptomatic cases (Itoh et al, 1997; 

Yatsuyanagi et al, 2002; Iijima et al, 2017; Broujerdi et al, 2018; Dutta et al, 2018; 

Ledwaba et al, 2018; Lima et al, 2018). It has been reported that the occurrence of co-

infections might lead to growth failure and suppressed immune system (Yatsuyanagi et 

al, 2002; Griffiths et al, 2011; Stockmann et al, 2017; Lima et al, 2018). 

The host-pathogen interactions (involving a single pathogen) has been widely reported 

using models in order to study disease outcome, immune response (Bartelt et al, 2017), 

pathogenesis mechanism (Savkovic et al, 2005; Schiebel et al, 2017), changes in 

metabolites (Sugiharto et al, 2014) and microbiota (Dupont et al, 2016). Single infections 

involving EAEC and EPEC have been studied using in vitro (Law et al, 2013; Elias and 

Navarro-Garcia, 2016) and in vivo (Law et al, 2013; Zhang et al, 2010; Dupont et al, 2016) 

analyses. However, interaction involving A/P co-infections using models is underreported. 
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Co-infections involving pathogens such as G. lamblia and EAEC have been reported to 

result in reduced weight gain and increased inflammatory responses in C57BL/6 mice 

(Bartelt et al, 2017). Giadia species have been reported to have protective effect when 

co-infected with either C. rodentium or EPEC in vitro, by inhibiting growth of these 

enteropathogens (Manko et al, 2017). The EPEC murine developed in Objective 1 has 

been used to study clinical outcomes and inflammatory responses produced during A/P 

co-infections. Overall, the objective was to study the interaction of A/P co-infections using 

in vitro and in vivo analyses to determine disease outcome between the single and co-

infections. 

 

5.3.   MATERIALS AND METHODS 

5.3.1.    IN VITRO ANALYSIS 

5.3.1.1.    HCT-8 cells growth 

The HCT-8 cells growth was done following the procedure described in section 4.3.1.1. 

 

5.3.1.2.    Preparation of bacterial strains and infection on HCT-8 cells 

EPEC E2348/69 (O127:H6) (Levine et al, 1985) and EAEC 042 (O44:H18) (Nataro et al, 

1987) cultures were prepared following a procedure mentioned in section 4.3.1.2. 

The control group contained RPMI only, the second group was infected with 10 µL (1:100 

MOI) (4.8 x108 CFU/well) of EAEC, the third group infected with 10 µL (1:100 MOI) of 

EPEC in each well containing cells with confluency of 70-80%. Lastly, the fourth group 

for co-infections cells were infected with 10 µL (1:100 MOI) of EAEC and 10 µL (1:100 

MOI) of EPEC (added at the same time). The experiment was performed in triplicates and 

all the wells contained fresh RPMI with no antibiotic and no serum. All the plates were 

incubated for 3 hours at 37 °C, 5% CO2. Figure 5.1 shows the schematic presentation 

summarising the experimental procedure on HCT-8 cells. 
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After infection, the samples were preserved following the procedure mentioned in section 

4.3.1.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Schematic experimental presentation of EPEC, EAEC and A/P co-infections on HCT-

8 and HeLA cells. HeLa cells and HCT-8 cells infected with either EAEC, EPEC or both pathogens 

for 3 hours. After HeLa cells infection, DNA was extracted from the infected cells and qPCR was 

used to analyse adhered bacteria and immunofluorescence microscopy was used to analyse 

adherence traits. After HCT-8 infection, supernatant was collected and IL-8 was measured. DNA 

was also extracted from infected cells and qPCR was used to analyse adhered bacteria. RNA 

was also extracted from the infected cells and determine expression of EPEC virulence genes. 

Keywords: A/P= EAEC and EPEC IL-8= interleukin-8, eae= intimin, tir= translocated intimin 

receptor, espA= EPEC secreted protein A, bfpA= bundle forming pili A, aafa= aggregative 

adherence fimbria A. 

5.3.1.3.   Measurement of IL-8 levels 

Inflammatory cytokine, IL-8 was determined following a procedure mentioned in section 

4.3.1.3. 

 

5.3.1.4.    HeLA cells growth 

HeLA (ATCC CCL-2) cell line were maintained and grown in Corning 75-cm2 culture flask 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA). The complete culture media for growth 
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contained DMEM/F12 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) 

supplemented with 10% FBS (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA), L-glutamine 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA),10 U/mL penicillin and 10 mg/mL streptomycin 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). Cells were grown at 37 °C, 

5% CO2 incubator. Once 90% confluency was reached in the flask, cells were passaged 

using 1 mL of 0.25% trypsin (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). 

For seeding, collagen-coated 24-well plates (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) 

with autoclaved cover slips (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) carefully placed in 

each well were used. Each well was seeded with cells containing complete culture media 

and placed at 37 °C, 5% CO2 incubator. Once cells have reached confluency of 70-80%, 

they were ready for infection. 

 

5.3.1.5.    Preparation of bacterial strains and infection on HeLA cells 

The EAEC 042 and EPEC E2348/69 strains were separately streaked on LB agar plates 

(ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) and incubated overnight at 37 

°C. Single colonies were picked and inoculated in 3 mL DMEM low glucose (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) and grown overnight at 37 °C in a 

shaking incubator. The next day, each well containing cells was washed with 1 X PBS 

and 1 mL DMEM low glucose containing 0.5% mannose was added. Figure 5.1 shows 

the schematic summarising the experimental procedure on HeLA cells.  

For infection, the control group contained only DMEM, the second group was infected 

with 10 µL (1:100 MOI) (4.8 x108 CFU/well) EAEC, the third group was infected with 10 

µL (1:100 MOI) EPEC. The fourth group was infected with 10 µL (1:100 MOI) EAEC and 

10 µL (1:100 MOI) EPEC at the same time. All the plates were incubated at 37 °C for 3 

hours, 5% CO2.  

Cells were then washed 3 times with 1 X PBS and 500 µL of 2% formalin/PBS was added 

to fix the samples. In another set of wells, after cells were washed 3 times with 1 X PBS 

and 180 µL of ATL buffer was added to each well and a sterile cell scrapper was used 

scrape off the adhered cells and bacteria and placed at -20 °C till further analysis.  
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5.3.1.6.    DNA extraction and real-time PCR 

DNA extraction and real-time PCR were determined as described in section 4.3.1.4, using 

primers in Table 5.1. 

 

Table 5.1. Primer sequence used to detect EPEC and EAEC 

Pathogen Primer  Sequence (5’-3’ Reference 

EPEC eae (F) 

       (R) 

CCCGAATTCGGCACAAGCATAAGC  

CCCGGATCCGTCTCGCCAGTATTCG  

 

Zhang et al, 2002 

EAEC aap (F) 

       (R) 

CTTGGGTATCAGCCTGAATG  

AACCCATTCGGTTAGAGCAC 

 

Cerna et al, 2003 

 

5.3.1.7.    RNA extraction and real-time PCR 

RNA extraction and EPEC virulence gene expression were determined following a 

procedure described in section 4.3.1.5.  

5.3.1.8.    Adherence assay using immunofluorescence microscopy 

Cells that were fixed with formalin were analysed further. The cover slips were washed 3 

times with 1 X PBS. 300 µL of 0.1% Triton X-100 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 

Massachusetts, USA) (diluted with 1 X PBS) was added and incubated for 5 min at room 

temperature. Cells were then washed and 300 µL RNAse A (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 

Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) diluted to 1:500 in 1 X PBS-10% horse serum (PBS-HS) 

was added and incubated for 30 min at 37 °C. Cover slips were then incubated with the 

primary antibody [for EPEC, chicken anti-EspB and for EAEC, rabbit anti-aafa (provided 

by JA Giron)] for 1 hr. Cells were then washed and incubated with the secondary antibody 

1:5000 Alexa fluor 448 donkey anti-rabbit IgG and Alexa fluor 555 goat anti-chicken IgY 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) for 1 hour in the dark. Cover 

slips were washed and 300 µL of 1:2000 dapi (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California, USA) was 

added and incubated for 5 min at room temperature. Cells were then washed and 2 µL of 

Fluoroshield with p-phenylenediamine (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, Missouri, USA) was 

added to the coverslip and then mounted on the slide using cytoseal (Thermo Fisher 
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Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA). The slides were viewed using Zeiss 

Fluorescent microscope (Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). 

5.3.2.    In vivo analysis 

5.3.2.1.    Animal husbandry 

The protocols used in this study and the vivarium conditions used to keep the C57BL/6 

mice is described in section 3.3.1 

5.3.2.2.    Rodent diet and antibiotics 

The rodent diet and antibiotics used are mentioned in section 3.3.2. 

 

5.3.2.3.    Preparation of bacterial strains and mice infection 

EPEC E2348/69 and EAEC 042 cultures were prepared following the procedure 

mentioned in section 3.3.3. 

Four groups of mice were used: control uninfected mice were orally administered DMEM 

only, the second group was administered 100µl of 1010 CFU/mL (each mouse received 

109 CFU in a total volume of 1010 CFU/mL) of EAEC and third group was administered 

100µl of 1010 CFU/mL EPEC. The last group was orally administered 100µl of 1010 

CFU/mL EAEC and 100µl of 1010 CFU/mL EPEC (at the same time) using a sterile 22-

guage feeding needles. Figure 5.2 shows the schematic procedure of the overall infection. 

Changes in weights and disease outcome were monitored and stools were collected daily. 

On day 10 pi, mice were euthanized according to the protocol. The cecum contents 

collected at day 3 pi were flash frozen using liquid nitrogen and then placed at -80 °C. 
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Figure 5.2: Schematic experimental design of EPEC, EAEC and A/P co-infections in C57BL/6 

mice. 22-day-old mice were placed on standard rodent chow diet upon arrival. Mice were 

administered drinking water containing antibiotic cocktail 4 days prior infection, and clean water 

was replaced 1-day prior infection. Mice were orally infected with either EPEC, EAEC or both the 

pathogens at the same time, and followed daily for changes in weights and stool collection. Mice 

were euthanised at days 3 and 10 pi. 

5.3.2.4.    Stool shedding 

Stool shedding was determined using a procedure described in section 3.3.4, using 

primers in Table 5.1. 

5.3.2.5. Intestinal inflammatory response 

The stool specimens collected at day 2 pi and were used to determine MPO and LCN-2 

using the procedure described in section 3.3.6.  

 

5.3.3. Statistical analysis 

All experiments were conducted in triplicates. The collected data was analysed using 

GraphPad Prism 7 software (Graph Pad, San Diego, California, USA). The data are 

represented as ± SEM. The results were considered significant when p<0.05. 
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5.4.   RESULTS 

5.4.1.    EAEC and EPEC IN VITRO ANALYSIS 

5.4.1.1.    Adherence and inflammatory responses in HCT-8 cells infected with 

A/P co-infections 

HCT-8 cells were used to compare difference in adherence between single infections of 

EAEC, EPEC and A/P co-infections. As seen in Figure 5.3A, all the bacterial pathogens 

adhered to cells. There was a significant decrease in adherence of EPEC in infected cells 

when compared to A/P (eae) (p<0.001), suggesting that EPEC adherence was reduced 

when co-infected with EAEC strain. There was also a significant difference in adherence 

of cells infected with EPEC when compared to EAEC single infections (p=0.0001).  

HCT-8 cells were used to analyse inflammatory cytokine, IL-8 as a result of A/P co-

infections. As seen in Figure 5.3B, all the infected cells had a significant increase IL-8 

levels when compared to control uninfected cells (p<0.0001). Cells infected with single 

infections of EAEC had a significant increase in IL-8 levels when compared to EPEC 

single infections (p=0.0001) and A/P co-infections (p<0.0001). Interestingly, A/P co-

infections and EPEC infections had similar levels of IL-8, ≤300 pg/mg protein. 
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A) B) 

 

Figure 5.3: Adherence assay and inflammatory responses in HCT-8 cells infected with A/P co-

infections. Cells were infected with EAEC, EPEC and A/P co-infections for 3 hours. A) DNA was 

extracted from infected and uninfected cells and qPCR was used to determine EAEC, EPEC and 

A/P co-infections on adhered cells. B) IL-8 levels measured in HCT-8 cells infected with EAEC, 

EPEC and A/P co-infections using ELISA. Data analysed using one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s 

post hoc test, **p<0.001, ***p=0.0001, ****p<0.00001. Keywords A/P (aap) = qPCR measured 

only aap gene in mice infected with EAEC and EPEC co-infections; A/P (eae) = qPCR measured 

only eae gene in mice infected with EAEC and EPEC co-infections. 

5.4.1.2.    Adherence traits of A/P co-infections on HeLA cells  

HeLA cells were used to compare difference in adherence between single infections of 

EAEC, EPEC and A/P co-infections. As seen in Figure 5.4, EAEC single infections 

adhered better to cells when compared to EPEC single infections. A/P co-infections 

adhered to HeLa cells at the same rate similar to the single infections, and no significant 

difference was observed. 
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Figure 5.4: Adherence assay in HeLA cells infected with A/P co-infections. HeLA cells were 

infected with EAEC, EPEC single infections and A/P co-infections for 3 hours. DNA was extracted 

from all the infected groups and qPCR was used to determine adherence of EAEC, EPEC and 

A/P co-infections to cells. Keywords A/P (aap) = qPCR measured only aap gene in mice infected 

with EAEC and EPEC co-infections; A/P (eae) = qPCR measured only eae gene in mice infected 

with EAEC and EPEC co-infections. 

In order to assess difference in adherence traits between cells infected with single and 

co-infections, immunofluorescence microscopy was performed on HeLA cells that were 

infected with either EAEC, EPEC and A/P co-infections. Adherence of EAEC was 

observed as stacked-brick-like pattern (Figure 5.5B). while EPEC adherence was 

observed as LA pattern (Figure 5.5C) on infected cells. However, cells infected with A/P 

co-infections had a change in adherence pattern. EAEC was observed to form stacked-

brick pattern around EPEC (Figure 5.5D), that is, altering the LA adherence pattern that 

is normally seen when EPEC is infected alone.  
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A) B) 

C)     D) 

Figure 5.5: Immunofluorescence microscopy on HeLA cells. HeLA cells infected for 3 hours with 

EAEC, EPEC and A/P co-infections and Immunofluorescence microscopy was used to determine 

adherence traits. A) Uninfected HeLA cells (blue) (B) EAEC adherence showing stacked brick-

like (green) on HeLA cells (blue). C) EPEC adherence showing localized adherence (red) on 
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HeLA cells (blue). D) A/P co-infections adherence EAEC (green) forming stacked brick-like 

pattern around EPEC (red) on HeLA cells (blue). 

5.4.1.3.    Expression of EPEC virulence genes on HCT-8 cells 

To evaluate changes in the pathogenesis mechanism of EPEC infection when co-infected 

with EAEC in HeLA cells, expression of genes involved in adhesion and secretion system 

of EPEC were analysed. As seen in Figure 5.6, the expression of the bfpA gene (involved 

in initial attachment to cells) was significantly decreased in cells infected with A/P co-

infections when compared to EPEC single infections (p<0.001). The eae and tir genes 

(involved in intimate adherence) were also significantly decreased in cells infected with 

A/P co-infections when compared to EPEC single infections (p<0.001). The ler (major 

transcriptional regulator), espA and espB (form part of the T3SS injector) were also 

significantly reduced in cells infected with A/P co-infections when compared to EPEC 

single infections (p<0.05 and p<0.001). Overall, all the genes involved in EPEC 

pathogenesis (adherence and T3SS) were greatly affected when co-infected with EAEC. 
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Figure 5.6: EPEC virulence gene expression on HCT-8 cells infected with A/P co-infections. HCT-

8 cells infected with EAEC, EPEC and A/P were analysed for EPEC virulence gene expression 

following 2-hour infection. Data analysed using t-test and Mann Whitney test, *p<0.05, **p<0.001. 

5.4.2.    EAEC and EPEC co-infections in vivo analysis  

5.4.2.1.    Clinical outcomes of mice infected with A/P co-infections  

The EPEC murine model developed in Chapter 3 was used to determine the interaction 

of A/P co-infections in vivo. Weaned mice infected with EAEC, EPEC and A/P co-
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infections were followed for changes in weight and clinical outcomes. Mice infected with 

EAEC and EPEC single infections developed wet stools. Mice infected with A/P co-

infections developed wet stools only at day 1 pi and no other symptoms were observed 

throughout the 10-day infection period. As seen in Figure 5.7, at day 1 pi, a significant 

difference in weight changes was observed between control mice and A/P co-infected 

mice (p<0.05). At day 2 pi, there was a significant difference in weight changes between 

control mice and EPEC infected mice (p<0.001). The EAEC infected mice recovered 

quickly from the infection and the growth was similar to the control group (from day 4 pi 

to day 10 pi). By day 8 pi all the infected groups had recovered their body weights (Figure 

5.7). 

Figure 5.7: Change in weight of C57BL/6 mice infected with A/P co-infections. Weaned mice 

infected with EAEC, EPEC and A/P (n = 8/group) were monitored for change in weight. Data 

analysed using two-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test, pi *p<0.05, # p<0.001. 

5.4.2.2.    Stool shedding of A/P co-infected mice 

Stool specimens of mice infected with EAEC, EPEC single infections and P/T co-

infections were analysed for stool shedding during the 10-day infection period. As seen 
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in Figure 5.8, even though there was no significant difference, EAEC shedding at day 1 

pi was higher (≥108 organisms/10mg stool) when compared to EPEC infected mice (≥106 

organisms/10mg stool). At day 1 pi, there was a significant difference of p<0.05 between 

mice infected with EAEC single infections and A/P (eae) co-infected mice. EAEC infected 

mice also had a significant difference of p<0.05 when compared to A/P (aap) co-

infections. At day 5 pi, mice infected with EPEC had a significant difference of p<0.05 

when compared to mice infected with A/P (aap). Also, at day 5 pi, in the co-infected 

groups, A/P (eae) shedding was lower (≥108 organisms/10mg stool) than A/P (aap) (≤106 

organisms/10mg stool) with significant difference of p<0.05. At day 10 pi, EPEC shedding 

was no longer detected in the single and A/P (eae) co-infections. (Figure 5.8). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8: Stool shedding of mice infected with A/P co-infections. Weaned mice were challenged 

orally with EAEC, EPEC, A/P co-infections and controls with DMEM (n = 8/group). DNA was 

extracted from stool specimen and qPCR was used to determine EAEC, EPEC and A/P co-

infections. Data analysed using two-way ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc test, * p<0.05. Keywords 

A/P (aap) = qPCR measured only aap gene in mice infected with EAEC and EPEC co-infections; 

A/P (eae) = qPCR measured only eae gene in mice infected with EAEC and EPEC co-infections. 
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5.4.2.3.    Biomarkers of inflammatory responses in mice infected with A/P 

co-infections 

To assess increase in inflammation as a result of A/P co-infections in mice, MPO and 

LCN-2 were used as faecal biomarkers of inflammatory response. As seen in Figure 5.9A, 

all the infected groups had an increase in faecal MPO, however, no significant difference 

was observed. LCN-2 levels in mice infected with single infections of EPEC (≤80 pg/mg 

protein) were significant higher when compared to mice infected with EAEC (<20 pg/mg 

protein) alone, p<0.05. At day 3 pi, half of all the infected and uninfected mice groups 

were euthanized and cecal contents were collected and analysed for MPO and LCN-2 

using ELISA. As seen in Figure 5.9B, mice infected with only EAEC had a significant 

increase in MPO levels when compared to control uninfected mice with >10000 pg/mg 

protein (p<0.05). EPEC infected mice had low levels of LCN-2 (≤5000 pg/mg protein) 

when compared to A/P infected mice (≤10000 pg/mg protein), however, no significant 

difference was observed. Mice infected with EAEC also had a significant increase in LCN-

2 levels when compared to control uninfected group (p<0.05) with <800 pg/mg protein. 

Mice infected with A/P co-infections produced about ≤600 pg/mg protein when compared 

to EPEC single infections levels of  ≤200 pg/mg protein of LCN-2, however, no significant 

difference was observed. 
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A)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

B) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.9: Inflammatory biomarkers MPO and LCN-2 in mice infected with A/P co-infections. 

Stool specimen and cecal contents were collected, lysates were extracted using RIPA buffer and 

MPO and LCN-2 were measured. A) MPO and LCN-2 levels in stool specimen of mice infected 

with EAEC, EPEC and A/P collected at day 2 pi. B). MPO and LCN-2 in cecal contents of mice 
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collected at day 3 pi. Data analysed using one-way ANOVA and Tukey post hoc test, *p<0.05; 

****p<0.0001 

5.5.    DISCUSSION 

Typical EPEC and EAEC infections cause diarrhoea mainly in children under the age of 

2 years (Kotloff et al, 2013; Platts-Mills et al, 2015). The interaction between these 

pathogens are increasingly being reported in clinical studies (Itoh et al, 1997; Yatsuyanagi 

et al, 2002; Iijima et al, 2017; Broujerdi et al, 2018; Dutta et al, 2018; Ledwaba et al, 2018; 

Lima et al, 2018). Infection models of EPEC and EAEC have been developed (Savkovic 

et al, 2005; Bolick et al, 2013; Dupont et al, 2016). However, limited data on how both of 

these pathogens interact in relation to disease outcome is underreported. In this study, 

the interaction of A/P co-infections were studied using in vitro and in vivo analyses in 

order to determine adherence traits, inflammatory responses and expression of EPEC 

virulence genes.  

In vitro EPEC is characterized by forming LA pattern at the site of infection (Scaletsky et 

al, 1984; Kaper et al, 2004, Dow et al, 2006; Ochoa and Contreras, 2011), while EAEC is 

characterized by biofilm formation and stacked-brick-like pattern (AA) at the site of 

infection (Kaper et al, 2004; Dow et al, 2006; Gomes et al, 2016). It was interesting to 

note that when EAEC was co-infected with EPEC there was a change in the adherence 

traits of both the pathogens. In this study, EPEC localized adherence pattern was altered 

and EAEC was observed surrounding EPEC on HeLa cells. The data suggested that 

during A/P co-infections, EAEC competes with EPEC for adherence and this results in 

EAEC altering the adherence pattern of EPEC by aggregating aggressively around 

EPEC. Manko and colleagues (2017) reported on G. duodenalis and EPEC co-infections 

in Caco-2 cells. Infection between these pathogens was inhibited, with G. duodenalis 

preventing growth of EPEC (Manko et al, 2017). As observed in this study, even though 

there was a change in the adherence pattern of the A/P strains, it was also interesting to 

note that the single infections of EAEC and EPEC adhered to cells at the same rate similar 

to the A/P co-infections. Millette and colleagues (2019) studied interaction of P. 
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aeruginosa and Staphylococcus aureus co-infections in vitro. This study also found that 

interaction between these pathogens resulted in changes in colony formation; S. aureus 

colonies were observed colonizing around P. aeruginosa (Millette et al, 2019). Infection 

between EPEC and Saccharomyces boulardii has been reported to also have 

antagonistic effects in vitro (Czerucka et al, 2000). EPEC infection in T84 cells resulted 

in disruption of tight junction and increased cell apoptosis. However, co-infection of EPEC 

with S. boulardii was found to reduce disruption of tight junction and delayed cell 

apoptosis, by affecting the signal transduction pathways of EPEC (Czerucka et al, 2000). 

Interestingly, adhesion between the two strains was not affected, similar to this study. 

EAEC and EPEC single infections have been reported to result in increased IL-8 levels 

in vitro studies (Huang et al, 2004; Ruchaud-Sparagano et al, 2007; Sanchez-Villamil et 

al, 2016; Park et al, 2017; Haarmann et al, 2018). In this study, single infections of EAEC 

and EPEC in cells resulted in increased levels of IL-8. However, the interaction between 

both these pathogens did not result in additive effects, that is higher levels of IL-8 were 

not observed in cells infected with A/P co-infections. Thus, instead of the cells producing 

increased inflammatory responses due to the presence of two pathogens; the pathogens 

were instead competing with each other, as observed with altered adherence, resulting 

in reduced IL-8 levels. In another study, chickens infected with Eimeria maxima and C. 

perfringens co-infections resulted in reduced IL-8 levels due to presence of supplemented 

diet (Oh et al, 2019). Reece and colleagues also reported on antagonistic effects between 

Aspergillus fumigatus and P. aeruginosa co-infections in vitro. This interaction was 

reported to result in reduced biofilm formation and IL-8 levels were not enhanced by the 

presence of both pathogens (Reece et al, 2018).  

In evolution of virulence, it has been predicted that increase in number of pathogens within 

a host leads to increased virulence (Ebert, 2000). The analysis of virulence gene 

expression in infected cells highlighted an interesting outcome of A/P co-infections when 

compared to EPEC alone. The EPEC virulence genes analysed in this study were all 

down regulated in cells infected with A/P co-infections. The bfpA gene, involved in initial 

attachment and formation of LA pattern (Giron et al, 1991) was greatly reduced, 
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suggesting that the LA pattern formation was affected. This data is also supported by the 

immunofluorescence microscopy of A/P co-infections, with the image showing EAEC 

surrounding EPEC with altered LA pattern. Intimin is encoded by the eae gene and 

requires tir in order for EPEC to intimately adhere to cells (Frankel et al, 1998). Both these 

genes were greatly reduced in cells infected with A/P co-infections when compared to 

EPEC alone. The ler gene, a major transcriptional regulator of the T3SS and crucial for 

EPEC pathogenesis (Frankel et al, 1998; Friedberg et al, 1999), and is activated by per 

(Scaletsky, 2019). In this study, it was also noted that both these genes were also down 

regulated in cells infected with A/P co-infections when compared to EPEC alone. The 

espA and espB genes were also down-regulated, these produce secretory proteins that 

assists in filament formation and translocation of other proteins into the cells via the T3SS. 

These proteins cause changes in the cytoskeletal structure of the cells leading to actin 

accumulation at the site of infection (Dean and Kenny, 2009). Other studies have also 

reported on co-infecting pathogens resulting in reduced virulence expression (Garbutt et 

al, 2011; Reece et al, 2018).  

The interaction of A/P co-infections were further analysed in vivo using C57BL/6 mice. 

The EPEC infectious mouse model developed in Chapter 3 was used to analyse the 

interaction of A/P co-infections. In this study A/P co-infections resulted in diminished 

weight changes and increased inflammatory responses. Mice infected with EAEC and 

EPEC single infections developed wet stools between day 1 and 3 pi, while mice infected 

with A/P co-infections developed soft stools only at day 1 pi. In this study, mice infected 

with A/P strains recovered quickly at day 2 pi while mice infected with single infections of 

EPEC recovered the weights at day 4 pi. Animal models have shown that diet plays an 

important role during disease outcome (Medeiros et al, 2013; Bolick et al, 2013; Mayneris-

Perxachs et al, 2016). In this study, EAEC infection in mice fed standard rodent chow diet 

(nourished diet) did not have any effect on weight change. EAEC infection has been 

previously studied in mice fed malnourished diet and found that there was a significant 

weight loss than in mice fed nourished diet (Roche et al, 2010; Bolick et al, 2013). 

Medeiros and colleagues (2013) also reported on the importance of zinc deficiency during 

EAEC infection and weight loss was reported to occur up to day 7 pi when compared to 
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mice administered zinc supplementation (Medeiros et al, 2013). Therefore, further studies 

are required to study A/P co-infections in mice with malnourished diet to determine the 

disease outcome. 

In this study, EPEC shedding in A/P co-infections was also observed until day 8 pi. On 

the other hand, EAEC shedding in the A/P co-infections was observed up to day 10 pi. 

This suggested that during A/P co-infections, the presence of EPEC enabled EAEC to 

adhere better to the intestinal cells, enabling it to shed longer at a higher rate. Increase 

in faecal intestinal biomarker such as MPO and LCN-2 in children have been associated 

with growth impairment (Guerrant et al, 2016; Prata et al, 2016). The MAL-ED Cohort 

study recently studied EAEC co-infections in children under 6 months of age and found 

that EAEC infections with more than 2 pathogens had increased MPO concentrations in 

the stool specimens than in EAEC infection alone (Lima et al, 2018). In this study, MPO 

concentrations in the stools and cecal contents were also increased across all infected 

groups. Increase in LCN-2 levels was found to be higher in A/P co-infections when 

compared to EAEC alone. Pathogens such as EAEC are associated with enteropathy 

leading to growth impairment in children (Bartelt et al, 2013). EAEC and EPEC have been 

detected in non- diarrhoeal stool samples of children and have been found to cause 

mucosal disruption with increased MPO faecal biomarker (Kosek et al, 2017). Exposure 

to these pathogens leads to increased inflammation, growth failure and abnormal gut 

permeability (Kosek et al, 2017). 

The microbe-microbe interaction with the host is complex (Mideo, 2009) because there 

are many factors within the host and the microbes that determine disease outcome. 

Recently, the interaction of EAEC and EPEC co-infections with other viral pathogens have 

been studied in clinical settings, and was found that alteration in gut microbiota resulted 

in increased disease outcome (Mathew et al, 2019). Antagonistic effects with other 

pathogen co-infections have also been reported (Shen et al, 2019). Zhu and colleagues 

(2017) reported on S. typhimurium and Schistosoma japonicum co-infection model in 

mice and found that symptoms of schistosomiasis were greatly reduced during co-
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infections, and that the presence of S. typhimurium greatly reduced the metabolic 

disturbances (Zhu et al, 2017).  

In conclusion, based on the findings, it can be suggested that not all co-infections result 

in detrimental disease outcome. EPEC pathogenesis was suppressed when co-infected 

with EAEC, causing EAEC to be dominant. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMATIVE COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

6.1.    SUMMATIVE COMMENTS 

Diarrhoeal infections cause deaths in young children (Troeger et al, 2018). DEC 

pathotypes such as EAEC, EPEC and ETEC have been reported to cause moderate to 

severe diarrhoea in children under 2 years of age (Kotloff et al, 2013). Occurrence of co-

infections has been reported (Crane et al, 2006; Bartelt et al, 2017; Ledwaba et al, 2018; 

Lima et al, 2018). The interaction of co-infecting pathogens has opened a whole new 

perspective, and studies have been done in order to understand the microbe-microbe 

interactions within the host (Crane et al, 2006; Estrada et al, 2012; Bartelt et al, 2017). In 

vitro and in vivo models are of great importance as they enable analysis of pathogens in 

closed controlled environmental settings. The use of animal models that mimic clinical 

outcomes of human infections act as a gateway in understanding the interaction of 

pathogens in a living host. 

Typical EPEC causes severe diarrhoea leading to deaths in children under 12 months of 

age (Kotloff et al, 2013). This pathogen is characterized by distinct LA pattern forming 

A/E lesions at the site of infection (Croxen et al, 2013). EPEC has been studied 

extensively in vitro, with studies highlighting the pathogenesis mechanism and 

inflammatory responses produced during infection (Law et al, 2013). EPEC has also been 

studied in vivo using different animal models, however, these models have failed to report 

on a small animal model of EPEC infection resulting in clinical outcomes. The first 

objective of this study was to develop an EPEC murine model using weaned C57BL/6 

mice that were treated with antibiotic cocktail to enable colonization, clinical outcomes, 
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inflammatory responses (similar to humans) and metabolic disruptions. The following 

were observed 

• An EPEC infectious murine model has been developed. Weaned C57BL/6 mice 

pretreated with antibiotic cocktail were orally infected with typical EPEC. Infection 

resulted in clinical outcomes of changes in faecal appearance and transient weight 

loss. 

•  Infection resulted in increased inflammatory biomarkers (MPO, LCN-2) similar to 

children. Acute systematic inflammatory responses were also observed with an 

increase in IL-6, SAA and CRP markers. 

• Metabolic perturbations were observed with the TCA cycle being greatly affected 

• The EPEC murine model will be the first study to report on wet stools in mice 

infected with WT EPEC E2348/69 strain and bloody stools in mice infected with 

UMD901 E2348/69 strain. 

• This model also highlighted the importance of the bfp (involved in adherence) and 

escN (assisting in activation of the T3SS system) virulence genes involved in 

EPEC pathogenesis 

o A functional T3SS system is essential for EPEC pathogenesis. Mice 

infected with ∆escN CVD425 strain resulted in diminished weight changes 

and no clinical and inflammatory responses were observed during infection. 

o Mice infected with the mutant UMD901 strain resulted in severe disease 

outcome. Colonization was observed across all tissue sections with 

inflammatory and systemic markers higher in mice infected with the bfp 

mutant than the WT strain. This data highlighted the importance of atypical 

EPEC strains that are increasingly being detected in clinical settings. 

 

Co-infections such as P/T and A/P pathogens have been reported in humans and animals 

(Wada et al, 1996; Ledwaba et al, 2018; Lima et al, 2018). ETEC is characterized by 

production of LT and ST enterotoxins that result in diarrhoea in travellers and children 

(Croxen et al, 2013). EAEC is characterized by distinct biofilm formation and secretion of 
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enterotoxins (Croxen et al, 2013). The interaction of co-infections has been suggested to 

result in increased disease outcome. The second and third objectives were to study the 

interactions between P/T and A/P co-infections using in vitro and in vivo analyses. The 

following were observed: 

• Interactions between P/T co-infections in vitro resulted in synergistic effects, the 

IL-8 response was higher than the single infections. The bfpA gene involved in 

adherence was greatly increased during co-infections suggesting that ETEC 

enhanced EPEC pathogenesis resulting in increased adherence. 

• P/T co-infections resulted in increased severe disease outcome in vivo. Infection 

in the co-infected mice resulted in severe weight loss, diarrhoea with reduced 

movement and some of the mice died as a result of infection. Inflammatory 

biomarkers (MPO and LCN-2), IL-6 and acute systemic marker (SAA) were higher 

in the P/T infected mice, suggesting that infection resulted in detrimental disease 

outcome as suggested by clinical studies. 

• The interaction of A/P co-infections in vitro resulted in antagonistic effects. EAEC 

altered EPEC localized adherence during A/P co-infections. This was further 

observed with EPEC virulence genes involved in pathogenesis being 

downregulated during co-infections 

• A/P co-infections in vivo resulted in diminished weight loss and diarrhoea. EAEC 

colonization was enhanced by the presence of EPEC. However, interactions 

between these pathogens did not result in additive effects on intestinal 

inflammation (that is MPO and LCN-2 levels were not higher than the single 

infections). 

Overall, the research questions were answered and the objectives of the study were 

achieved. That is, an EPEC murine model was developed. The interaction between A/P 

and P/T co-infections were studied. The results in this study have provided an 

understanding in the interaction of co-infecting bacterial pathogens in a host. 
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6.2.   LIMITATIONS 

This study has provided insight in understanding the mechanisms involved during EPEC 

pathogenesis and interaction of co-infecting pathogens, however, there are limitations in 

the study. The metabolic analysis was only conducted on the WT EPEC strain and not on 

the mutant strains. In A/P co-infection analyses, the EAEC virulence gene expression 

was not assessed and the conclusions were made only on analysis of EPEC virulence 

gene expression. 

 

6.3.   RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE STUDIES 

• A new EPEC murine model has been developed showing the importance of the 

bundle forming pili involved in adherence and T3SS mechanism. Further studies 

are therefore required to study other genes that are involved during EPEC 

pathogenesis in order to facilitate in development of vaccines. 

• The interaction between P/T and A/P co-infections in C57BL/6 mice have provided 

an understanding in disease outcome using prototype strains. Further studies are 

therefore, required to understand the mechanism that might be involved during co-

infections in the host using clinical strains.  

• The co-infection models used in this study can further be used to explore 

therapeutic interventions, such as studying the genes involved in increased 

virulence and use the model to reduce the disease outcome. 

• In vitro and in vivo models are strictly controlled when compared to clinical settings. 

Strains used in this study were administered at the same time-point during co-

infections. Further studies are therefore, required to administer the pathogens at 

different time points to determine if there will be a difference in disease outcome. 

• The EPEC pathogenesis mechanism was greatly affected during EAEC and EPEC 

co-infections in vitro. The EAEC virulence mechanism involved during these co-

infections needs further assessment.  
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APPENDIX 

APPENDIX A: SUPPLEMENTARY DATA FOR CHAPTER 3 

A1: The overall change in weight of mice infected with WT EPEC, bfp- and ∆escN 

mutants followed until day 8 pi. 

 

Figure 1: Weight change of mice infected with WT EPEC, bfpA- and ∆escN (n = 12/group) at day 

0 pi, mice were euthanized at day 8 pi. 
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A2: Haemoglobin levels of mice infected with WT EPEC, bfp- and ∆escN at day 4 pi. 

 

Figure 2: Haemoglobin levels in stools. Stool protein lysates of uninfected and infected mice were 

used to determine increase in haemoglobin using mouse hemoglobin ELISA (R&D systems) 

according to manufacturer instructions (n = 8). Increased haemoglobin levels were observed in 

stools of mice infected with bfpA-.  
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A3: Additional TEM showing ileal tissue of mice infected with EPEC 

 

Figure 3: Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images showing ileum infected with WT 

EPEC at day 3 pi with disrupted microvilli (red arrow). 
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APPENDIX B: LISTS OF ABSTRACTS AND CONFERENCES ATTENDED 

B.1. Conference abstract of the poster presentation at 

Carey-Marshall-Thorner scholar’s and research day 

University of Virginia USA, May 11th 2016 

Title: Distribution of virulence-related genes and pathogenesis of Diarrheagenic E. 

coli strains in Limpopo Province, South Africa 

Ledwaba S1, Bolick D2, Nataro J3, Guerrant R2, Traore A1, Potgieter N1 

1Department of Microbiology, University of Venda, Thohoyandou, Limpopo Province, South 

Africa; 2Center for Global Health, Division of Infectious Diseases and International Health, School 

of Medicine, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, USA, 3Department of Pediatrics, 

University of Virginia School of Medicine and University of Virginia Children’s Hospital, 

Charlottesville, Virginia, USA 

 

Background: Globally diarrhoea in children less than 5 years of age is still a major 

problem in public health. In developing countries including South Africa diarrhoea 

caused by Diarrheagenic E. coli (DEC) occurs due to poor sanitation and hygiene 

behaviour. Increase in exposure to DEC can lead to occurrence of different strains that 

result in co-infections. 

Objectives: To determine virulence patterns of genes that might be involved in 

infections and determine pathogenesis using murine models 

Hypothesis: Diarrheagenic E. coli (DEC) co-infections result from interchange of 

virulence genes 

Research questions: What are the genes involved in virulence of DEC strains during 

host infection? What are the pathogenesis mechanisms involved in DEC co-infections?  

Methods: Diarrheal stool specimens from children attending Primary Health Facilities 

(clinics) were collected in rural communities of Limpopo province, South Africa. 

Bacterial DNA was extracted and a published m-PCR protocol was used to determine 

the prevalence of DEC strains (EAEC, ETEC, EIEC, EHEC, a-EPEC, t-EPEC).  
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Results: Overall Diarrheagenic E. coli strains were detected in 48.5% of the specimens. 

Bacterial co-infections were prevalent and seen in 32.9% of the participants. 

Way forward: To determine specific virulence patterns in single and in co-infections 

and explore their pathogenesis using murine models.  
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B.2. Conference abstract of the poster presentation at 

Infectious Disease and Biodefense Research Day 

University of Virginia USA, April 18th 2016 

Title: Epidemiology and outcomes of multiple infections with Enteropathogenic, 

Enterotoxigenic and Enteroaggregative E. coli 

Solanka E. Ledwaba1,2,3, Araceli E. Santiago2, David Bolick3, Richard Guerrant3, 

Afsatou N. Traoré1 Natasha Potgieter1 and James P. Nataro2 

1Department of Microbiology, University of Venda, Thohoyandou, Limpopo Province, South 

Africa; 2Department of Pediatrics, University of Virginia School of Medicine and University of 

Virginia Children’s Hospital; 3Center for Global Health, Division of Infectious Diseases and 

International Health, School of Medicine, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, USA. 

 

Background: Globally diarrhoea in children less than 5 years of age is still a major 

problem in public health. Diarrheagenic E. coli infections occur primarily in settings with 

poor sanitation and hygiene and limited access to safe drinking water. In some parts of 

South Africa there are several communities that lack access to improved water and 

sanitation services. In a previous study, 237 diarrheal specimens of children under the 

age of 5 years were collected and the prevalence of Diarrheagenic E. coli (DEC) strains 

was determined. ETEC (31%), EAEC (26%), Atypical EPEC (16%) and Typical EPEC 

(16) strains were found to be the most prevalent strains. Several DEC combinations were 

also seen. Reports from epidemiological and in vitro studies have stated that the certain 

DEC combinations such as ETEC, EAEC and EPEC co-infections are likely to cause 

more severe diarrheal diseases in infected patients. 

Objective: Characterization of single and multiple infections of pathogenic E. coli in vitro 

and in vivo. 

Methods: HeLA cells will be exposed to single infections of Atypical EPEC, Typical 

EPEC, EAEC, and ETEC or combinations of enteropathogenic bacteria. Bacterial 

adherence and cytotoxicity will be determined in infected cells. These pathogens will 

further be tested on T84 cells for confirmation of adherence assay, cytokine release and 
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trans-epithelial resistance. Co-infections that show increased interaction in vitro, will 

further be analysed in vivo using murine models. 

Expected outcomes: Determination of the interaction of EPEC, ETEC and EPEC single 

and co-infections in vitro and also the pathogenesis mechanism in vivo in order to assess 

the severity of these co-infections. 
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B.3. Conference abstract of the poster presentation at 

Infectious diseases and biodefence research day 

University of Virginia, USA, March 13th 2017 

Title: Modeling EPEC and ETEC co-infections in a mouse model 

Ledwaba SE1,2,3, Santiago AE2, Bolick D3, Nataro JP2, Potgieter N1, Traore AN and 

Guerrant RL3 

1Department of Microbiology, University of Venda, Thohoyandou, Limpopo Province, South 

Africa; 2Department of Pediatrics, University of Virginia School of Medicine and University of 

Virginia Children’s Hospital; 3Center for Global Health, Division of Infectious Diseases and 

International Health, School of Medicine, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, USA. 

 
Background: Diarrheal diseases are a major cause of morbidity and mortality in children 

worldwide. Epidemiological studies in both developed and developing countries have 

shown that children infected with Diarrheagenic E. coli suffer from different series of 

clinical outcomes. Enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), and Enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) 

are recognized as major causes of acute diarrhea and dual infections with these 

pathogens have been reported in different parts of the world. The aim of the study is to 

determine the role of diet and disease severity during single infection of EAEC, EPEC 

and ETEC and also during EAEC/EPEC and EPEC/ETEC co-infections in vitro and in 

vivo.  

Method: Single infections of EPEC, EAEC, and ETEC together with the co-infections will 

be infected on HeLA cells to determine adherence pattern and inflammatory cytokines. 

These pathogens will further be analyzed to determine expression virulence genes 

involved during infection. C57BL/6 mice on specific diets will be used to determine 

infection outcome during single and co-infections in vivo. 

Expected outcomes: The results of this study will lead to increased knowledge on the 

role of diet and interaction of EAEC, EPEC and ETEC single and co-infections. 

Development of EAEC/EPEC co-infection model. Lastly observe the clinical outcomes as 

would be seen in infected children. 
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B.4. Conference abstract of the poster presentation at 

Carey-Marshall-Thorner scholar’s and research day 

University of Virginia, May 10th 2017 

Title: Interactions of Diarrheagenic E. coli infections in a murine model 

Ledwaba SE1,2,3, Bolick D3, Santiago AE2, Nataro JP2, Potgieter N1 and Guerrant 

RL3 

1Department of Microbiology, University of Venda, Thohoyandou, Limpopo Province, South 

Africa; 2Department of Pediatrics, University of Virginia School of Medicine and University of 

Virginia Children’s Hospital; 3Center for Global Health, Division of Infectious Diseases and 

International Health, School of Medicine, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia, USA. 

 

Background: Diarrheal diseases are a major cause of morbidity and mortality in children 

worldwide. Enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), Enteroaggregative E. coli (EAEC) and 

Enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) are recognized as major causes of acute diarrhea, and 

dual infections with these pathogens have been fairly reported in different parts of the 

world. The goal of the study is to determine the role of diet and disease severity during 

single infections of EAEC, EPEC and ETEC and also during co-infections with these 

pathogens. 

Method: Weaned C57BL/6 mice on specific diets were infected with single infections 

(EAEC, EPEC, ETEC) and co-infections (EAEC/EPEC and EPEC/ETEC). During 

infection, mice were monitored for change in weight and stools were collected daily. Mice 

were euthanized on the third day of infection, intestinal tissue and cecum contents were 

collected. Stool shedding and tissue burden were analyzed using qPCR. Proteins lysates 

extracted from cecum contents and stools were used to determine inflammatory 

biomarkers myeloperoxidase (MPO) and lipocalin-2 (LCN- 2). 

Results: Disease outcome of EPEC/ETEC co-infection was worse compared to the 

single infections. During EAEC/EPEC co-infection, EAEC inhibited EPEC effect on weight 

loss and diminished EPEC shedding. Inflammatory biomarkers MPO and LCN-2 levels in 
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EPEC/ETEC coinfections were significantly higher compared to EPEC or ETEC alone, 

while MPO levels were diminished during EAEC/EPEC co-infection. 

Conclusions: EPEC/ETEC co-infection resulted in synergistic effect with mice 

experiencing severe outcome with increased weight loss, diarrhea, and increased 

inflammatory MPO and LCN-2. However, EAEC/EPEC co-infection resulted in 

antagonistic effect with no weight loss, and reduced inflammatory LCN-2 and MPO. 

Future directions are to determine expression of EPEC, ETEC and EAEC virulence 

genes. 
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29th Annual University of Virginia children’s hospital symposium and 

research trainee competition 
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Title: Interactions of Enteropathogenic E. coli and Enteroaggregative E. coli 

infections in vitro and in vivo 

Solanka E. Ledwaba1,2,3, David T. Bolick3, Pedro HQS. Medeiros3 Araceli E. 

Santiago2, Natasha Potgieter1 and Richard L. Guerrant3
, James P. Nataro2

 

1Department of Microbiology, University of Venda, Thohoyandou, Limpopo Province, South 

Africa; 1Child Health Research Center. University of Virginia School of Medicine and University of 

Virginia Children’s Hospital, Charlottesville, VA, USA 3Center for Global Health3, Division of 

Infectious Diseases and International Health, School of Medicine, University of Virginia, 

Charlottesville, VA, USA. 

 

Background: Enteroaggregative E. coli (EAEC), and Enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC) 

are recognized as major causes of acute diarrhea in children living in poor social 

conditions in developing countries. Epidemiological studies have reported on the dual 

infections with these pathogens suggesting interaction of EPEC and EAEC might result 

in altered disease outcomes.  

Objective: To determine interaction of EAEC, EPEC and EAEC/EPEC co-infections in 

vitro and in vivo.  

Design/Methods: Single infections of EPEC E2348/69 and EAEC 042 together with co-

infections (EAEC/EPEC) were infected on HeLA cells to determine inflammatory 

cytokines. cDNA from infected HeLA cells was used to determine expression of EPEC 

virulence genes. Interaction of EAEC/EPEC co-infections were further analyzed in vivo 

using weaned C57BL/6 mice on standard chow diet.  

Results: HeLA cells infected with EPEC resulted in increased IL6 and IL8 cytokines; cells 

infected with EAEC/EPEC had reduces IL6 and IL8. Expression of EPEC was greatly 

reduced during EAEC/EPEC co-infections. In vivo, there was diminished weight loss and 
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diarrhea in EAEC/EPEC infected mice. EAEC stool shedding was higher than EPEC 

shedding in co-infected mice with reduced inflammatory Myeloperoxidase (MPO).  

Conclusions: EAEC/EPEC co-infection resulted in antagonistic effect with reduced IL6 

and IL8 cytokines. In vivo, EAEC inhibited EPEC effect on weight loss and diminished 

EPEC shedding. Future directions are to determine expression of EPEC and EAEC 

virulence genes during co-infections. 

Summary: 

Objective: To determine interaction of EAEC, EPEC and EAEC/EPEC co-infections in 

vitro and in vivo. 

Conclusions: EAEC/EPEC co-infections result in diminished weight loss and diarrhea, 

suggesting EAEC inhibits effect of EPEC during infection 

Implications for children: EAEC is protective against EPEC infection 

This work was funded by NIH grants AI- 033096 and U19AI090873 to JPN. Global 

Infectious Diseases and Research Training (GIDRT) Program at UVA Award by NIH D43 

TW006578. 
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Title: Modeling of Enteropathogenic E. coli and Enterotoxigenic E. coli co-

infection in a mouse model 

Solanka E. Ledwaba1,2,3, David T. Bolick3, Pedro HQS. Medeiros3 Araceli E. 

Santiago2, Natasha Potgieter1 James P. Nataro2 and Richard L. Guerrant3 

1Department of Microbiology, University of Venda, Thohoyandou, Limpopo Province, South 

Africa; 1Child Health Research Center. University of Virginia School of Medicine and University 

of Virginia Children’s Hospital, Charlottesville, VA, USA 3Center for Global Health, Division of 

Infectious Diseases and International Health, School of Medicine, University of Virginia, 

Charlottesville, VA, USA. 

 

Background: Diarrheal diseases are a major cause of morbidity and mortality in children 

worldwide. Enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), and Enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) are 

recognized as major causes of acute diarrhea and dual infections with these pathogens 

have been reported in different parts of the world. 

Objective: To determine disease severity during single infections of EPEC and ETEC 

and also during EPEC/ETEC co-infections. 

Design/Methods: Weaned C57BL/6 mice on standard chow diet were infected with 

single infections of EPEC E-2348/69, ETEC H10407 and co-infections (EPEC/ ETEC). 

During infection, mice were monitored daily for weights and stools were collected. These 

mice were euthanized on the third day of infection. Bacterial DNA was extracted from 

stools tissue sections; and shedding was determined using qPCR. Protein lysates from 

day 2 stool samples were used to determine intestinal inflammatory biomarkers 

Myeloperoxidase (MPO) and Lipoalin-2 (LCN-2). 

Results: All mice developed diarrhea on the first day post-infection. There was significant 

weight loss on day 2 and 3 post infection in mice infected with EPEC, ETEC and 
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EPEC/ETEC co-infections. Stool shedding of ETEC was significantly higher in single and 

co-infections. ETEC colonized better in all sections of the intestine with increased tissue 

burden in the ileum and colon. 

Inflammatory biomarkers MPO and LCN-2 levels in EPEC/ETEC co-infections were 

significantly higher compared to EPEC or ETEC alone. 

Conclusions: EPEC together with ETEC have a synergistic effect with mice experiencing 

more severe disease outcomes than the single EPEC and ETEC infections. These 

findings suggest that EPEC and ETEC co-infections are worse than either single 

respective infection alone and warrant further study in the field. 

Summary: 

• Objective: To determine disease severity during single infections of EPEC and 

ETEC and also during EPEC/ETEC co-infections.  

• Conclusions: Disease outcome of co-infections (EPEC/ETEC) was worse 

compared to the single EPEC and ETEC infections in weaned C57BL/6 mice. 

• Implications for children: Interaction of EPEC/ETEC co-infections results in 

severe diarrhea and weight loss.  

This work was funded by NIH grants AI- 033096 and U19AI090873 to JPN. Global 

Infectious Diseases and Research Training (GIDRT) Program at UVA Award by NIH D43 

TW006. 
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Title: Synergistic and Antagonistic effects of Diarrheagenic E. coli co-infections in 

a murine model 

Solanka E. Ledwaba1, David T. Bolick2, Pedro H. Medeiros2, Afsatou N. Traore1, 

Natasha Potgieter1, James P. Nataro2, Richard L. Guerrant2 

1University of Venda, Thohoyandou, South Africa, 2University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA, 

United States 

 

Diarrheal diseases are major causes of morbidity in children worldwide. 

Enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC), Enteroaggregative E. coli (EAEC) and 

Enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) are major causes of acute diarrhea; dual infections 

pathogens have been reported in different parts of the world. The goal of the study is to 

determine the role of diet and disease severity during single infections of EAEC, EPEC 

and ETEC and also during co-infections. Four-week old weaned C57BL/6 mice on 

standard chow diet were placed on antibiotic cocktail water for 3 days. These mice were 

administered orally (1010 CFU/mouse) single infections (EAEC 042, EPEC E2348/69, 

ETEC H10407) and co-infections (EAEC/EPEC and EPEC/ETEC) (1010 CFU/mouse per 

pathogen). During infection, mice were monitored for change in weight and stools were 

collected daily. At peak of infection; serum, intestinal tissue and cecum contents were 

collected. Bacterial DNA was extracted from stools and tissue, and qPCR was used to 

determine shedding and tissue burden. Proteins lysates extracted from cecum contents 

and stools were used to determine inflammatory biomarkers myeloperoxidase (MPO) and 

lipocalin-2 (LCN-2). All mice developed diarrhea on the first day post-infection except 

EAEC/EPEC co-infections. There was significant weight loss on day 2 and 3 post-

infection in mice infected with EPEC or ETEC alone or with EPEC/ETEC co-infections, 

but not for those infected with EAEC/EPEC. MPO and LCN-2 levels in EPEC/ETEC co-

infections were significantly higher compared to EPEC or ETEC alone, while MPO levels 
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were diminished during EAEC/EPEC co-infection. Disease outcome of EPEC/ETEC co-

infection was worse compared to the single infections. In addition, EPEC/ETEC co-

infection resulted in worse outcomes with mice experiencing severe disease outcome 

with increased weight loss, diarrhea and increased MPO and LCN-2. EAEC/EPEC co-

infection resulted in antagonistic effects with no weight loss and reduced inflammatory 

LCN-2 and MPO. Future directions include assessing expression of virulence genes 

during co-infections to better understand these potentially important differences in 

outcomes. 
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 Ledwaba SE1, Bolick DT2, Medeiros PQS2, Traore AN1, Swann JR3, Guerrant RL2, 

Nataro JP4 and Potgieter N1  

1Department of Microbiology, University of Venda, Thohoyandou, Limpopo Province, South 

Africa; 2Center for Global Health, Division of Infectious Diseases and International Health, School 
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Introduction: Typical and atypical Enteropathogenic E. coli (EPEC) are recognized as 

one of the leading bacterial causes of infantile diarrhea worldwide. 

Methods: Weaned C57BL/6 mice pretreated with antibiotics were challenged orally with 

wild type EPEC, bfp and escN mutants (lacking bundle forming pili or type 3 secretion 

respectively) in order to determine colonization, inflammatory responses and clinical 

outcomes during infection.  

Results: Antibiotic disruption of intestinal microbiota led to efficient colonization of 

EPECwt and EPECbfp-, resulting in weight loss and diarrhea in mice. Increases in 

inflammatory biomarkers were observed in the intestinal tissue. EPECescN- colonized in 

the mice, however no weight changes or clinical outcomes were observed. Metabolome 

changes were also observed in EPEC infected mice with changes in the TCA cycle with 

increased creatine and TMA.  

Conclusion: A small animal model treated with antibiotics has been developed to mimic 

clinical outcomes as observed in children with EPEC infection. This model can therefore 

be used to further understand mechanisms that are involved during pathogenesis of 

EPEC infections and thus assist in development of potential therapeutic interventions. 

 


